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Chapter 1
Introdution
Relativisti quantum eld theory in two spae-time dimensions has important role in
physis, for example in the branhes of string theory and statistial mehanis. It has also
played important role in the development of a non-perturbative understanding of quantum
eld theory in general. In the latter respet massive integrable models and onformal
eld theory attrat most interest, as they usually allow the exat determination of several
physial quantities. Sine W. Thirring proposed the rst exatly solvable quantum eld
theoretial model in 1958 [1℄ and J. Shwinger presented the exat solution of Quantum
Eletrodynamis in 1+1 dimensions [2, 3℄, a remarkable omplexity and rihness of the
non-perturbative struture of relativisti quantum eld theories has been revealed. In
the eld of the two-dimensional models of statistial physis, whih are losely related
to two-dimensional quantum eld theory, H. Bethe's results [4℄ in 1931 and L. Onsager's
solution of the Ising model in 1943 [5℄ an be regarded as the beginning of the study of
integrable models.
In massive integrable eld theories the spetrum, S-matrix and the form fators of loal
operators an often be determined exatly, mainly by means of the bootstrap method.
This is a feature that deserves high appreiation in itself, regarding the diulty of making
non-perturbative statements about these quantities in general.
The bootstrap programme for the spetrum and S-matrix proves to be manageable in
integrable quantum eld theory beause the existene of higher spin onserved quantities,
whih is the riterion of integrability, severely onstrains the sattering theory. The speial
kind of sattering theory related to integrable models is alled fatorized sattering theory.
The bootstrap programme for form fators in integrable quantum eld theory formulated
in [6, 7, 8℄ is also based on fatorized sattering.
Conformal eld theory in two dimensions is a distint branh of quantum eld theory
whih has important role in string theory and in the desription of physial systems at
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ritial points. A remarkable feature of the onformal symmetry algebra is that it is innite
dimensional in two spae-time dimensions, therefore it imposes very severe onstraints on
the spetrum and orrelation funtions of onformally symmetri theories.
A link between massive integrable models and onformal eld theory also exists: two
dimensional quantum eld theories an generally be regarded as onformal eld theories
perturbed by suitable operators [9, 10, 11℄. Certain perturbations preserve a part of the
onformal symmetry and render the perturbed theory integrable. This perturbed onfor-
mal eld theory framework also serves as a basis for useful approximation methods like
the onformal perturbation theory or the TCSA (trunated onformal spae approah).
In this thesis we study problems in three areas of two-dimensional quantum eld
theory, espeially integrable and onformal eld theory. In aordane with this, the
thesis is divided into three hapters, apart from the introdution. The investigations in
the three hapters are largely independent, although ertain onnetions between them
exist.
The three areas, the partiular problems and the ontents of the hapters are intro-
dued in the next setions.
The results of Chapter 2, 3 and 4 have been published in
• G.Zs. Tóth, N=1 boundary supersymmetri bootstrap, Nul. Phys. B676, 2003,
497-536, hep-th/0308146
• G.Zs. Tóth, A Study of trunation eets in boundary ows of the Ising model on
a strip, J. Stat. Meh. P04005, 2007, hep-th/0612256
• G.Zs. Tóth, A non-perturbative study of phase transitions in the multi-frequeny
sine-Gordon model, J. Phys. A37, 2004, 9631-9650, hep-th/0406139.
1.1 N=1 supersymmetri boundary bootstrap
The desription of ertain physial phenomena demands two-dimensional boundary quan-
tum eld theories, i.e. quantum eld theories dened on manifolds with boundaries. Ex-
amples for suh phenomena are impurity eets like the Kondo eet [14, 15℄, juntions in
quantum wires, absorption of polymers on a surfae and transport properties of Luttinger
liquids [16℄. (See also the introdution of [17℄ and [70℄. A review an also be found in
[18℄.) Boundary quantum eld theory is important in open string theory as well.
In Chapter 2 we onsider massive quantum eld theories with one boundary, i.e.
boundary quantum eld theory dened on the spae-time (−∞, 0]× R. In these bound-
7ary quantum eld theories the role of the S-matrix is taken over by the reetion matrix
(desribing the bouning bak of the partiles from the boundary) and in addition to
the partiles the spetrum ontains states alled boundary bound states whih are
loalized at the boundary. The interior of the spae (−∞, 0) is referred to as the bulk.
Boundary eld theories an usually be derived, espeially at the lassial level, from or-
dinary eld theories by imposing a boundary ondition. For integrable theories (without
boundary) it is often possible to nd boundary onditions whih preserve the integrabil-
ity in a sense desribed in [19℄. In this ase the sattering theory of the boundary model
will be a fatorized boundary sattering theory [19℄. It should be noted that a fatorized
boundary sattering theory inorporates a (bulk) fatorized sattering theory, the fator-
ized sattering theory of the bulk part of the model under onsideration. The omplete
proedure of the alulation of the S-matrix and reetion matrix and the full partile and
boundary state spetrum of an integrable model (in the presene of a boundary) generally
onsists of several subsequent steps. Usually the bulk part is ompleted rst, then the
ground state reetion matrix is determined, and nally the spetrum of the higher level
boundary states and the reetion matrix bloks on these boundary states are obtained.
The full reetion matrix and the spetrum of boundary states are known only for
a few integrable models so far. The list of these models inlude the sine-Gordon model
[20, 21, 22℄, a
(1)
2 and a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld theories [23℄, the free boson on the half-line and
the sinh-Gordon model [24, 25℄.
It is a further step to alulate the form fators of the loal operators. The general-
ization of the form fator program to the boundary ase has been proposed [26℄ (see also
[27, 28, 29℄) only reently. In [26℄ the minimal form fators of the boundary operators
of the free boson, free fermion, Lee-Yang and sinh-Gordon models with ertain boundary
onditions have been investigated.
A formalism for onstruting supersymmetri fatorized sattering theories from non-
supersymmetri fatorized sattering theories is developed in [30, 31, 32, 33, 34℄. This
onsists mainly of replaing the partiles by supermultiplets and multiplying the S-matrix
bloks by suitable supersymmetri fators. These supersymmetri S-matrix fators satisfy
the axioms of fatorized sattering theory in themselves with ertain modiations.
An essential step in the onstrution is the hoie of the supersymmetry representations
in whih the new partile multiplets will transform, this hoie must be ompatible with
the fusion rules of the non-supersymmetri theory. If the possible representations in whih
the partiles may transform are xed, then by solving the axioms one an derive neessary
and suient onditions that have to be satised by the partile spetrum and fusion
rules of a non-supersymmetri theory to whih one wants to apply the onstrution. Suh
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onditions have been obtained in the ase when the possible representations are the kink
and the boson-fermion representations [34℄, and several fatorized sattering theories the
a
(1)
n−1, d
(1)
n , (c
(1)
n , d
(2)
n+1) and (b
(1)
n , a
(2)
2n−1) ane Toda theories and the sine-Gordon model
have been found to satisfy these onditions [34℄. However, the Lagrangian eld theories
underlying the orresponding supersymmetri sattering theories are not known in every
ases. The supersymmetri SU(2) prinipal hiral model, the supersymmetri O(2n)
sigma model [34℄ and the multiomponent supersymmetri Yang-Lee minimal models (or
supersymmetri FKM models) [35℄ have also been found to t in the framework desribed
in [34℄.
In Chapter 2 we study the onstrution above in the presene of a boundary. For this
a onept of supersymmetry in the presene of a boundary is needed, the desription of
whih is an important part of Chapter 2. Assuming that the supersymmetrization of the
bulk part is already done, the rst step of the onstrution is the hoie of a representation
of the boundary supersymmetry algebra for the ground state. Next the supersymmetri
fators for the ground state one-partile reetion matrix should be determined using the
boundary Yang-Baxter, unitarity and rossing symmetry equations, analytiity require-
ments and the supersymmetry ondition for these fators. Finally the boundary bootstrap
and fusion equations for supersymmetri fators an be used to obtain the representations
in whih the exited boundary bound states transform together with the supersymmetri
fators of the one-partile reetion matrix on these states. The rst and espeially the
seond steps have been onsidered in the literature [36, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40℄, whereas the
last step has been ompleted only in the ase of the sine-Gordon model [36℄. Our main
purpose, motivated by [34℄ and [36℄, is to generalize the result of [36℄ and formulate rules
that an be applied to any partiular model. We assume that the partiles in the bulk
transform either in the kink or in the boson-fermion representation, mainly beause this
is the simplest and most natural hoie, and this is the ase for whih the neessary re-
sults (onerning the bulk part and the rst two steps) are suiently developed in the
literature.
For the ground state we take the singlet representations with RSOS label
1
2
, this being
the simplest ase (see also Setion 2.5.1). The general maximally analyti supersymmetri
one-partile ground state reetion fators have been determined for this ase in [38, 39,
40℄, but without imposing the supersymmetry ondition. We rederive these reetion
fators imposing the supersymmetry ondition at the beginning, whih simplies the
alulation onsiderably.
As the main result of Chapter 2 we present rules for the determination of the repre-
sentations and supersymmetri one-partile reetion fators for exited boundary bound
9states. It should be onsidered that in general there are several ways to generate a higher
level boundary state by fusion, and it is not obvious that our rules give the same repre-
sentations and supersymmetri fators for eah way. We verify this statement in spei
models and present an argument that it an be expeted to hold generally. In partiu-
lar, we omplete the veriation of the statement for the boundary sine-Gordon model
started in [36℄. The other examples to whih we apply our rules are the boundary a
(1)
2
and a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld theories [23℄, the free boson on the half-line and the boundary
sinh-Gordon model [24, 25℄.
In Setion 2.1 and 2.2 we review fatorized sattering theory in the bulk and in the
presene of a boundary. The main harateristis are presented as axioms, we refer the
reader to other reviews [41, 42, 43, 21, 44, 45, 46℄ and the artiles [47, 19℄ for their
derivation or explanation. In our review we emphasize the linear algebrai struture of
the axioms of fatorized sattering theory. The main reason for this approah is that
we found this linear algebrai form muh more suitable for dealing with our problem
than the omponent based form. Our review also inludes a disussion of symmetries
and the onstrution of representations on multi-partile states, i.e. the multipliation of
representations. In the boundary ase it is not entirely obvious what the proper algebrai
formulation is. We adopt the struture desribed in [48, 49℄. We remark that we desribe
the orrespondene between the Coleman-Thun diagrams and the singularities of the S-
matrix only briey.
In Setion 2.3 we outline the bootstrap proedure usually followed to nd solutions to
the axioms of fatorized sattering theory.
In Setion 2.4 we desribe the supersymmetry algebra in 1+1 dimensions, the mul-
tipliation of representations and the onstrution of multi-partile representations from
one-partile representations, and the one-partile representations whih we use. We also
disuss the vauum representation and the deomposition of produts of representations.
In Setion 2.5 we desribe the supersymmetry algebra in 1+1 dimensions in the
presene of a boundary, the onstrution of multi-partile representations and the one-
dimensional representations for the ground state. Our formulation diers from the for-
mulations that an be found in the literature in that we apply the algebrai struture
proposed in [48, 49℄.
In Setion 2.6.1 we desribe the ansatz for onstruting supersymmetri fatorized
sattering theory.
In Setion 2.6.2 we desribe the extension of the onstrution to the ase when a
boundary is also present.
In Setion 2.6.3 we desribe the bootstrap proedure for the supersymmetri fators
10 INTRODUCTION
briey.
In Setion 2.6.4 we disuss the partiular supersymmetri S-matrix fators for kinks
and boson-fermion states, their important linear algebrai properties, supersymmetry
properties, the bootstrap struture and fusion rules. The disussion of the bootstrap
struture and the fusion rules are based on the results of [34℄, whih we have brought to
a new form.
In Setion 2.6.5 the supersymmetri ground state reetion matrix fators and their
most important linear algebrai, singularity, supersymmetry and bootstrap properties are
desribed.
In Setion 2.6.7 we desribe the boundary supersymmetri bootstrap struture, i.e.
the supersymmetri boundary fusion rules and the supersymmetri reetion fators on
higher level supersymmetri boundary states. These are the main results of Chapter 2.
In Setion 2.7 we present examples for the appliation of the fusion rules desribed in
Setion 2.6.7.
The Appendix (Setion 2.9) ontains the normalization fators for the S-matrix and
reetion matrix fators.
Chapter 2, espeially the setions 2.4-2.9, is largely based on the paper [12℄, neverthe-
less several parts have been rewritten.
1.2 Trunation eets in the boundary ows of the Ising
model on a strip
Chapter 3 is devoted to an investigation of the method alled TCSA (trunated onformal
spae approah), whih is a numerial method for the alulation of the spetra and
eigenvetors of Hamiltonian operators of the form H = H0+ hHI , where H0 has a known
disrete spetrum, h is a oupling onstant. This method is applied mainly to two-
dimensional quantum eld theories in nite volume formulated as perturbed onformal
eld theories. An advantage of the TCSA is that integrability is not neessary for its
appliability. Appliation to theories in higher spae-time dimensions is also possible
in priniple. The uses of the data obtained by TCSA inlude the veriation of results
obtained by other methods, example in [50℄, the extration of resonane widths [51℄, the
mapping of the phase struture of ertain quantum eld theories as in [52℄ and in Chapter
4, and the nding of renormalization group ow xed points as in [53℄. These last two
uses are similar. Our investigation in this hapter is related to the use of TCSA for the
study of renormalization group ows between minimal boundary onformal eld theories.
Boundary onformal eld theory is dened on surfaes with boundaries, e.g. on the
11
strip [0, L] × R, whih is the ase that we onsider. A brief review of the areas where
boundary onformal eld theory plays important role an be found in [54℄: it provides the
framework for a world sheet analysis of D-branes in string theory, it also has appliations
to various systems of ondensed matter physis suh as the three-dimensional Kondo eet
[15℄, frational quantum Hall uids (see e.g. [16℄) and other quantum impurity problems.
A boundary ow is a one-parameter family of models, the parameter being the width
(or volume) L of the strip. In the simplest ase the parameter an be taken to be a oupling
onstant h instead of L and the models have the Hamiltonian operatorsH = H0+hHI . H0
is the Hamiltonian operator of a boundary onformal eld theory, h is allowed to vary from
0 to ∞ or from 0 to −∞. HI is a relevant boundary eld taken at a ertain initial time.
The study of suh ows or deformations away from the ritial point should provide some
insight into the struture of the spae of boundary theories. Suh deformations are also
important in string theory (see the introdution of [54℄) and they may have appliations
in ondensed matter physis. A partiular problem of interest is that of nding values of h
other than 0, alled xed points, where the model orresponding toH0+hHI is a onformal
eld theory, and identifying these onformal eld theories. The TCSA an be used for
this purpose if the Hilbert spae of the onformal eld theory orresponding to h = 0
onsists of nitely many (or ountably many) irreduible representations of the Virasoro
algebra. Boundary onformal minimal models satisfy this ondition. These boundary
minimal models an be obtained from the usual (bulk) minimal models by imposing
suitable onformal boundary onditions. Regarding the spetra at nonzero values of
h, onformal symmetry an be reognized by the equal distanes between neighbouring
energy levels; the representation ontent an be identied by the degeneray of the energy
levels. It should be noted that perturbation theory and other methods an also be used
[54, 55, 56, 57, 58℄ to explore ows. An important problem regarding the TCSA is that
it gives approximate data, and our knowledge of the preise relation between this data
and the exat spetrum is still limited (see [59℄ for already existing results). A good
understanding of the eet of the trunation ould be used to improve the TCSA data
and to explain the qualitative features of TCSA pitures of ows, and generally it would
make the results obtained using TCSA data better founded.
An idea proposed by G.M.T. Watts and K. Graham [60, 61℄ is that the eet of the
trunation on the spetrum an be taken into onsideration by a suitable hange of the
oeients of the terms inH , i.e. the spetrum ofHTCSA (HTCSA is the nite approximat-
ing Hamiltonian operator used in the TCSA method) is equal, in ertain approximation
at least, to the spetrum of
Hr = s0(h, nc)H0 + s1(h, nc)HI + s2(h, nc)HI,2 + . . . , (1.1)
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whih we shall all renormalized Hamiltonian operator. nc is the trunation parameter,
s0, s1, . . . are suitable funtions and HI,2, . . . are suitable operators. HI,2, . . . should be
primary or desendant bulk or boundary operators. Our main purpose in Chapter 3 is to
investigate the validity of this piture.
We onsider the perturbed boundary onformal eld theory on the strip [0, L] × R
with Hamiltonian operator
H =
π
L
L0 + hL
−1/2φ1/2(x = L, t = 0) . (1.2)
The unperturbed model is the c = 1/2 unitary onformal minimal model, i.e. the on-
tinuum limit of the ritial Ising model, with the Cardy boundary ondition 0 on the
left and 1/16 on the right. pi
L
L0 is the Hamiltonian operator of this model. L0 is the
`zero index' Virasoro generator. L will be kept xed at the value L = 1. The Hilbert
spae of the unperturbed model is the single c = 1/2, h = 1/16 irreduible highest weight
representation of the Virasoro algebra. (Here and in Chapter 3 the oupling onstant and
the highest weight are both denoted by h, but it should be lear from the ontext whih
one is meant.) It should be noted that a whole series of similar boundary onformal min-
imal models exist, they an be obtained from other unitary minimal models by imposing
boundary onditions. Imposing the 0 boundary ondition on one side and another Cardy
boundary ondition on the other side always results in that the Hilbert spae onsists of a
single irreduible representation. The eld φ1/2(L, t) is the weight 1/2 boundary primary
eld on the right boundary, whih is also known in the literature as the boundary spin
operator [62, 63, 19℄. The normalization of φ1/2 is given by 〈1/16|φ1/2(L, 0)|1/16〉 = 1,
where |1/16〉 is the highest weight state, 〈1/16|1/16〉 = 1. The oupling onstant h an
also be regarded as a onstant external boundary magneti eld, whih is oupled to the
boundary spin operator. The model (1.2) is also referred to as the ritial Ising model
on a strip with boundary magneti eld. The perturbation hφ1/2(L, t = 0) violates the
onformal symmetry, whih is nevertheless restored in the h → ±∞ limit. It is known
that in the h→∞ limit the c = 1/2, h = 1/2 representation is realized; in the h → −∞
limit the c = 1/2, h = 0 representation is realized (see e.g. [64, 19, 56, 55℄). This an be
written in a shorthand form as
(1/2, 1/16) + φ1/2 → (1/2, 1/2) (1.3)
(1/2, 1/16)− φ1/2 → (1/2, 0) . (1.4)
We have hosen the model (1.2) beause it is integrable, furthermore it is relatively easy
to handle; in partiular the spetrum an be alulated analytially in terms of simple
funtions and the appliation of Rayleigh-Shrödinger perturbation theory is also rela-
tively easy. Investigations in other perturbed onformal minimal models, espeially in the
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ase of the triritial Ising model and generally in the ase of a perturbation by the eld
φ(13), are arried out in [65℄ (see also [61℄).
It should be noted that the Ising model with boundary magneti eld has been studied
muh, espeially on the lattie and on the half-line. We refer the reader to [66, 17, 67, 19℄
and the referenes in them for further information.
To reognize onformal symmetry and to identify the representation ontent it is su-
ient to look at the ratios of the energy gaps; therefore one often onsiders normalized spe-
tra whih are obtained by subtrating the ground state energy and dividing by the lowest
energy gap. The normalized exat and TCSA spetra for the ows (1.3), (1.4) as a funtion
of the logarithm of h an be seen in Figure 3.9. An interesting feature of these TCSA spe-
tra is that they appear to orrespond to the ows (1/2, 1/16)→ (1/2, 1/2)→ (1/2, 1/16)
and (1/2, 1/16)→ (1/2, 0)→ (1/2, 1/16), i.e. seond ows appear to be present after the
normal ows. Flows in models similar to (1.2) mentioned above also show this behaviour.
One appliation of the piture (1.1) ould be the explanation of this phenomenon.
Following G.M.T. Watts' proposal based on the look of the TCSA spetra shown in
Figure 3.9 we assume that only the rst two terms are nonzero in (1.1):
Hr = s0(h, nc)H0 + s1(h, nc)HI . (1.5)
In summary, in Chapter 3 we look for answers for the following questions: 1. Does the
spetrum of (1.5) agree with the TCSA spetrum in some approximation with a suitable
hoie of the funtions s0 and s1? 2. How an we explain the 'seond' ows in the TCSA
spetra?
The main diulty we enounter is that it is hard to handle the TCSA spetra an-
alytially even if the nontrunated model is exatly solvable. Therefore, hoping that we
an gain some insight by looking at a similar but exatly solvable trunation method, we
tried another trunation method whih we all mode trunation. The mode trunated
model an be solved exatly, but it turns out, rather unexpetedly, that the behaviour of
the spetrum for large values of h is dierent from the behaviour of the TCSA spetrum,
namely the qualitative behaviour of the mode trunated spetrum is very similar to that
of the exat spetrum; the seond ows are not present. This, besides leaving the seond
question open, raises the problem of nding the possible behaviours for large values of
h and their dependene on the trunation method, and whether the mode trunation
method an be generalized to other models.
We also applied the Rayleigh-Shrödinger perturbation theory to verify the validity of
(1.5) for both the TCSA and mode trunation methods. In the mode trunation sheme,
using the exat analyti expressions for the eigenvalues, we also obtained a result that is
non-perturbative in h and perturbative in 1/nc.
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The third alulation that we did is a numerial omparison of the exat and TCSA
and the exat and mode trunated spetra. The TCSA alulation was done by a program
written entirely by ourselves.
We determined the exat spetrum using an essentially known (see e.g. [19, 67, 66, 68,
69, 70℄) quantum eld theoreti representation of the operator (1.2). In this representation
the operator (1.2) is a quadrati expression of fermioni elds. We extrated the spetrum
from the eld equations whih are linear. Besides the spetrum we also onsidered the
interating fermion elds and their matrix elements, and ertain other issues. The eld
theoreti approah also raises the problem of dening distributions (or similar objets)
on a losed interval. We do not know of a systemati exposition of this subjet (neither
for a losed interval nor for the half-line), although it would be needed for boundary eld
theory. In this thesis we use distributions on losed intervals, nevertheless we restrit to
the most neessary formulae only and do not work out a omplete theory.
The eld theoreti model mentioned above was studied in [68℄ and espeially in [66℄
(at nite temperature). Our approah and aim are dierent, however, and the overlap
between the results of [66℄ and our results is only partial. Our quantum eld theoreti
alulations are partially independent of the problem of the TCSA approximation. Some
of these alulations are inluded only beause we think that they are generally interesting
from the point of view of quantum eld theory.
We propose a desription of (1.2) as a perturbation of the h → ±∞ limiting ase,
whih annot be found in the literature. An interesting feature of this desription, whih
we all reverse desription, is that the perturbing operator is non-relevant. We alulate
the exat spetrum in a similar way as in the ase of the standard desription mentioned
above.
We also present the desription of the spetrum using the Bethe-Yang equations, whih
give the exat result in this ase.
We treat the mode trunated model along the same lines as the nontrunated model,
we restrit to the spetrum in this ase, however.
We remark that our TCSA program relies on the onformal transformation properties
only and does not make use of the representation mentioned above, therefore it an be
used with other values of the entral harge, highest weight and weight of the perturbing
eld.
The ontents of Chapter 3 are the following:
In Setions 3.1-3.4 denitions and other introdutory information are olleted, whih
is followed by the presentation of the results in Setions 3.5-3.9.
In Setion 3.1 the denition of quantum eld theory on a strip is disussed briey.
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In Setion 3.2 we desribe ertain well known results in onformal eld theory whih
are important for our work.
In Setion 3.3 we give a basi denition of onformal eld theory on a strip. We restrit
to those elements whih are essential for our work. We refer the reader to [71, 72, 73℄ for
more advaned exposition. In Subsetion 3.3.2 we give a denition of ows.
In Setion 3.4 we desribe TCSA in general and its appliation to the type of models
that we onsider.
Setion 3.5 ontains the eld theoretial desription of the model (1.2), in partiular
the alulation of the exat spetrum. Results onerning the boundary onditions, the
normalization of interating reation and annihilation operators, the relation between free
and interating reation and annihilation operators, matrix elements of the interating
elds, nontrivial identities for the Dira-delta and the expression of eigenstates in terms of
the unperturbed eigenstates are obtained. The setion also ontains the reverse desription
of the model and the desription of the spetrum using the Bethe-Yang equations. It is
found that the latter gives exat result in this ase.
Setion 3.6 ontains the desription of the mode trunated model and the alulation
of its spetrum.
Setion 3.7 ontains the power series for the exat, TCSA and mode trunated energy
levels up to third order in h obtained by the Rayleigh-Shrödinger perturbation theory.
Setion 3.8 ontains the perturbative results for the s0 and s1 funtions.
Setion 3.9 ontains the results of the numerial test of the approximation by (1.5) for
the TCSA and the mode trunation shemes.
Setion 3.10 ontains a desription of the saling properties, i.e. the trunation level
dependene of the s0, s1, s1/s0 funtions.
The results of Chapter 3 have been published in [74℄.
1.3 A nonperturbative study of phase transitions in the
multi-frequeny sine-Gordon model
In Chapter 4 we present an appliation of the TCSA to the mapping of the phase struture
of the multi-frequeny sine-Gordon model.
The sine-Gordon model has attrated interest long time ago for the reason that it
appears in several areas of physis, and it is an integrable eld theory. The areas of
appliation inlude statistial mehanis of one-dimensional quantum spin hains and
nonlinear optis among many others see the introdution of [75℄ for a list with referenes.
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The multi-frequeny sine-Gordon model is a non-integrable extension of the sine-
Gordon model in whih the salar potential onsists of several osine terms with dierent
frequenies. It is suggested in [75℄ that this model an be used to give more rened
approximation to some of the physial situations where the ordinary sine-Gordon model
an be used. A feature of the multi-frequeny model that is new ompared to the usual
sine-Gordon model is apart form non-integrability that phase transition an our as
the oupling onstants are tuned. We onentrate our attention to this property. Suh a
phase transition is related to the evolution of the spetrum of the theory as the oupling
onstants vary. In aordane with this we shall use the massgap and other harateristis
of the energy spetrum to identify the dierent phases.
Our investigation an be regarded as a ontinuation of the work done on the double-
frequeny ase in [52℄. We use the trunated onformal spae approah (TCSA); the
appliability and reliability of this method was thoroughly investigated in [52℄ and it was
shown that the existene, nature and loation of the phase transition an be established
by this method, although rather large trunated spae is needed for satisfatory preision.
In partiular, the existene and loation of an Ising type transition was established in the
double-frequeny model (DSG) for the ratio 1/2 of the frequenies, verifying a predition
by [75℄ based on perturbation theory and lassial eld theoreti arguments. We extend
these investigations to the ratio 1/3 and to the three-frequeny model (at the ratio 1/2/3
of the frequenies), in whih a triritial point and rst order transition are expeted to
be found. The numerial nature of the TCSA makes it neessary to hoose spei values
for the frequenies.
We remark that the alulations of Chapter 4 were ompleted before the work pre-
sented in Chapter 3 was done.
The ontents of Chapter 4 are the following:
In Setion 4.1 we introdue the multi-frequeny sine-Gordon model and desribe basi
properties of it.
In Setion 4.2 we briey review the formulation of the model in the perturbed on-
formal eld theory framework (for the two-frequeny ase this an be found in [52℄, the
extension to the multi-frequeny model is straightforward), whih is neessary for the
appliation of the TCSA.
In Setion 4.3 we give a desription of the phase struture of the lassial two- and
three-frequeny model, whih serves as a referene for the investigations in quantum
theory. The n-frequeny ase is also onsidered briey. Exat and elementary analyti
methods an be applied to the lassial ase, and the results are more general than in the
quantum ase.
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Setion 4.4 is devoted to theoretial onsiderations on the signatures of 1st and 2nd
order phase transitions in the framework of perturbed onformal eld theory in nite
volume. Most of these onsiderations, whih are neessary for the evaluation of the TCSA
data, an also be found in [52℄.
In Setion 4.5 and 4.6 we present the results we obtained by TCSA on the phase
struture of the two- and three-frequeny model, whih are the main results of Chapter
4. The alulations were done by a program written by L. Palla, Z. Bajnok, G. Takás
and F. Wágner on whih we performed ertain modiations.
Chapter 4 is based on the artile [13℄.

Finally, we list a seletion of books, artiles and PhD theses whih an be used as
referenes:
• Two-dimensional quantum eld theory: [43℄
• Fatorized sattering theory: [41, 42, 43, 21, 44, 45, 46, 47, 19℄
• Fatorized sattering theory in the presene of a boundary: [19, 21℄
• Form fator bootstrap programme: [6, 76, 77, 44℄
• Form fator bootstrap programme in the presene of a boundary: [26℄
• Conformal eld theory: [73, 46, 78℄
• Boundary onformal eld theory: [71, 73, 46, 62, 63, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 119℄
• Flows: [86, 87, 88, 56, 42, 89℄
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Chapter 2
On N=1 supersymmetri boundary
bootstrap
2.1 Fatorized sattering theory
Fatorized sattering theory desribes ollisions of quantum partiles or partile-like quan-
tum objets (e.g. solitons) whih travel in 1+1 dimensional spae-time. We shall onsider
relativisti sattering theory of nitely many massive partiles. Spei fatorized satter-
ing theories are usually assoiated to integrable relativisti quantum eld theories whih
are haraterized by the existene of higher spin onserved quantities.
The main onstituents of sattering theory in general is a Hilbert spae of asymptoti
states of the partiles, an operator S on the Hilbert spae desribing the sattering of
partiles, a representation of the Poinare group on the Hilbert spae with respet to
whih S is equivariant, and representations of further possible symmetry algebras.
The harateristis of fatorized sattering are listed and expliitly desribed below.
Some of these properties are speial to fatorized sattering theory, others (like unitarity)
are general properties of sattering theory applied to fatorized sattering theory.
Fatorized sattering theory is haraterized by the following properties:
1) The partile number is onserved.
2) The sets of inoming and outgoing momenta are equal.
3) Fatorization and Yang-Baxter equation: An arbitrary N-partile sattering pro-
ess an be desribed as a sequene of 2-partile ollisions, all possible desriptions (of
whih there are N(N − 1)/2) are equivalent. The most interesting quantity in fatorized
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sattering theory is therefore the two-partile S-matrix blok that desribes the 2-partile
ollisions.
The momentum (p0, p1) of a free partile of mass m satises p
2
0 − p21 = m2, p0 > 0.
Instead of p0 and p1 one often uses m and the rapidity parameter Θ:
p0 = m cosh(Θ) , p1 = m sinh(Θ) .
The physial values Θ are the real numbers, however it is useful to allow omplex
values (i.e. Θ ∈ C) unless there is a reason to restrit to real values.
The asymptoti in and out states are denoted in the following way:
|a1(Θ1)a2(Θ2) . . . aN(ΘN)〉in/out (2.1)
where Θ1 ≥ Θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ ΘN for in states and Θ1 ≤ Θ2 ≤ · · · ≤ ΘN for out states.
The Hilbert spae an be written as a sum of N -partile subspaes:
H = ⊕∞N=0HN
where H0 is the vauum subspae, whih is a nite dimensional spae in general.
The N-partile Hilbert spae an be written as
HN = H1 ⊗H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
.
HN an be deomposed into a (not diret) sum of spaes of in, out and intermediate
states:
HN = HN,in +HN,out +HN,intermed
for N ≥ 3, for N = 0 and N = 1 we have
H0,in = H0,out , H1,in = H1,out
and there are no intermediate states for N = 0, 1, 2.
The spae of intermediate states is spanned by those elements of the form (2.1) whih
do not satisfy the ordering presription for in and out states.
The notation in (2.1) means
a1(Θ1)⊗ a2(Θ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ aN(ΘN) (2.2)
where ai(Θi) ∈ H1 are one-partile states.
H1 an be written as
H1 =
∫
Θ∈R
dΘ V (Θ)
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where V (Θ) is a nite dimensional vetor spae for any xed value of Θ. Θ ∈ C an also
be allowed, but we do not introdue further notation for this ase.
The ation of a boost B(Θ) of rapidity Θ is
B(Θ)a(Θ1) = a(Θ1 +Θ) .
We introdue a nite dimensional vetor spae V with a basis labeled by a whih also
labels the partiles, and the linear map iΘ : V (Θ) → V, a(Θ) 7→ a for all Θ. V will be
alled internal spae. The notation a(Θ) is used both for elements of H1 and for elements
of V (Θ).
H1, V (Θ) and V an also be deomposed into a sum of mass eigenspaes:
H1 = ⊕m(H1)m , V (Θ) = ⊕mV (Θ)m , V = ⊕mVm . (2.3)
The normalization of the states is
〈Ωi|Ωj〉 = δij
and
〈a1(Θ1)|a2(Θ2)〉 = δ(Θ∗1 −Θ2)δa1,a2
forH0 andH1. The ∗ denotes omplex onjugation. For multi-partile states the anonial
normalization for tensor produts is used. For V , V (Θ) and V (Θ∗) we have
〈a1|a2〉 = δa1,a2 , 〈a1(Θ∗)|a2(Θ)〉 = δa1,a2 , V (Θ)† = V (Θ∗) . (2.4)
The partiles usually orrespond to basis vetors in a distinguished orthonormal basis
of V denoted by B. V has a orresponding deomposition into one-dimensional subspaes:
V = ⊕lVl . (2.5)
These basis vetors are mass eigenstates, i.e. the deomposition is a renement of (2.3).
If some of the partiles are soliton-like, then, assuming that we have hosen the ap-
propriate basis, only part of the multi-partile states of the form (2.2) are physial states,
and physial subspaes are spanned by these physial states. The physial states are usu-
ally seleted by adjaeny onditions: in a physial state of the form (2.2) only ertain
ordered pairs (a, b) may our, i.e. if a pair (c, d) is not allowed, then a state of the form
· · · ⊗ c(Θi)⊗ d(Θi+1)⊗ . . . is not physial. Physial and non-physial states of the form
(2.2) are orthogonal, and one an introdue the orthogonal projetor P : V ⊗V → V ⊗V
that projets onto the physial subspae of V ⊗ V . The physial subspae of V ⊗ V ⊗ V
an be obtained as [P ⊗ I][I ⊗ P ](V ⊗ V ⊗ V ) where P ⊗ I and I ⊗ P ommute, and
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similar formulae an be written for general N-partile spaes. More general adjaeny
onditions are also possible, as we shall see in Setion 2.4.1.
Instead of the physial S-operator one usually onsiders an auxiliary S-operator Saux.
The relation between S and Saux is that the latter is dened for any omplex value of the
rapidities (although it an have singularities). The aux subsript is often omitted.
The HN are invariant subspaes of Saux, the N-partile auxiliary S-operator SN is
obtained by restriting the full auxiliary S-operator toHN : SN : HN → HN . In partiular
SN(HN,in) = HN,out
and
S0 = IdH0 , S1 = IdH1 .
For N ≥ 2 the operators
SˆN(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN) : V (Θ1)⊗ V (Θ2)⊗ · · ·⊗ V (ΘN)→ V (ΘN)⊗ V (ΘN−1)⊗ · · ·⊗ V (Θ1)
an be introdued so that
〈bN(Θ′N)bN−1(Θ′N−1) . . . b1(Θ′1)|SN |a1(Θ1)a2(Θ2) . . . aN (ΘN)〉 =
= δ(Θ1 −Θ′∗1 )δ(Θ2 −Θ′∗2 ) . . . δ(ΘN −Θ′∗N)×
× 〈bN (Θ∗N)bN−1(Θ∗N−1) . . . b1(Θ∗1)|SˆN(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN)|a1(Θ1)a2(Θ2) . . . aN (ΘN)〉
For the matrix elements of the SˆN -s the notation
(SˆN)
bN bN−1...b1
a1a2...aN
(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN) =
= 〈bN (Θ∗N)bN−1(Θ∗N−1) . . . b1(Θ∗1)|SˆN(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN)|a1(Θ1)a2(Θ2) . . . aN (ΘN)〉
is used. One an also introdue the operators
S˜N (Θ12,Θ13, . . . ,Θ1N) : V ⊗ V ⊗ · · · ⊗ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
→ V ⊗ V ⊗ · · · ⊗ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
S˜N(Θ12,Θ13, . . . ,Θ1N) = [iΘN ⊗ iΘN−1⊗· · ·⊗ iΘ1 ]SˆN(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN)[i−1Θ1⊗ i−1Θ2⊗· · ·⊗ i−1ΘN ]
where Θij = Θi −Θj. The matrix elements of the S˜N -s are denoted as
(S˜N)
bNbN−1...b1
a1a2...aN
(Θ12,Θ13, . . . ,Θ1N) .
For the matrix elements of SˆN and S˜N the equation
(S˜N)
bN bN−1...b1
a1a2...aN
(Θ12,Θ13, . . . ,Θ1N) = (SˆN)
bN bN−1...b1
a1a2...aN
(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN)
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Figure 2.1: Two-partile S-matrix S˜2(Θ12)
holds.
One an also onsider restritions of SˆN and S˜N to subspaes of states with denite
mass of the partiles:
(S˜N)m1m2...mN (Θ12,Θ13, . . . ,Θ1N) : Vm1 ⊗ Vm2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VmN → VmN ⊗ VmN−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vm1
and similarly for SˆN . SˆN and S˜N are omposed of suh bloks.
If
S˜2(Θ)(V1 ⊗ V2) ⊆ V2 ⊗ V1
for some subspaes V1 ⊆ Vm1 , V2 ⊆ Vm2 with some masses m1, m2, then we an use the
notation S˜V1V2(Θ) for S˜2(Θ)|V1⊗V2 and say that the multiplets V1 and V2 satter on eah
other and the two-partile S matrix of the multiplets V1 and V2 is S˜V1V2(Θ).
If the partiles satisfy adjaeny onditions, they have to be observed in the formulae
above, however we do not introdue expliit notation for this ase.
If Sˆ2(Θ1,Θ2) or S˜2(Θ) is written in matrix form, i.e. as a table of entries, then the
upper indies speify the rows and the lower indies speify the olumns.
The graphial representation of S˜2(Θ) is shown in Figure 2.1.
In the N = 3 ase the fatorization property is expressed by the equation
S˜3(Θ12,Θ13) = [S˜2(Θ23)⊗ I][I ⊗ S˜2(Θ13)][S˜2(Θ12)⊗ I]
or
S˜3(Θ12,Θ13) = [I ⊗ S˜2(Θ12)][S˜2(Θ13)⊗ I][I ⊗ S˜2(Θ23)] .
The two equations orrespond to the two possible deompositions of the 3-partile sat-
tering into 2-partile satterings.
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The equality of the two expressions on the right-hand side
[S˜2(Θ23)⊗ I][I ⊗ S˜2(Θ13)][S˜2(Θ12)⊗ I] = [I ⊗ S˜2(Θ12)][S˜2(Θ13)⊗ I][I ⊗ S˜2(Θ23)]
is alled the Yang-Baxter equation. If the Yang-Baxter equations are satised, then the
analogous equations expressing the equality of the possible fatorizations of the N-partile
sattering (N > 3) into 2-partile satterings are also satised.
The above equations (with the obvious modiations) are also satised by S2, S3 and
Sˆ2, Sˆ3 and by the appropriate bloks of them orresponding to denite masses. Similar
statement applies to several formulae below. We shall usually write down the tilde ver-
sions only.
Most of the equations of fatorized sattering theory for transition amplitudes like the
Yang-Baxter equation admit a graphial representation whih is very useful for grasping
and handling these equations. The graphs representing these equations are similar to
the Feynman graphs, their verties orrespond to tensors, espeially to the two-partile S
matrix or its bloks and to the fusion and deay tensors desribed below. Outgoing and
inoming lines (distinguished by arrows) at a vertex orrespond to the two type of indies
(normal or upper and dual or lower), an outgoing line an be joined to an inoming
line whih orresponds to the ontration of the orresponding indies. We usually do
not introdue a vertex for the identity tensor, although in the equations it an be useful
to insert identity tensors expliitly. Momenta or rapidities are also assoiated to the
lines. In several ases the graphs reet the kinematial situation geometrially faithfully,
i.e. the graphs an be regarded as geometrial pitures of sattering, fusion and deay
proesses. In the graphial formulation the Yang-Baxter and the bootstrap equations
(desribed below) express the parallel shiftability of the individual lines in the diagrams.
This shiftability is a onsequene of the existene of higher spin onserved harges.
A graphial representation of the Yang-Baxter equation is shown in Figure 2.2.
4) Analyti properties: S˜2(Θ) is an analyti funtion with possible pole singularities
whih are loated in iR. The domain 0 < Im(Θ) < π is alled the `physial strip'. The
singular part of S˜2(Θ) at a pole in the physial strip is generally a sum of various ontri-
butions related to bound states and anomalous thresholds.
5) Real analytiity
(S˜2(Θ
∗))† = S˜2(−Θ) . (2.6)
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Figure 2.2: Yang-Baxter equation
For the bloks orresponding to denite masses, for example, this reads as
((S˜2)m1m2(Θ
∗))† = (S˜2)m2m1(−Θ) .
6) Unitarity
(S˜2(Θ
∗))†S˜2(Θ) = I . (2.7)
This ondition and the real analytiity ondition imply
S˜2(−Θ)S˜2(Θ) = I . (2.8)
It is usual in fatorized sattering theory to refer to the latter ondition rather than (2.7)
as unitarity.
7) Bound states: at some poles of (S˜2)m1m2(Θ) in the physial strip the singular part
has a ontribution orresponding to diret-hannel (or s-hannel) bound states:
(S˜2)m1m2(Θ) =
d˜m2m1m3 f˜
m3
m1m2
Θ− iu + s(Θ) + reg(Θ) (2.9)
where iu, 0 < u < π, is the loation of the pole, reg(Θ) is regular at iu, s(Θ) ontains
further possible singular terms. u is alled fusion angle.
d˜m2m1m3 : Vm3 → Vm2 ⊗ Vm1
is the deay tensor,
f˜m3m1m2 : Vm1 ⊗ Vm2 → Vm3
is the fusion tensor. We also have the hatted versions
dˆm2m1m3 : Vm3(Θ)→ Vm2(Θ + iu2)⊗ Vm1(Θ− iu1)
and
fˆm3m1m2 : Vm1(Θ− iu1)⊗ Vm2(Θ + iu2)→ Vm3(Θ) ,
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Figure 2.3: Fusion and deay tensors
where 0 < u1 and 0 < u2, u1 + u2 = u. u1 and u2 are determined in terms of m1, m2,
m3 by momentum onservation and by the mass shell ondition. The fusion map projets
onto the bound states in question.
Graphial representation of f˜m3m1m2 and d˜
m2m1
m3
an be seen in Figure 2.3. The graphial
representation of the residue d˜m2m1m3 f˜
m3
m1m2 is shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Contribution of bound states
The image spae of f˜m3m1m2 has zero intersetion with the kernel of d˜
m2m1
m3
.
The image spae of f˜m3m1m2 an usually be deomposed into a sum of some one-partile
subspaes ouring in (2.5).
Generally if
V1 = ⊕l1Vl1 , V2 = ⊕l2Vl2 , V3 = ⊕l3Vl3 ,
where l1, l2 and l3 take ertain values from all possible values of l dened in (2.5) and the
states in V1, V2, V3 have mass m1, m2, m3 and there exists a fusion tensor f
m3
m1m2 and
fm3m1m2(V1 ⊗ V2) = V3 ,
then we say that the partiles labeled by l3 (i.e. the partile multiplet V3) are bound states
of the partiles labeled by l1 and l2 (i.e. of the partile multiplets V1 and V2). We an
write
V1 + V2 → V3 (u) , (2.10)
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where u is the fusion angle, and all this expression a fusion rule.
A rule denoted as
a + b → c (u) (2.11)
an be written down and also alled a fusion rule if there exists a fusion tensor f˜ with
fusion angle u with nonzero matrix element between the one-partile states |a〉, |b〉, |c〉:
〈c|f˜(a⊗ b)〉 6= 0.
8) Crossing symmetry
〈c⊗ d|S˜2(Θ)(a⊗ b)〉 = 〈d⊗ (C˜P˜ T˜ b)|S˜2(iπ −Θ)((C˜P˜ T˜ c)⊗ a)〉 (2.12)
and
〈c|f˜m3m1m2(a⊗ b)〉 = 〈C˜P˜ T˜ a|f˜m1m2m3(b⊗ (C˜P˜ T˜ c))〉 (2.13)
〈b⊗ c|d˜m2m3m1 a〉 = 〈(C˜P˜ T˜ a)⊗ b|d˜m1m2m3 C˜P˜ T˜ c〉 (2.14)
〈b⊗ c|d˜m2m3m1 a〉 = 〈C˜P˜ T˜ a|f˜m1m3m2((C˜P˜ T˜ c)⊗ (C˜P˜ T˜ b))〉 . (2.15)
C˜P˜ T˜ will be disussed in 12).
9) Bootstrap equation
Let iu be the loation of the pole of (S˜2)m1m2(Θ) for some masses m1 and m2 that
orresponds to a diret-hannel bound state. The following equation alled the bootstrap
equation is satised:
(S˜2)mm3(Θ12)[I ⊗ f˜m3m1m2 ] = [f˜m3m1m2 ⊗ I][I ⊗ (S˜2)mm2(Θ12 + iu2)][(S˜2)mm1(Θ12 − iu1)⊗ I]
(2.16)
This equation is analogous to the Yang-Baxter equation and an be regarded as an equa-
tion expressing the parallel shiftability of lines in the diagrams orresponding to fatorized
sattering proesses.
A graphial representation of (2.16) is shown in Figure 2.5.
10) Coleman-Thun diagrams
The poles of (S˜2)m1m2(Θ) lying in the physial strip an be assoiated to bound
states, as already mentioned in 4), and to anomalous thresholds [90℄. The latter an
also be related to on-shell diagrams, whih are alled Coleman-Thun diagrams in fator-
ized sattering theory. The graphs orresponding to bound states an also be regarded as
Coleman-Thun diagrams.
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Figure 2.5: The bootstrap equation
If (S˜2)m1m2(Θ) has a pole at iu in the physial strip, then the singular part of the
Laurent series of (S˜2)m1m2(Θ) around iu is the sum of the ontributions of all possible
Coleman-Thun diagrams.
The Coleman-Thun diagrams are planar geometrial graphs with oriented lines and
an be drawn in the Eulidean spae-time plane. Eah diagram an be interpreted as
a non-physial two-partile sattering proess (and so has 4 external lines). The lines
of the diagrams orrespond to partiles (or partile multiplets) whih an be thought
to be freely ying between pointlike events represented by the verties. A mass and a
momentum are assoiated with eah line of the diagram. The momenta have real time
omponents and imaginary spae omponents. The `length' of the momenta assoiated
with the lines equals the masses assigned to the lines (i.e. the usual p20−p21 = m2 mass-shell
ondition is satised). Momentum is onserved at eah vertex (i.e. pin = pout, where pin
is the sum of the inoming momenta, pout is the sum of the outgoing momenta. Inoming
and outgoing momenta are distinguished by the orientation of the lines with respet to
the vertex.) The momenta are parallel to the lines with whih they are assoiated. Either
four or three lines an join in a vertex, the possible verties are the two-partile sattering
vertex as shown in Figure 2.1 and the fusion and deay verties of Figure 2.3.
The possible angles in a diagram are ompletely determined by the mass spetrum,
so if the mass spetrum is known, then it is a geometrial and ombinatorial problem to
nd all possible Coleman-Thun diagrams.
In the simplest ase the order of the pole of the term orresponding to a Coleman-
Thun diagram is equal to the number of `degrees of freedom', i.e. the number of internal
lengths in the diagram whih an be adjusted independently [21℄. In the bound state
diagram (Figure 2.4), for example, there is one internal line, the length of whih an be
set freely.
In general only the bound state diagram and its rossed version give rst order pole,
all other Coleman-Thun diagrams give higher order poles. This general rule is often mod-
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ied, however.
11) Symmetries
Let A be an assoiative algebra over R. Representations of A on multi-partile spaes
are dened in the following way: as the multi-partile states are elements of tensor prod-
uts of one-partile spaes, it is suient to onstrut representations on these tensor
produt spaes from the one-partile representations. The in, out and intermediate sub-
spaes must be invariant, as well as the physial subspaes, if adjaeny onditions are
satised. On the tensor produt of two one-partile spaes the onstrution is done by
taking the tensor produt of the two one-partile representations, whih is a representation
of A⊗A, and then omposing it with an algebra homomorphism ∆ : A → A⊗A:
D1 ×D2 = (D1 ⊗D2) ◦∆
where D1, D2 are one-partile representations of A on the spaes H1 and H2, respetively:
D1 : A → End(H1) , D2 : A → End(H2) .
D1 × D2 is alled the produt of the representations D1 and D2. This denition an
be applied generally to any two representations, so it is also suitable to dene produts
of several representations reursively. For the produt of any three representations the
following two denitions an be used:
D1 ×D2 ×D3 = D1 × (D2 ×D3) = [D1 ⊗ ((D2 ⊗D3) ◦∆)] ◦∆ =
= (D1 ⊗D2 ⊗D3) ◦ (idA ⊗∆) ◦∆
and
D1 ×D2 ×D3 = (D1 ×D2)×D3 = [((D1 ⊗D2) ◦∆)⊗D3] ◦∆ =
= (D1 ⊗D2 ⊗D3) ◦ (∆⊗ idA) ◦∆ .
However, it is usually required that ∆ be o-assoiative, i.e.
(idA ⊗∆) ◦∆ = (∆⊗ idA) ◦∆ ,
whih implies that the two denitions above give idential results. Moreover, the analo-
gous statement holds for produts of more than three representations without further re-
strition on∆, i.e. the multipliation of representations is assoiative if∆ is o-assoiative.
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One expets that a representation DΩ on the vauum subspae has the property
D ×DΩ ≃ DΩ ×D ≃ D
for any one-partile representation D. ≃ denotes the equivalene of representations.
An element A ∈ A is a symmetry of the S operator if S2 has the intertwining property
D(A)S2 = S2D(A) (2.17)
where D(A) is the representation of A on H2. (2.17) implies that SN has the intertwining
property for the N -partile representation for any value of N . A symmetry of a fusion or
a deay tensor is dened similarly. A symmetry of the fatorized sattering theory is a
symmetry of the S operator and all fusion and deay tensors.
In 1+1 dimensions the universal enveloping algebra of the Poinare algebra (supple-
mented with a unit element) is generated by the boost generator N , the time translation
generator H , the spae translation generator P , and the unit element I. They are subjet
to the relations
[N,H + P ] = H + P , [N,H − P ] = −(H − P ) , [H,P ] = 0 . (2.18)
The o-produt takes the standard form:
∆(H) = H ⊗ I + I ⊗H , ∆(N) = N ⊗ I + I ⊗N ,
∆(P ) = P ⊗ I + I ⊗ P , ∆(I) = I ⊗ I . (2.19)
A loal onserved quantity A of spin s has the properties
[A,H ] = 0, [A, P ] = 0, A(V (Θ)) = V (Θ), (2.20)
A(a(Θ)) = esΘqAa(Θ) , (2.21)
where qA is a Θ-independent linear mapping, and
A[a1(Θ1)⊗ a2(Θ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ aN (ΘN)] = esΘ1(qAa1(Θ1))⊗ a2(Θ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ aN(ΘN)+
+ esΘ2a1(Θ1)⊗ (qAa2(Θ2))⊗ · · · ⊗ aN(ΘN) + · · ·+
+ esΘNa1(Θ1)⊗ a2(Θ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ (qAaN (ΘN)) . (2.22)
A ommutes with the S operator as well.
In integrable models there exist ommuting loal higher spin (i.e. not spin 1) onserved
quantities, their number is usually innite. From this property of integrable models it is
possible to derive the main fatorization properties of fatorized sattering theory.
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12) Charge onjugation and reetions
The representation of some transformations do not always t in the sheme desribed
above in 11). For instane, the harge onjugation and spae reetion are suh transfor-
mations.
Charge onjugation C ats as a linear transformation and has the property C(V (Θ)) =
V (Θ) (the representation map is suppressed here and further on).
The spae reetion P also ats as a unitary transformation, it has the property
P (V (Θ)) = V (−Θ) and it has a tilde-d version P˜ : V → V . P (a(Θ)) = (P˜ a)(−Θ). On
multi-partile states it ats in the following way:
P (a1(Θ1)⊗ a2(Θ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ aN(ΘN)) = P (aN(ΘN))⊗ P (aN−1(ΘN−1))⊗ · · · ⊗ P (a1(Θ1))
The time reetion T is represented by an antiunitary operator with the property
T (V (Θ)) = V (−Θ). It has a tilde-d version T˜ : V → V . On N -partile states it is given
by
TN = T1 ⊗ T1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ T1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
,
TN denoting its restrition to N-partile states.
The produt CPT of C, P and T is always represented (even if some of C, P and
T are not represented) and it is always a symmetry. It is represented by an antiunitary
operator. It has the property that CPT (V (Θ)) = V (Θ) and it has a tilde-d version
C˜P˜ T˜ : V → V . On N-partile states it is given by
CPT (a1(Θ1)⊗ a2(Θ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ aN (ΘN)) =
= CPT (aN(ΘN))⊗ CPT (aN−1(ΘN−1))⊗ · · · ⊗ CPT (a1(Θ1)) .
Energy and mass are invariant with respet to the C, P , T and CPT transformations.
The C˜P˜ T˜ transformation usually has the property that C˜P˜ T˜ (Vl) = Vl¯ where the Vl-s
are the one-dimensional subspaes appearing in (2.5) and l¯ = l. The mapping l 7→ l¯ on
the label of the partiles is the partile-antipartile orrespondene. We also say that the
partile l¯ is the onjugate of l.
Invariane of the S operator with respet to CPT transformation means
C˜P˜ T˜ S˜2(Θ) = (S˜2(Θ))
†C˜P˜ T˜ (2.23)
or equivalently
〈a⊗ b|S˜2(Θ)(c⊗ d)〉 = 〈C˜P˜ T˜ (c⊗ d)|S˜2(Θ)C˜P˜ T˜ (a⊗ b)〉 , (2.24)
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whih is the same as (2.12) applied twie. (2.23) implies that SN also has the symmetry
property for any value of N .
CPT-invariane of fusion and deay tensors means
C˜P˜ T˜ d˜m2m3m1 = (f˜
m1
m3m2
)†C˜P˜ T˜ ,
whih is the same as (2.15).
CPT-invariane of the fatorized sattering theory means the CPT-invariane of the
S operator and all fusion and deay tensors.
Spae reetion invariane of the S-operator means
P˜ S˜2(Θ) = S˜2(Θ)P˜ .
Spae reetion invariane of fusion and deay tensors means
P˜ d˜m2m3m1 = d˜
m3m2
m1
P˜ and P˜ f˜m3m1m2 = f˜
m3
m2m1
P˜ .
Time reetion invariane of the S-operator means
T˜ S˜2(Θ) = (S˜2(Θ))
†T˜ .
Time reetion invariane of fusion and deay tensors means
T˜ d˜m2m3m1 = (f˜
m1
m2m3
)†T˜ .
Charge onjugation invariane of the S-operator means
C˜S˜2(Θ) = S˜2(Θ)C˜ .
Charge onjugation invariane of fusion and deay tensors means
C˜d˜m2m3m1 = d˜
m2m3
m1
C˜ and C˜f˜m3m1m2 = f˜
m3
m1m2
C˜ .
We remark, nally, that if a fatorized sattering theory is given, then it is possible,
in a straightforward way, to introdue partile groups or multiplets of partile groups and
their sattering. A partile group is a multi-partile state with xed (possible imaginary)
relative rapidities of the onstituting partiles. These partile groups behave in the same
way as single partiles. They an be regarded as ompound states. The S-matrix elements
for these partile groups an be built from the two-partile S-matrix in straightforward
way, they are ertain multi-partile S matrix elements, in fat. The Yang-Baxter equation
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and the bootstrap equation an be regarded as equations whih express the isomorphism
or homomorphism between ertain partile groups or single partiles, regarding their
sattering and symmetry properties. The homomorphism maps are two-partile S-matrix
bloks or fusion and deay tensors.
We also remark that the partile statistis has been left ompletely unspeied in
this setion, and the spae of in and out and intermediate states were dened to be
dierent. This, however, is only a minor deviation from the more usual formalism, in
whih both the in and the out states span the whole Hilbert spae and the S-matrix
elements are j onversion oeients between the in and out bases. The more usual
formalism orresponds to quotienting out the Hilbert spae by the subspae dened by
the relations |v〉 = · · ·⊗I⊗· · ·⊗S2⊗· · ·⊗I⊗ . . . |v〉, where |v〉 is any multi-partile state
with rapidities so that S2 is nonsingular and has nonzero determinant. The statistis of
the partiles is then speied by the value of the two-partile S-matrix elements at zero
relative rapidity.
It is possible to draw other gures whih are similar to Figure 2.5, and to write down
the orresponding bootstrap equations. For example, one an onsider the mirror image
of Figure 2.5. However, it an be shown that the new bootstrap equations obtained in
this way an be derived from the axioms that have been written down.
2.2 Fatorized sattering theory with a boundary
If the spae is a half-line, then sattering theory desribes interations of partile-like
objets and boundary states. The partile-like objets travel in the half spae, whereas
the boundary states are loalized at the boundary of the (half) spae. The ground states
are boundary states. The sattering takes plae in the following way: at the beginning
partiles far form eah other and the boundary travel towards the boundary, then the
partiles satter on eah other and reet from the boundary, and nally partiles travel
away from the boundary and eah other. The boundary state partiipates in the reetion
and generally hanges. The sattering operator is alled reetion operator and denoted
by R.
The harateristis of fatorized boundary sattering are listed and expliitly desribed
below. Some of these properties are speial to fatorized boundary sattering theory,
others (like unitarity) are general properties of boundary sattering theory applied to
fatorized boundary sattering theory.
Fatorized sattering theory in the presene of a boundary is haraterized by the
following properties:
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1) A fatorized boundary sattering theory inorporates a standard (i.e. bulk) fator-
ized sattering theory.
2) The partile number is onserved.
3) The outgoing rapidities equal −1 times the inoming rapidities.
4) Fatorization and boundary Yang-Baxter equation: An arbitrary N-partile sat-
tering proess an be desribed as a sequene of 2-partile ollisions and one-partile
reetions, all possible desriptions are equivalent. The 2-partile ollisions are desribed
by the two-partile S-matrix blok, the one-partile reetions are desribed by the one-
partile reetion matrix blok. These are the most interesting quantities in fatorized
boundary sattering theory.
The Hilbert spae Hb an be deomposed into a sum of N-partile subspaes:
Hb = ⊕∞N=0HbN , (2.25)
where
HbN = H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
⊗HB
for N ≥ 1, and
Hb0 = HB .
HB is the spae of boundary states, the spae HB0 of the ground states is a subspae of
it. HB0 is usually nite dimensional, most frequently one-dimensional.
HbN an be deomposed into a (not diret) sum of spaes of in, out and intermediate
states:
HbN = HbN,in +HbN,out +HbN,intermed
for N ≥ 1, for N = 0 we have
Hb0,in = Hb0,out
and there are no intermediate states for N = 0, 1.
A multi-partile state of the form
a1(Θ1)⊗ a2(Θ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ aN (ΘN)⊗B
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is an in state if Θ1 ≥ Θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ ΘN > 0, an out state if Θ1 ≤ Θ2 ≤ · · · ≤ ΘN < 0, and
an intermediate state otherwise. We shall also use the ket notation for the multi-partile
states.
HB an be deomposed into energy eigenspaes:
HB = ⊕EHB,E . (2.26)
The boundary states are normalized as
〈Bi|Bj〉 = δij .
It is often useful to onsider a distinguished orthonormal basis of HB and the orre-
sponding deomposition into a sum of one-dimensional subspaes:
HB = ⊕lbHB,lb , (2.27)
whih should be a renement of the deomposition (2.26).
Boundary states an also be involved in adjaeny onditions.
Instead of the physial R-operator one usually uses an auxiliary R-operator Raux,
whih is related to the physial R-operator in the same way as Saux is related to S. The
aux subsript will be suppressed. The HbN are invariant subspaes of Raux, the N-partile
auxiliary R-operator RN is obtained by restriting the full auxiliary R-operator to HbN :
RN : HbN →HbN . In partiular
RbN(HbN,in) = HbN,out
and
R0 = IdHb0 .
For N ≥ 1 the operators
RˆN (Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN) :
V (Θ1)⊗ V (Θ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ΘN)⊗HB → V (−Θ1)⊗ V (−Θ2)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (−ΘN)⊗HB
an be introdued so that
〈b1(Θ′1)b2(Θ′2) . . . bN(Θ′N )Bj|RN |a1(Θ1)a2(Θ2) . . . aN (ΘN)Bi〉 =
= δ(Θ1 +Θ
′∗
1 )δ(Θ2 +Θ
′∗
2 ) . . . δ(ΘN +Θ
′∗
N)×
× 〈b1(−Θ∗1)b2(−Θ∗2) . . . bN (−Θ∗N )Bj|RˆN(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN)|a1(Θ1)a2(Θ2) . . . aN (ΘN)Bi〉
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For the matrix elements of the RˆN -s the notation
(RˆN)
b1b2...bN ,j
a1a2...aN ,i
(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN) =
= 〈b1(−Θ∗1)b2(−Θ∗2) . . . bN (−Θ∗N)Bj |RˆN(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN)|a1(Θ1)a2(Θ2) . . . aN(ΘN)Bi〉
is used. One an also introdue the operators
R˜N (Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN) : V ⊗ V ⊗ · · · ⊗ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
⊗HB → V ⊗ V ⊗ · · · ⊗ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
⊗HB
R˜N(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN) = [i−Θ1⊗i−Θ2⊗· · ·⊗i−ΘN⊗I]RˆN (Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN)[i−1Θ1⊗i−1Θ2⊗· · ·⊗i−1ΘN⊗I] .
The matrix elements of the R˜N -s are denoted as
(R˜N )
b1b2...bN ,j
a1a2...aN ,i
(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN) .
For the matrix elements of RˆN and R˜N the equation
(R˜N)
b1b2...bN ,j
a1a2...aN ,i
(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN) = (RˆN )
b1b2...bN ,j
a1a2...aN ,i
(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN)
holds.
One an introdue (R˜N)m1m2...mN ,E(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN) and (RˆN )m1m2...mN ,E(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,ΘN)
as in Setion 2.1. R˜N and RˆN are omposed of these bloks.
Graphial representation of R˜1(Θ) is shown in Figure 2.6.
If
R˜1(Θ)(V1 ⊗HB,2) ⊆ V1 ⊗HB,2
for some subspaes V1 ⊆ Vm1 and HB,2 ⊆ HB,E2 with some mass m1 and energy E2, then
we an introdue the notation R˜V1HB,2(Θ) = R˜1(Θ)|V1⊗HB,2 and say that R˜V1HB,2(Θ) is
the reetion matrix of the multiplet V1 on the boundary multiplet HB,2. The ase when
HB,2 is HB0 is onsidered frequently, the reetion matrix bloks with HB,2 = HB0 are
alled ground state reetion matries.
In the N = 2 ase the fatorization property is expressed by the equation
R˜2(Θ1,Θ2) = [I ⊗ R˜1(Θ2)][S˜2(Θ2 +Θ1)⊗ I][I ⊗ R˜1(Θ1)][S˜2(Θ1 −Θ2)⊗ I]
or
R˜2(Θ1,Θ2) = [S˜2(Θ1 −Θ2)⊗ I][I ⊗ R˜1(Θ1)][S˜2(Θ1 +Θ2)⊗ I][I ⊗ R˜1(Θ2)] .
The two equations orrespond to the two possible deompositions of the 2-partile ree-
tion into 2-partile satterings and one-partile reetions.
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Figure 2.6: One-partile reetion matrix R˜1(Θ)
Figure 2.7: Boundary Yang-Baxter equation
The equality of the two expressions on the right-hand side
[I ⊗ R˜1(Θ2)][S˜2(Θ2 +Θ1)⊗ I][I ⊗ R˜1(Θ1)][S˜2(Θ1 −Θ2)⊗ I] =
= [S˜2(Θ1 −Θ2)⊗ I][I ⊗ R˜1(Θ1)][S˜2(Θ1 +Θ2)⊗ I][I ⊗ R˜1(Θ2)] (2.28)
is alled the boundary Yang-Baxter equation. A graphial representation of this equation
is shown in Figure 2.7. If the boundary Yang-Baxter is satised, then the analogous equa-
tions expressing the equivalene of the possible fatorizations of the N -partile reetion
(for N > 2) into two-partile satterings and one-partile reetions are also satised.
The above equations (with the obvious modiations) are also satised by R2, R1, S2
and Rˆ2, Rˆ1, Sˆ2 and by the appropriate bloks of them orresponding to denite masses
and energies.
5) Analyti properties: R˜1(Θ) is an analyti funtion with possible pole singularities
whih are loated in iR. The `physial strip' for R˜1(Θ) is the domain 0 < Im(Θ) < π/2.
The singular part of R˜1(Θ) at a pole lying in the physial strip is generally a sum of
various ontributions related to bound states and anomalous thresholds.
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6) Real analytiity
(R˜1(Θ
∗))† = R˜1(−Θ) .
7) Unitarity
(R˜1(Θ
∗))†R˜1(Θ) = I .
This ondition and the real analytiity ondition imply
R˜1(−Θ)R˜1(Θ) = I .
In fatorized sattering theory usually the latter ondition is referred to as unitarity.
8) Crossing symmetry
〈c⊗Bj |R˜1(Θ)(a⊗ Bi)〉 =
=
∑
b,d∈B
〈c⊗ d|S˜2(2Θ)(a⊗ b)〉〈(C˜P˜ T˜ d)⊗Bj |R˜1(iπ −Θ)((C˜P˜ T˜ b)⊗Bi)〉 (2.29)
(2.29) is alled `boundary ross-unitarity' ondition. Any orthonormal basis ould be used
instead of B.
9) Boundary bound states: at some poles of (R˜1)m,E(Θ) in the physial strip the
singular part has a ontribution orresponding to boundary bound states:
(R˜1)m,E(Θ) =
h˜m,EE1 g˜
E1
m,E
Θ− iu + s(Θ) + reg(Θ) (2.30)
where iu, 0 < u < π/2, is the loation of the pole, reg(Θ) is regular at iu, s(Θ) ontains
further possible singular terms. u is alled fusion angle. It will also be denoted by ν.
h˜m,EE1 : HB,E1 → Vm ⊗HB,E
is the boundary deay tensor,
g˜E1m,E : Vm ⊗HB,E → HB,E1
is the boundary fusion tensor. We also have the hatted versions
hˆm,EE1 : HB,E1 → Vm(−iu)⊗HB,E
and
gˆE1m,E : Vm(iu)⊗HB,E →HB,E1 .
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Figure 2.8: Boundary fusion and deay tensors
Figure 2.9: Contribution of boundary bound states
E, E1, m and u are related by energy onservation: E1 = E +m cos(u).
Graphial representation of g˜E1m,E and hˆ
m,E
E1
an be seen in Figure 2.8. The graphial
representation of the residue h˜m,EE1 g˜
E1
m,E is shown in Figure 2.9.
The image spae of g˜E1m,E has zero intersetion with the kernel of h˜
m,E
E1
.
Generally if
V1 = ⊕l1Vl1 , HB,1 = ⊕lb1HB,lb1 , HB,2 = ⊕lb2HB,lb2
where l1, l
b
1 and l
b
2 take ertain values from all possible values of l, l
b
dened in (2.5) and
(2.26) and the states in V1, HB,1, HB,2 have mass m and energy E, E1 and there exists a
fusion tensor g˜E1m,E and
g˜E1m,E(V1 ⊗HB,1) = HB,2 ,
then we say that the boundary states labeled by lb2 (i.e. the multiplet HB,2) are bound
states of the partiles and boundary states labeled by l1 and l
b
1 (i.e. of the multiplet V1
and HB,1). We an write
V1 +HB,1 → HB,2 (u) , (2.31)
where u is the boundary fusion angle, and all this expression a boundary fusion rule.
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Figure 2.10: Graphial representation for (2.34)
A rule denoted as
a +B1 → B2 (u) (2.32)
an be written down and also alled a boundary fusion rule if there exists a boundary
fusion tensor g˜ with fusion angle u with nonzero matrix element between the one-partile
states |a〉 and the boundary states |B1〉, |B2〉: 〈B2|g˜(a⊗B1)〉 6= 0.
10) At some poles the singular part of (R˜1)m,E(Θ) may have ontributions related to
the existene of a bulk fusion tensor f˜m
′
mm. If suh a fusion tensor exists, then (R˜1)m,E(Θ)
an be written as
(R˜1)m,E(Θ) =
1
2
[I ⊗ G˜Em′,E ][d˜mm
′
m ⊗ I]
Θ− iu + s(Θ) + reg(Θ) , (2.33)
where u is determined by the kinematial ondition that
m(cosh(iu), sinh(iu)) = m(cosh(−iu), sinh(−iu)) +m′(cosh(iπ/2), sinh(iπ/2)) .
The residue an be written in another form as well:
[I ⊗ G˜Em′,E][d˜mm
′
m ⊗ I] = [f˜mmm′ ⊗ I][I ⊗ H˜m
′,E
E ] . (2.34)
A diagrammati representation is shown in Figure 2.10.
H˜m,EE : HB,E → Vm ⊗HB,E
an be regarded as a deay tensor,
G˜Em,E : Vm ⊗HB,E →HB,E
as a fusion tensor. We also have the hatted versions
Hˆm,EE : HB,E → Vm(−iπ/2)⊗HB,E
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Figure 2.11: G˜Em,E and H˜
m,E
E
Figure 2.12: Graphial representation for H˜m,EE G˜
E
m,E
and
GˆEm,E : Vm(iπ/2)⊗HB,E →HB,E .
The graphial representation of G˜Em,E and H˜
m,E
E is shown in Figure 2.11.
The existene of f˜m
′
mm does not neessarily imply that a ontribution (2.33) really exists,
as G˜Em′,E and H˜
m′,E
E may be zero.
If G˜Em′,E and H˜
m′,E
E are nonzero, then (R˜1)m′,E(Θ) an be written as
(R˜1)m,E(Θ) =
1
2
H˜m,EE G˜
E
m,E
Θ− iπ/2 + s(Θ) + reg(Θ) (2.35)
and so it usually has a pole at iπ/2. The graphial representation of H˜m,EE G˜
E
m,E is shown
in Figure 2.12.
We remark that in some ases g˜Em′,E and h˜
m′,E
E exist and s(Θ) ontains a ontribution
of the form (2.30).
The image spae of G˜Em′,E has zero intersetion with the kernel of H˜
m′,E
E .
We also have the relation
(R˜1)
m′
m′,E(Θ)[I ⊗ G˜Em,E ][(S˜2)mm′(
iπ
2
−Θ)⊗ I] =
= [I ⊗ G˜Em,E][(S˜2)mm′(
iπ
2
+ Θ)⊗ I][I ⊗ (R˜1)m′,E(Θ)] , (2.36)
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Figure 2.13: Graphial representation for (2.36)
Figure 2.14: The rst boundary bootstrap equation
whih an be obtained from (2.28) and (2.16). Its graphial representation is shown in
Figure 2.13.
11) Bootstrap equations
There are two kinds of bootstrap equations in the presene of a boundary. The rst
kind is related to reetions on boundary bound states: let iu be the loation of the pole
of (R˜1)m,E(Θ) for some mass m and energy E that orresponds to a boundary bound
state. The following equation alled the boundary bootstrap equation is satised:
[(R˜1)m1,E1(Θ)][I ⊗ g˜E1m,E ] =
= [I ⊗ g˜E1m,E ][(S˜2)m,m1(iu+Θ)⊗ I][I ⊗ (R˜1)m1,E(Θ)][(S˜2)m1,m(Θ− iu)⊗ I] . (2.37)
We shall also all it rst boundary bootstrap equation.
A graphial representation of (2.37) is shown in Figure 2.14.
The seond kind is related to reetions of bound states of partiles: let us assume
that the underlying bulk fatorized sattering theory has the property that if (S˜2)m1m2(Θ)
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Figure 2.15: The seond boundary bootstrap equation
has a pole at iu that orresponds to bound states, then (S˜2)m2m1(Θ) also has a pole at iu
orresponding to bound states. This property is ensured if, for example, the sattering is
invariant with respet to spae reetion. If (S˜2)m1m2(Θ) has a pole that orresponds to
a diret hannel bound state, then the following equation is satised:
[(R˜1)m3,E(Θ)][f˜
m3
m1m2
⊗ I] =
= [f˜m3m2m1⊗I][I⊗(R˜1)m1,E(Θ+iu1)][(S˜2)m1m2(2Θ+iu1−iu2)⊗I][I⊗(R˜)m2,E(Θ−iu2)] .
(2.38)
We shall all it seond boundary bootstrap equation. A graphial representation of (2.38)
is shown in Figure 2.15.
12) Boundary Coleman-Thun diagrams
The statements made in 10) in Setion 2.1 an be generalized for the singularities of
R˜1(Θ) in a straightforward way [91℄. In general, rst order poles orrespond only to the
diagrams shown in Figures 2.9, 2.10, 2.12. This general rule is often modied, however.
A more detailed desription of boundary Coleman-Thun diagrams and the singularities
of R˜1(Θ) an be found in [21℄, for example. Appliations an be found in [21, 22, 20, 23℄.
We remark that signiant steps were made in [92℄ and [93℄ to develop perturbative quan-
tum eld theory in the presene of a boundary and to justify the generalization of the
desription of singularities to the boundary ase.
13) Symmetries
Let Ab be an assoiative algebra over R. The representation of Ab has the following
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struture usually: Ab is usually a remnant of a symmetry algebra A of the underlying
bulk sattering, so it is suient to have a representation DB : AB → End(HB) of
Ab on HB and a o-produt (an algebra-homomorphism) ∆B : Ab → A ⊗ Ab to dene
representations on the HbN spaes. It is assumed that the representations of A in the bulk
sattering theory have the struture that is desribed in Setion 2.1.
Generally the o-produt ∆B allows the denition of the produt D1×D2×· · ·×DN×
DB of arbitrary representations D1, D2, . . . , DN of A and of an arbitrary representation
DB of Ab, whih will be a representation of Ab. The denition of the produt is analogous
to that desribed in Setion 2.1. For two representations
D1 ×DB = (D1 ⊗DB) ◦∆B .
For D1, D2, DB one an hoose either
D1 ×D2 ×DB = D1 × (D2 ×DB) = [D1 ⊗ ((D2 ⊗DB) ◦∆B)] ◦∆B =
= (D1 ⊗D2 ⊗DB) ◦ (IdA ⊗∆B) ◦∆B (2.39)
or
D1 ×D2 ×DB = (D1 ×D2)×DB = [((D1 ⊗D2) ◦∆)⊗DB] ◦∆B =
= (D1 ⊗D2 ⊗DB) ◦ (∆⊗ IdAb) ◦∆B . (2.40)
∆B is usually required to have the o-assoiativity property
(IdA ⊗∆B) ◦∆B = (∆⊗ IdAb) ◦∆B ,
where∆ is the o-produt ofA, whih implies that the two denitions (2.39) and (2.40) are
equivalent. If∆ and∆B are both o-assoiative, then the multipliation of representations
is assoiative.
Usually Ab an be realized as a subalgebra of A, i.e. there exists a monomorphism
i : Ab → A. i is not neessarily unique.
If (∆ ◦ i)(Ab) ⊆ A⊗Ab, then a o-produt ∆B an be dened in terms of ∆ and i as
follows:
∆B = (IdA ⊗ i)−1 ◦∆ ◦ i . (2.41)
This o-produt is o-assoiative if ∆ is o-assoiative. The o-produt ∆B that atually
appears in the denition of representations on multi-partile spaes often admits the form
(2.41).
In the denition of a symmetry transformation we assume that A is a symmetry
algebra of the underlying bulk fatorized sattering theory. An element AB ∈ Ab is a
symmetry of the R operator if R1 has the intertwining property
D(AB)R1 = R1D(AB) , (2.42)
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where D(AB) is the representation of AB on Hb1. (2.42) and the assumed symmetry
property of A imply that RN has the intertwining property for the representation on
HbN for any value of N . A symmetry of a fusion or a deay tensor is dened similarly.
A symmetry of the fatorized sattering theory with boundary is a symmetry of the R
operator and all fusion and deay tensors.
The remnant of the Poinare algebra is generated by the time translation generator
HB and the unit element IB, the o-multipliation is
∆B(HB) = H ⊗ IB + I ⊗HB , ∆B(IB) = I ⊗ IB . (2.43)
We refer the reader to [19℄ for the disussion of higher spin onserved quantities. The
speial ase of the boundary supersymmetry algebra will be disussed, however, in later
setions.
14) Charge onjugation and reetions
Spae reetion is not dened. It ould be introdued as a transformation that relates
distint theories with boundaries on the left- and right-hand side, respetively.
The boundary harge onjugation and time reetion CB and TB, if their representa-
tion is dened in a theory, have the properties that CB(HB,E) = HB,E and TB(HB,E) =
HB,E . We also have
TN = T1 ⊗ T1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ T1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
⊗TB
on HbN . (Where TB and TN denote the restrition of T to HB and HbN .)
Invariane of the R operator with respet to harge onjugation means invariane of
the underlying bulk sattering theory as dened in 12) in Setion 2.1 and
C˜R˜1(Θ) = R˜1(Θ)C˜ ,
invariane of boundary fusion and deay tensors means
C˜g˜E1m,E = g˜
E1
m,EC˜ and C˜h˜
m,E
E1
= h˜m,EE1 C˜ .
Invariane of the R operator with respet to time reetion means invariane of the
underlying bulk sattering theory as dened in 12) in Setion 2.1 and
T˜ R˜1(Θ) = (R˜1(Θ))
†T˜ ,
invariane of boundary fusion and deay tensors means
T˜ g˜E1m,E = (h˜
m,E
E1
)†T˜ .
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Invariane of fatorized sattering theory with boundary means that the R operator
and the fusion and deay tensors are both invariant.
We remark, nally, that we assume that all boundary states are bound states, whih
implies that all boundary states an be generated in a few steps form the ground state by
boundary fusion.
It is possible to introdue boundary partile groups, whih are in fat multi-partile
states (ontaining a boundary state) with xed rapidities of the onstituent partiles.
These `boundary partile groups' behave in the same way as boundary states. They an
also be regarded as ompound boundary states. The reetion matrix elements on the
boundary partile groups an be built from the two-partile S-matrix and one-partile
reetion matrix in a straightforward way. One an also allow bulk `partile groups'
introdued in Setion 2.1, their reetion matrix elements are also dened in a straight-
forward way. The boundary Yang-Baxter and bootstrap equations an be given a similar
interpretation as in the bulk.
We also remark that the spae of in and out and intermediate states were dened to
be dierent, whih is a minor deviation from the more standard formalism, in whih both
the in and the out states span the whole Hilbert spae. This formalism orresponds to
quotienting out the Hilbert spae by the subspae dened by relations |v〉 = · · · ⊗ I ⊗
· · · ⊗ S2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ I|v〉, and |v〉 = · · · ⊗ I ⊗ . . . R1|v〉, where |v〉 is any multi-partile state
with rapidities so that S2 and R1 is nonsingular and has nonzero determinant.
As in the bulk ase, one an draw further gures whih are similar to Figure 2.14 and
Figure 2.15 and write down the orresponding bootstrap equations. These new equations,
however, an be derived from the axioms written down and do not impose new restritions.
2.3 The bootstrap method
The bootstrap method is a method for nding fatorized sattering theories, i.e. solu-
tions to the onditions desribed in Setion 2.1. The boundary bootstrap method is a
straightforward extension of the bootstrap method to the boundary ase.
A desription of the bootstrap method is the following: let us assume that we already
know a part of the partile spetrum that is losed under sattering and the ation of
CPT, and this ation is also known or an be guessed. The orresponding internal spae
is denoted by V 0. In this ase we solve the Yang-Baxter equation for S˜2(Θ)|V 0⊗V 0 . In
some ases it is done by onverting it into a linear dierential equation by dierentiation.
If we look for theories with a given symmetry the ation of whih on V 0 is known, then
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imposing it on S˜2(Θ)|V 0⊗V 0 may also simplify the Yang-Baxter equations. The solution is
obviously undetermined up to an overall salar funtion multiplier F (Θ) and it an on-
tain further undetermined parameters. Only analyti F (Θ) and S˜2(Θ)|V 0⊗V 0 with possible
pole singularities are onsidered. F (Θ) and the solution is further restrited by the real
analytiity, unitarity and rossing symmetry onditions. After imposing these onditions
F (Θ) is onstrained to satisfy the equations F (Θ) = F (iπ − Θ), F (Θ)F (−Θ) = 1 and
F (Θ∗)∗ = F (−Θ). The funtions satisfying these equations are alled CDD (Castillejo-
Dalitz-Dyson, [94℄) fators. F (Θ) is usually hosen so that S˜2(Θ)|V 0⊗V 0 have the mini-
mum or nearly minimum number of poles in the physial strip. After having determined
S˜2(Θ)|V 0⊗V 0 , we hek whether its poles lying in the physial strip an be related to
bound states and Coleman-Thun diagrams as desribed in 4), 7), 10) in Setion 2.1, and
whether the bootstrap equations are satised. One often nds that not all simple poles
an be explained in terms of bound states and Coleman-Thun diagrams, and in this ase
one extends V 0 by inluding new partiles with masses presribed by the loation of the
unexplained poles and kinematis. This extension of V 0 is denoted by V 1. The bootstrap
equations allow to alulate the still unknown parts of S˜2(Θ)|V 1⊗V 1 , they are linear alge-
brai equations for these parts. The ation of possible symmetries is also determined on
the extension of V 0 by demanding that the intertwining properties hold. The next step is
to hek again if the simple poles of S˜2(Θ)|V 1⊗V 1 an be explained in terms of bound states
and Coleman-Thun diagrams. If this is not the ase, then one an ontinue by extending
V 1 further into an internal spae V 2, alulate S˜2(Θ)|V 2⊗V 2 and so on until no further
extension is neessary. Finally it should be heked whether all poles an be explained in
terms of bound states and Coleman-Thun diagrams. If they an, the proedure is nished
(`the bootstrap is losed').
In ase of the sine-Gordon model, for instane, V 0 an be hosen to be a two-
dimensional spae spanned by the soliton and anti-soliton, and the bootstrap is losed
in one step. The spae V 1 is spanned by the breathers together with the soliton and
anti-soliton.
The hoie of the CDD fator has an inuene on the singularity struture of the S-
matrix, so the onsisteny of the axioms of Setion 2.1 imposes a onstraint on the CDD
fator, although in a ompliated way.
It should also be noted that there is a large lass of models (inluding the sinh-Gordon
model, for example) in whih the sattering is diagonal, and in this ase the Yang-Baxter
equation is automatially satised and annot be used to onstrain the S-matrix. However,
the seond part of the above method remains unaltered.
The boundary bootstrap method is the straightforward adaptation of the above de-
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sribed steps to the boundary fatorized sattering theory. One usually assumes that
the ground state is unique and one starts with H0B = HB0. (The boundary analogue of
V 0, V 1, . . . is denoted by H0B,H1B, . . . .) Then one determines the ground state reetion
matrix R˜1(Θ)|V⊗H0
B
by the boundary Yang-Baxter equations, unitarity, rossing symme-
try and real analytiity onditions and by the seond boundary bootstrap equations. The
seond boundary bootstrap equation is a linear algebrai equation for the reetion matrix
of bulk bound states on the the ground state boundary, so if the ground state reetion
matries of ertain partiles is already known, then the seond boundary bootstrap equa-
tion generally allows one to ompute the ground state reetion matrix of their bound
states relatively easily.
If we multiply a reetion matrix whih satises the Yang-Baxter equation by an
overall salar fator F (Θ), then the result also satises the Yang-Baxter equation. If the
unitarity, rossing symmetry and real analytiity onditions are also taken into onsid-
eration, then F (Θ) is onstrained exatly in the same way as in the bulk ase desribed
above. This F (Θ) is also referred to as a CDD fator.
Having obtained the ground state reetion matrix one onsiders the poles of this
reetion matrix and determines H1B < H2B < . . . and R˜1(Θ)|V⊗H0B , R˜1(Θ)|V⊗H1B , . . .
until the bootstrap is losed. In summary, in the boundary ase all the exited boundary
states are obtained by bootstrap form the ground state.
We remark that to perform the omplete bootstrap proedure as desribed above an
be rather laborious. In some ases the equations are best handled by a suitable omputer
algebra program. It is not unommon in the literature that only ertain parts, e.g. the
solution of the Yang-Baxter equation or the veriation of the pole struture and the
atual bootstrap are onsidered, espeially in the boundary ase. Often the hek of the
orrespondene between poles and Coleman-Thun diagrams is not performed ompletely.
The boundary bootstrap is usually harder than the bulk bootstrap, partially beause
it is built on the bulk part, partially beause the equations themselves are larger and more
diult to handle, the struture of boundary states is more omplex than the struture
of bulk states, and muh more Coleman-Thun diagrams exist than in the bulk.
It should be noted that if a solution to the axioms of fatorized sattering theory has
been found, then it is usually a further problem to link this solution to a model dened
by a Lagrangian funtion, for instane, or to make sure that the solution is really right for
the model that one investigates. In some ases the problem is only to nd the mapping
between the parameters of the Lagrangian funtion and the parameters of the solution.
This mathing of S matries with eld theoretial models is usually done by various other
methods of quantum eld theory.
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In the rest of this hapter we shall generally omit the tilde and subsripts 2 and 1 from
S˜2(Θ) and R˜1(Θ) and write S(Θ) and R(Θ), and we shall not use the other (e.g. hatted)
versions of the two-partile S-matrix. Similar hange in the notation applies to the fusion
and deay tensors.
2.4 The supersymmetry algebra in 1+1 dimensions
The supersymmetry algebra A is an assoiative algebra over R, generated by Q, Q¯, Zˆ, H ,
P , N , Γ, I. Q and Q¯ are alled superharges, Zˆ is the supersymmetri entral harge, Γ is
the fermioni parity operator, H and P are the time and spae translation generators, N
is the boost generator and I is the unit element of the algebra. These generators satisfy
the following relations:
{Γ,Γ} = 2I {Q, Q¯} = 2Zˆ
{Γ, Q} = 0 {Γ, Q¯} = 0
{Q,Q} = 2(H + P ) {Q¯, Q¯} = 2(H − P )
[N,Q] =
1
2
Q [N, Q¯] = −1
2
Q¯
[N,Γ] = 0
[N,H + P ] = H + P [N,H − P ] = −(H − P ) . (2.44)
The supersymmetri entral harge ommutes with all elements of the algebra. A
admits a Z2-grading, generators of grade 0 are H , P , N , Zˆ, I, generators of grade 1 are
Q, Q¯, Γ.
One an also introdue the boosts: B(ϕ) = eϕN .
The o-produt ∆ used to dene the ation of A on multi-partile states is given by
∆(Q) = Q⊗ I + Γ⊗Q ∆(Q¯) = Q¯⊗ I + Γ⊗ Q¯
∆(Γ) = Γ⊗ Γ ∆(Zˆ) = Zˆ ⊗ I + I ⊗ Zˆ
∆(H) = H ⊗ I + I ⊗H ∆(P ) = P ⊗ I + I ⊗ P
∆(N) = N ⊗ I + I ⊗N . (2.45)
∆ satises the o-assoiativity property.
We all the algebra obtained by the omission of N the internal part of A. We denote
this internal part by A˜. It has the property that B(ϕ)A˜B(−ϕ) = A˜ and ∆(A˜) ⊂ A˜⊗ A˜.
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The latter property implies that the restrition of ∆ to A˜ will be a (o-assoiative) o-
produt for A˜.
The one-partile representations of A generally take the form of indued representa-
tions. A representation D of A that is indued from a representation of A˜ is haraterized
by the following properties: the representation spae H an be written as
H =
∫
dΘ W (Θ) , (2.46)
where the spae W (Θ) at any xed Θ is invariant with respet to A˜ and ontains states
with rapidity Θ. The notation W (D(Θ)), WD(Θ), WD(Θ) are also used instead of W (Θ).
The representation of A˜ on W (Θ) is denoted by D(Θ). We have
D(B(ϕ))D(Θ)(A˜)D(B(−ϕ)) = D(Θ + ϕ)(B(ϕ)A˜B(−ϕ)) (2.47)
for all A˜ ∈ A˜, this equation desribes the relation between the representations D(Θ) at
various values of Θ.
We an introdue the linear isomorphisms iΘ : W (Θ) → W, a(Θ) 7→ a, where the
spae W is alled the internal spae. The notation WD or W (D) is also used instead of
W . The equation D(B(ϕ))a(Θ) = a(Θ+ϕ) is satised. For any xed Θ a representation
of A˜ onW an be dened in the following way: A˜ 7→ iΘD(Θ)(A˜)i−1Θ . We do not introdue
new notation for these representations, we denote them by D(Θ).
The produt of two representations D1(Θ1) and D2(Θ2) of A˜ is obtained using the
o-produt ∆|A˜. D1(Θ1)×D2(Θ2) is ontained in D1 ×D2.
2.4.1 Representations of the supersymmetry algebra
We onsider representations on Hilbert spaes. The Hermitian adjoints of the generators
are
H† = H P † = P Q† = Q Q¯† = Q¯ Zˆ† = Zˆ Γ† = Γ N † = −N . (2.48)
On a one-partile supersymmetri multiplet |a(Θ)〉 the ation of the supersymmetry
algebra takes the following general form:
Q|a(Θ)〉 = √meΘ/2q|a(Θ)〉 (2.49)
Q¯|a(Θ)〉 = √me−Θ/2q¯|a(Θ)〉 (2.50)
B(ϕ)|a(Θ)〉 = eϕN |a(Θ)〉 = |a(ϕ+Θ)〉 , (2.51)
where m is the mass of the multiplet and q and q¯ are Θ-independent matries whih at
on the states of the supermultiplet and satisfy
q2 = 1, q¯2 = 1, {q, q¯} = 2Z ,
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where Z = 1
m
Zˆ on the multiplet. The ation of Γ is independent of Θ and
{Γ, q} = {Γ, q¯} = 0 .
The boson-fermion representation Pm of mass m is dened by
q =
(
0 ǫ
ǫ∗ 0
)
, q¯ =
(
0 ǫ∗
ǫ 0
)
, Γ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(2.52)
in the basis {φ(Θ), ψ(Θ)}, where ǫ = exp(iπ/4). The basis vetors φ(Θ) and ψ(Θ) orre-
spond to bosons and fermions, respetively. The entral harge is zero in this representa-
tion. The ation of CPT is CPTφ(Θ) = φ(Θ), CPTψ(Θ) = −ψ(Θ). The boson-fermion
representation will also be alled partile representation and the boson-fermion states will
also be alled partile states. The word partile is used in the general sense as well, not
referring to any partiular representation.
Another representation P¯m is obtained if we multiply Γ in (2.52) by −1. We all it
pseudo-boson-fermion representation.
The kink representation Km of mass m is given by
q =


0 i 0 0
−i 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

 , q¯ =


0 i 0 0
−i 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1

 ,
Γ =


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

 , Z =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 (2.53)
in the basis {K0 1
2
(Θ), K1 1
2
(Θ), K 1
2
0(Θ), K 1
2
1(Θ)}.
There are further representations K¯m alled pseudo-kink representations, whih are
obtained by multiplying q and q¯ by −1 in (2.53), or by interhanging the labels 0↔ 1.
It is also true that there exists a ontinuous family of (inequivalent) representations
similar to the kink representation and interpolating between the kink and pseudo-kink
representations.
Multi-kink states have to respet an adjaeny ondition: in the physial
| . . .Kab(Θ1)Kcd(Θ2) . . .〉 state b = c must hold. Multi-kink states not satisfying this
ondition are set equal to zero (so (Γ ⊗ I)|K 1
2
1(Θ1)K1 1
2
(Θ2)〉 = 0, for example). This
adjaeny ondition gives kinks a harater rather dierent from that of usual partiles.
CPT ats as follows: Kab ↔ Kba.
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The following deomposition equations hold for two-partile states:
Pm1 × Pm2 ≃
∑
m
(Pm + P¯m) , P¯m1 × P¯m2 ≃
∑
m
(Pm + P¯m) , (2.54)
Pm1 × P¯m2 ≃
∑
m
(Pm + P¯m) . (2.55)
In (2.54) the rst equation means, for example, that a two-partile state transforms in the
sum of a boson-fermion and a pseudo-boson-fermion representation (of appropriate mass).
One an write down the deomposition equations for the Pm1(Θ1) et. representations of
A˜ as well:
Pm1(Θ1)× Pm2(Θ2) ≃ Pm(Θ) + P¯m(Θ) , P¯m1(Θ1)× P¯m2(Θ2) ≃ Pm(Θ) + P¯m(Θ) ,
(2.56)
Pm1(Θ1)× P¯m2(Θ2) ≃ Pm(Θ)) + P¯m(Θ) , (2.57)
where m and Θ are determined by m1, m2, Θ1, Θ2 kinematially.
Multi-kink states ontaining even number of kinks an be arranged in two setors: the
rst setor ontains the states whih have left and right label
1
2
, the seond setor ontains
the states whih have left and right labels 0 or 1. These two setors will be alled 1
2
and
01 setor.
For two-kink states we have the deomposition equation
Km ×Km ≃
∑
m′
([Pm′ ] 1
2
+ [Pm′ + P¯m′ ]01) . (2.58)
The subsripts refer to the setors in whih the subspaes lie. The values of m′ may have
multipliities higher than 1, this is not denoted expliitly. Similar equations as (2.56),
(2.57) an also be written down.
It will beome lear that it is reasonable to give the (reduible) representation [Pm′ ] 1
2
+
[Pm′ + P¯m′ ]01 appearing on the right-hand side of (2.58) a name of its own, whih will be
`two-kink-representation' of mass m′, denoted by K(2)m′ . The states transforming in this
representation will be alled two-kink-states.
The following ombinations of two-kink states span the invariant subspaes (see also
[33, 39℄) :
[P ] 1
2
:
|φ1(Θ; u)〉 = |K 1
2
0(Θ + iu)K0 1
2
(Θ− iu)〉+ |K 1
2
1(Θ + iu)K1 1
2
(Θ− iu)〉 (2.59)
|ψ1(Θ; u)〉 = i
√
cos(pi
4
− u
2
)
cos(pi
4
+ u
2
)
(|K 1
2
0(Θ + iu)K0 1
2
(Θ− iu)〉 − |K 1
2
1(Θ + iu)K1 1
2
(Θ− iu)〉)
(2.60)
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[P ]01 :
|φ2(Θ; u)〉 = |K0 1
2
(Θ + iu)K 1
2
0(Θ− iu)〉+ |K1 1
2
(Θ + iu)K 1
2
1(Θ− iu)〉 (2.61)
|ψ2(Θ; u)〉 =
√
cos(pi
4
− u
2
)
cos(pi
4
+ u
2
)
(|K1 1
2
(Θ + iu)K 1
2
0(Θ− iu)〉 − |K0 1
2
(Θ + iu)K 1
2
1(Θ− iu)〉)
(2.62)
[P¯ ]01 :
|φ¯(Θ; u)〉 = |K0 1
2
(Θ + iu)K 1
2
0(Θ− iu)〉 − |K1 1
2
(Θ + iu)K 1
2
1(Θ− iu)〉 (2.63)
|ψ¯(Θ; u)〉 =
√
cos(pi
4
− u
2
)
cos(pi
4
+ u
2
)
(|K1 1
2
(Θ + iu)K 1
2
0(Θ− iu)〉+ |K0 1
2
(Θ + iu)K 1
2
1(Θ− iu)〉)
(2.64)
|φ1(Θ; u)〉, |φ2(Θ; u)〉 are boson states with Γ = 1, |ψ1(Θ; u)〉 and |ψ2(Θ; u)〉 are fermion
states with Γ = −1. The two states in (2.63) and (2.64) span the pseudo-boson-fermion
representation. The value of Γ on the pseudo-boson state |φ¯(Θ; u)〉 is −1, on |ψ¯(Θ; u)〉 it
is 1. In the basis (2.59), (2.60); (2.61), (2.62); (2.63), (2.64) the matries of q and q¯ take
the form written down above.
CPT ats on these states as follows:
CPT |φ1(Θ; u)〉 = |φ1(Θ; u)〉 CPT |ψ1(Θ; u)〉 = −|ψ1(Θ; u)〉 (2.65)
CPT |φ2(Θ; u)〉 = |φ2(Θ; u)〉 CPT |ψ2(Θ; u)〉 = −|ψ2(Θ; u)〉 (2.66)
CPT |φ¯(Θ; u)〉 = |φ¯(Θ; u)〉 CPT |ψ¯(Θ; u)〉 = |ψ¯(Θ; u)〉 . (2.67)
It should be noted that |φ1(Θ; u)〉, |ψ1(Θ; u)〉, |φ2(Θ; u)〉, |ψ2(Θ; u)〉, |φ¯(Θ; u)〉 and
|ψ¯(Θ; u)〉 are states whih have zero norm and are not orthogonal. States transforming
in the boson-fermion and pseudo-boson-fermion representations that are orthogonal and
have nonzero salar produt with themselves are the following:
|φ1(Θ; u)〉+ |φ1(Θ;−u)〉 |ψ1(Θ; u)〉+ |ψ1(Θ;−u)〉 (2.68)
|φ2(Θ; u)〉+ |φ2(Θ;−u)〉 |ψ2(Θ; u)〉+ |ψ2(Θ;−u)〉 (2.69)
|φ¯(Θ; u)〉+ |φ¯(Θ;−u)〉 |ψ¯(Θ; u)〉+ |ψ¯(Θ;−u)〉 (2.70)
and
|φ1(Θ; u)〉 − |φ1(Θ;−u)〉 |ψ1(Θ; u)〉 − |ψ1(Θ;−u)〉 (2.71)
|φ2(Θ; u)〉 − |φ2(Θ;−u)〉 |ψ2(Θ; u)〉 − |ψ2(Θ;−u)〉 (2.72)
|φ¯(Θ; u)〉 − |φ¯(Θ;−u)〉 |ψ¯(Θ; u)〉 − |ψ¯(Θ;−u)〉 . (2.73)
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Although K(2) an be deomposed into a sum of irreduible representations, the prod-
uts of elements of [P ] 1
2
, [P ]01 and [P¯ ]01 satisfy ertain relations beause of the kink
adjaeny onditions. For example, |φ¯φ¯〉 = |φ2φ2〉.
The eight partile-kink states |p(Θ1)K(Θ2)〉, where p stands for a boson or fermion and
K stands for a kink, transform in the diret sum of a kink and a pseudo-kink representation
if and only if
Θ1 −Θ2 = i(π − u) and m = 2M cos(u) = 2M sin(π/2− u) , (2.74)
where m is the mass of the partile and M is the mass of the kink. This is preisely the
ondition that the total mass of the partile-kink state is also M . If this ondition is not
satised, then the deomposition of the representation in whih the partile-kink states
transform ontains the general kink-like representations mentioned above but does not
ontain the kink, pseudo-kink, partile or pseudo-partile representations. The same an
be stated for the kink-partile states |K(Θ1)p(Θ2)〉. Similar statements an also be made
if we replae the partile representation by the K(2) representations.
The simplest vauum representations are one-dimensional, spanned by a state |Ω〉. In
a one-dimensional representation all operators at as a multipliation by a number, so Q,
Q¯, Zˆ, H , P have to be represented by zero. Γ an be either 1 or −1. It is reasonable to
require that a ground state representation DΩ have the property
DΩ ×D ≃ D (2.75)
for any one-partile representation D. This requirement eliminates the ase DΩ(Γ) = −1.
Dierent values for N yield inequivalent one-dimensional representations, all of whih
satisfy (2.75), nevertheless the sattering data does not depend on the eigenvalue of N on
|Ω〉, so it is hosen to be 0. The hoie DΩ(Γ) = −1 would also leave the sattering data
unaltered. CPT ats in the following way: CPT |Ω〉 = |Ω〉.
Another natural vauum representation D01 1
2
is 3-dimensional, the representation
spae is spanned by the vetors |0〉, |1〉, |1
2
〉. The generators in this representation are
Q = Q¯ = Zˆ = H = P = N = 0,
Γ =

 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1

 .
The states in this representation are subjet to the the kink adjaeny onditions. CPT
ats in the following way: CPT |0〉 = |0〉, CPT |1〉 = |1〉, CPT |1
2
〉 = |1
2
〉.
Taking into onsideration the adjaeny onditions we have
D01 1
2
×Km ≃ Km ×D01 1
2
≃ Km ,
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and the same equation holds for [Pm] 1
2
, [Pm]01, [P¯m]01 and K
(2)
m , and also if a rapidity is
speied and representations of A˜ are onsidered. D01 1
2
is not used together with the Pm
representations.
The representation D01 1
2
appears in the supersymmetri sine-Gordon model, for ex-
ample (see [95℄). It should be noted, however, that the vauum does not appear to play
a role in sattering theory.
The states
V0(Θ) = |K0 1
2
(Θ +
iπ
2
)K 1
2
0(Θ−
iπ
2
)〉 (2.76)
V1(Θ) = |K1 1
2
(Θ +
iπ
2
)K 1
2
1(Θ−
iπ
2
)〉 (2.77)
V 1
2
(Θ) = |K 1
2
0(Θ +
iπ
2
)K0 1
2
(Θ− iπ
2
)〉+ |K 1
2
1(Θ +
iπ
2
)K1 1
2
(Θ− iπ
2
)〉 (2.78)
transform in a representation that diers from D01 1
2
only in the ation of the boosts. Q
and Q¯ are nilpotent on the states (2.59)-(2.64) at u = π/2. The kernel and image spaes
of Q and Q¯ are both spanned by the boson and pseudo-boson states, or equivalently by
V0, V1, V 1
2
.
The adjaeny ondition for a multi-partile state ontaining both boson-fermions
and kinks is the following: the usual ondition applies for neighbouring kinks, and if
in a state | . . .Kabp . . . p . . . pKcd . . .〉 where p stands for boson-fermions there are only
boson-fermions between Kab and Kcd, then either b = c or |b− c| = 1.
We remark that Pm and P¯m as well asKm and K¯m are equivalent as ray representations,
and so are all the one-dimensional (vauum) representations.
As we mentioned in the Introdution, we shall onsider the boson-fermion (Pm) and
kink (Km) representations as representations in whih bulk partile multiplets of super-
symmetri theories an transform.
2.5 The boundary supersymmetry algebra in 1+1 di-
mensions
The boundary supersymmetry algebra AB is an assoiative algebra over R. It is generated
by a boundary superharge QB, a boundary entral harge ZB, the time translation
generator HB and a unit element IB. AB is ommutative and the following relation is
satised:
Q2B = 2HB + 2ZB . (2.79)
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There are essentially two dierent o-produts ∆±B : AB → A⊗AB:
∆+B(IB) = I ⊗ IB (2.80)
∆+B(HB) = H ⊗ IB + I ⊗HB (2.81)
∆+B(ZB) = Zˆ ⊗ IB + I ⊗ ZB (2.82)
∆+B(QB) = (Q+ Q¯)⊗ IB + Γ⊗QB (2.83)
and
∆−B(IB) = I ⊗ IB (2.84)
∆−B(HB) = H ⊗ IB + I ⊗HB (2.85)
∆−B(ZB) = −Zˆ ⊗ IB + I ⊗ ZB (2.86)
∆−B(QB) = (Q− Q¯)⊗ IB + Γ⊗QB . (2.87)
They both satisfy the o-assoiativity property.
∆+B and ∆
−
B an be related by an automorphism j of A that has the property j2 = Id:
j(Q¯) = −Q¯ j(Q) = Q j(N) = N (2.88)
j(Zˆ) = −Zˆ j(Γ) = Γ (2.89)
(j ⊗ Id) ◦∆+B = ∆−B . (2.90)
∆+B and ∆
−
B an be written in the form (2.41) with the monomorphisms i
+, i− : AB →
A:
i+(QB) = Q+ Q¯ i
+(HB) = H (2.91)
i+(ZB) = Zˆ i
+(IB) = I (2.92)
i−(QB) = Q− Q¯ i−(HB) = H (2.93)
i−(ZB) = −Zˆ i−(IB) = I . (2.94)
i+ and i− are also related by j: j ◦ i+ = i−.
To desribe situations when the fermioni parity is also onserved, AB an be sup-
plemented with the boundary fermioni parity generator ΓB. It satises the following
relations:
{ΓB,ΓB} = 2IB , [ΓB, ZB] = 0 , [ΓB, HB] = 0 , (2.95)
and also
{ΓB, QB} = 2gIB , (2.96)
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where g is a parameter of the algebra. The o-produt of ΓB is
∆B(ΓB) = Γ⊗ ΓB . (2.97)
The o-assoiativity property remains valid.
Finally, as ∆±B(A˜) ⊂ A˜ ⊗ AB, ∆±B an be used to multiply representations of A˜ and
one representation of AB.
2.5.1 Representations of the boundary supersymmetry algebra
As in Setion 2.4.1, we onsider representations on Hilbert spaes. The Hermitian adjoints
of the generators are
H†B = HB Q
†
B = QB Z
†
B = ZB (Γ
†
B = ΓB) . (2.98)
There are several dierent one-dimensional representations of the boundary supersym-
metry algebra whih an serve as representations in whih the ground states of various
models transform. Moreover, higher dimensional representations may also our in some
models. The adjaeny ondition between the ground state and the nearest kink is re-
quired to be satised, and we shall onsider one-dimensional representations only, follow-
ing [36℄, this being the simplest hoie in the absene of other guiding information. In
this ase, as explained in [36℄, the supersymmetri kink label for the boundary must in
general be
1
2
. We shall not onsider the ases when the ground state is singlet with label
0 or 1.
The possible ground state representations form a one-parameter family. It is onve-
nient to write this parameter in slightly dierent forms in the ases when ∆+B and ∆
−
B is
used. The representations are denoted by Dγ in the (+) ase and Deγ in the (−) ase, γ
and eγ being the two forms of the parameter. We shall also use the notation B 1
2
for the
ground state representation, in this notation the parameters are not written expliitly.
The representation spae of B 1
2
will be denoted by W (B 1
2
).
The ation of the boundary supersymmetry generators on |B 1
2
〉 in the (−) ase is
QB|B 1
2
〉 = eγ|B 1
2
〉 , ZB|B 1
2
〉 = 0 , e = ±1 , (2.99)
where γ ∈ R, γ < 0 and |B 1
2
〉 is the basis vetor for the representation spae.
In the (+) ase
QB|B 1
2
〉 = γ|B 1
2
〉 , ZB|B 1
2
〉 = 0 ,
where γ ∈ R. eγ or γ is a parameter of the model to be desribed and is expeted to be
expressible in terms of the parameters of the Lagrangian density. The reason for writing
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the parameter in the form eγ in the (−) ase will beome lear in 2.6.5 when the ground
state kink reetion amplitudes are disussed.
It is not neessary to set the eigenvalue of ZB equal to zero, however the sattering
data is ompletely independent of the eigenvalue of ZB.
If ΓB is also inluded in AB, then
ΓB|B 1
2
〉 = ǫ|B 1
2
〉 , ǫ = ±1
and g = ǫeγ in the (−) ase and g = ǫγ in the (+) ase.
2.6 Supersymmetri fatorized sattering
2.6.1 Ansatz for the supersymmetri sattering theory
A formalism for onstruting N = 1 supersymmetri fatorizable bulk sattering theory
is the following:
1) It is assumed that a known fatorized sattering theory to be supersymmetrized is
given as desribed in Setion 2.1.
2) The internal spae of the supersymmetrized theory will be
Vtot = ⊕k(Wk ⊗ Vk) , (2.100)
where the Wk-s are internal spaes of representations Dk of the supersymmetry algebra
as desribed in Setion 2.4, the Vk-s onstitute a deomposition of V :
V = ⊕kVk , (2.101)
and eah Vk an be deomposed further into a sum of one-partile spaes appearing in
(2.5), i.e. a spei value of k is assigned to eah partile. The masses of the partiles
appearing in this deomposition of Vk are the same for spei values of k, i.e. the de-
omposition (2.101) is a renement of (2.3), if two partiles have the same value of k,
then they also have the same mass. The Vk spaes must be invariant subspaes of C˜P˜ T˜ .
The masses of the representations Dk are the same as the masses belonging to k in the
non-supersymmetri theory.
The salar produt on Vtot is dened in the standard way. The representation of the
supersymmetry algebra on the one-partile Hilbert spae is also dened in a straightfor-
ward way, i.e. the generators, exept for the boost generator, at trivially on the non-
supersymmetri part.
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The Wk-s will be referred to as supersymmetri parts.
S(Θ) must be blok `diagonal' with respet to the deomposition (2.101), i.e.
S(Θ)(Vk1 ⊗ Vk2) ⊆ Vk2 ⊗ Vk1 . (2.102)
The fusion tensors must also have a similar property
fm3m1m2(Vk1 ⊗ Vk2) ⊆ Vk3
where k3 is uniquely determined by k1 and k2 and the fusion angle, whih is denoted in
the following way:
k1 + k2 → k3 (u) .
Thus we an onsider the bloks Sk1k2(Θ), f
k3
k1k2
and dk2k1k3 , whih behave essentially in the
same way as the bloks orresponding to denite masses.
We note that Vtot(Θ) = ⊕k(Wk(Θ)⊗ Vk(Θ)).
3) The full supersymmetri S-matrix will be `diagonal' with respet to (2.100) and the
bloks are given by
(Stot)k1k2(Θ) = (SSUSY )k1k2(Θ)⊗ Sk1k2(Θ) . (2.103)
The (SSUSY )k1k2(Θ) : Wk1 ⊗Wk2 →Wk2 ⊗Wk1 fators are alled supersymmetri fators.
The fusion tensors also take similar form:
(ftot)
k3
k1k2
= (fSUSY )
k3
k1k2
⊗ fk3k1k2 (2.104)
(dtot)
k2k1
k3
= (dSUSY )
k2k1
k3
⊗ dk2k1k3 . (2.105)
(fSUSY )
k3
k1k2
: Wk1 ⊗Wk2 → Wk3 and (dSUSY )k2k1k3 : Wk3 → Wk2 ⊗Wk1 are also referred to
as supersymmetri fators. The image spae of (fSUSY )
k3
k1k2
should have zero intersetion
with the kernel of (dSUSY )
k2k1
k3
.
The olletion of the supersymmetry fators (fSUSY )
k3
k1k2
and (dSUSY )
k2k1
k3
and
(SSUSY )k1k2(Θ) should satisfy every possible bootstrap equation of the form (2.16). This
ensures that the full S-matrix and fusion and deay tensors will satisfy the bootstrap
equations. The supersymmetry fators should also be invariant with respet to the su-
persymmetry algebra.
If Sk1k2(Θ) has a pole at iu with a ontribution orresponding to a diret hannel bound
state, then there will be suh a ontribution for (Stot)k1k2(Θ) with residue (SSUSY )k1k2(iu)⊗
dk1k2k3 f
k3
k1k2
and the following equation is satised:
(SSUSY )k1k2(iu) = (dSUSY )
k1k2
k3
(fSUSY )
k3
k1k2
, (2.106)
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whih is the version of (2.9) for the supersymmetri fator of the S-matrix. (2.106) is
alled fusion equation.
4) The supersymmetri fators (SSUSY )k1k2(Θ) are omplex analyti funtions. They
satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation desribed in Setion 2.1, the unitarity, real analytiity
and rossing symmetry onditions. They do not have poles in the physial strip.
2.6.2 Ansatz for the supersymmetri sattering theory in the
presene of a boundary
1) It is assumed that a known fatorized sattering theory with boundary to be su-
persymmetrized is given as desribed in Setion 2.2, and its underlying bulk fatorized
sattering theory is supersymmetrized in the way desribed in Setion 2.6.1.
2) The spae of boundary states of the supersymmetrized theory will be
HB,tot = ⊕kb(WB,kb ⊗HB,kb) , (2.107)
where the WB,kb-s are representation spaes of representations Dkb of the boundary su-
persymmetry algebra. The HB,kb-s onstitute a deomposition of HB:
HB = ⊕kbHB,kb , (2.108)
whih is a renement of (2.26), i.e. if two states belong to the HB,kb with a xed value
of kb, then they also belong to a ommon energy eigenspae HB,E . The energy of the
representations Dkb is determined by the energy of the states belonging to k
b
in the non-
supersymmetri model. The salar produt on HB,tot is dened in the standard way.
The representation of the supersymmetry algebra on WB,kb ⊗ HB,kb is also dened in a
straightforward way, i.e. the generators at trivially on the non-supersymmetri part.
The WB,kb-s are referred to as supersymmetri parts.
R(Θ) must be diagonal with respet to (2.108) and (2.101):
R(Θ)(Vk ⊗HB,kb) ⊆ Vk ⊗HB,kb
and the boundary fusion and deay tensors must also have a similar property:
gE2m,E1(Vk ⊗HB,kb1) ⊆ HB,kb2 ,
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where kb2 is uniquely determined by k and k
b
1 and the fusion angle, whih is denoted in
the following way:
k + kb1 → kb2 (u) .
Thus one an onsider the bloks Rk,kb1(Θ), g
kb1
k,kb1
, h
k,kb1
kb2
, whih behave essentially in the
same way as the bloks orresponding to denite masses and energies.
3) The full supersymmetri R-matrix will be diagonal with respet to k and kb and
the bloks are
(Rtot)k,kb1(Θ) = (RSUSY )k,kb1(Θ)⊗Rk,kb1(Θ) . (2.109)
The boundary fusion and deay tensors also take similar form:
(gtot)
kb2
k,kb1
= (gSUSY )
kb2
k,kb1
⊗ gkb2
k,kb1
(2.110)
(htot)
k,kb1
kb2
= (hSUSY )
k,kb1
kb2
⊗ hk,kb1
kb2
(2.111)
and
(Gtot)
kb1
k,kb1
= (GSUSY )
kb1
k,kb1
⊗Gkb1
k,kb1
(2.112)
(Htot)
k,kb1
kb1
= (HSUSY )
k,kb1
kb1
⊗Hk,kb1
kb1
. (2.113)
The fators
(RSUSY )k,kb1(Θ) : Wk ⊗WB,kb1 →Wk ⊗WB,kb1 ,
(gSUSY )
kb2
k,kb1
: Wk ⊗WB,kb1 → WB,kb2 , (hSUSY )
k,kb1
kb2
: WB,kb2 → Wk ⊗WB,kb1 ,
(GSUSY )
kb1
k,kb1
: Wk ⊗WB,kb1 →WB,kb1 , (HSUSY )
k,kb1
kb1
: WB,kb1 →Wk ⊗WB,kb1
are alled supersymmetry fators. The image spaes of (gSUSY )
kb2
k,kb1
and (GSUSY )
kb1
k,kb1
should
have zero intersetion with the kernel of (hSUSY )
k,kb1
kb2
and (HSUSY )
k,kb1
kb1
.
The olletion of all boundary supersymmetry fators together with the bulk super-
symmetry fators should satisfy every possible bootstrap equation of the form (2.37) and
(2.38). This ensures that the full R-matrix and fusion and deay tensors will satisfy the
bootstrap equations. The supersymmetry fators should also be invariant with respet to
the boundary supersymmetry algebra.
If Rk,kb1(Θ) has a pole at iu with a ontribution orresponding to a boundary bound
state, then there will be suh a ontribution for (Rtot)k,kb1(Θ) with residue (RSUSY )k,kb1(iu)⊗
h
k,kb1
kb2
g
kb2
k,kb1
and the following equation will be satised:
(RSUSY )k,kb1(iu) = (hSUSY )
k,kb1
kb2
(gSUSY )
kb2
k,kb1
, (2.114)
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whih is the version of (2.30) for the supersymmetri fator of the R-matrix. (2.114) is
alled boundary fusion equation.
If Rk,kb1(Θ) has a pole at iu with a ontribution orresponding to the existene of a
bulk fusion tensor fkkk′, then there will be suh a ontribution for (Rtot)k,kb1(Θ) with residue
(RSUSY )k,kb1(iu)⊗ ([I ⊗G
kb1
k′,kb1
][dkk
′
k ⊗ I]). We require that
(RSUSY )k,kb1(iu) = [I ⊗ (GSUSY )
kb1
k′,kb1
][(dSUSY )
kk′
k ⊗ I] , (2.115)
whih is the version of (2.33) for the supersymmetri fators, and
[I ⊗ (GSUSY )k
b
1
k′,kb1
][(dSUSY )
kk′
k ⊗ I] = [(fSUSY )kkk′ ⊗ I][I ⊗ (HSUSY )k
′,kb1
kb1
] , (2.116)
whih is the version of (2.34) for the supersymmetri fators.
Similar assumption is made about the pole at iπ/2 and the version of (2.35) for the
supersymmetry fators will be
(RSUSY )k,kb1(iπ/2) = (HSUSY )
k,kb1
kb1
(GSUSY )
kb1
k,kb1
. (2.117)
4) The supersymmetri fators (RSUSY )k,kb1(Θ) are omplex analyti funtions. They
satisfy the boundary Yang-Baxter equation, the unitarity, real analytiity and rossing
symmetry onditions desribed in Setion 2.2. The supersymmetri fators (RSUSY )k,kb1(Θ)
should not have poles in the physial strip.
2.6.3 Supersymmetri bootstrap
The supersymmetri fators of the ansatz desribed in Setions 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 an be
alulated in a way that is very similar to that desribed in Setion 2.3. The main
dierene is that the fusion angles are not determined by poles but are taken from the
non-supersymmetri theory, whih is assumed to be known.
Supersymmetri fusion rules, whih are related stritly to the supersymmetri fators
only, an be dened in analogy with the non-supersymmetri fusion rules.
It is an interesting problem to nd all the possible supersymmetri fators and super-
symmetri fusion rules for a given set of representations for the bulk part, regardless of
partiular non-supersymmetri theories, and to nd all the possible supersymmetri fa-
tors of the ground state reetion matrix for the given set of representations for the bulk
partiles and for the ground state, and nally to nd the supersymetri fators (inlud-
ing the reetion matrix fators) for higher level boundary states for arbitrary boundary
fusion angles, and to desribe the possible supersymmetri boundary fusion rules. Suh
results an then be applied to partiular non-supersymmetri theories.
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2.6.4 Supersymmetri S-matrix fators
The general solution of the Yang-Baxter equations that desribes the (supersymmetri
fator of the) sattering of two boson-fermion supermultiplets is
S
[i,j]
PP (Θ, mi, mj , α
[i,j]) =
= G[i,j](Θ)
[
1
2i
(q1 − q2)(q¯1 − q¯2) + α[i,j]F (Θ)[1− t(Θ, mi, mj)q1q2][1 + t(Θ, mj , mi)q¯1q¯2]
]
,
where
t(Θ, mi, mj) = tanh
(
Θ+ log(mi/mj)
4
)
, F (Θ) =
mi +mj + 2
√
mimj cosh(Θ/2)
2i sinh(Θ)
,
q1 = q ⊗ I , q2 = Γ⊗ q , q¯1 = q¯ ⊗ I , q¯2 = Γ⊗ q¯ .
mi andmj are the masses of the multiplets, and α
[i,j]
is a real onstant, whih is interpreted
as the measure of the strength of Bose-Fermi mixing. α[i,j] = 0 orresponds to trivial
sattering. i and j are indies of the type introdued in (2.101). G[i,j](Θ) is a salar
funtion. S
[i,j]
PP (Θ)/G
[i,j](Θ) an depend on the onserved quantities i, j through mi, mj
and α[i,j] only. It an be shown that the Yang-Baxter equation implies that the partiles
in a theory an be divided into disjoint sets with the property that any two partiles
in a set have the same nonzero α, and α = 0 for two partiles from dierent sets. To
eah partile in a theory we assoiate a value of α, whih is the value that ours in the
sattering of the partile with itself. For simpliity we onsider only theories whih have
only one suh set and thus α is the same for any two-partile sattering (and the upper
indees of α an be omitted). The salar funtion G[i,j](Θ) is determined by unitarity
and rossing symmetry up to CDD fators. It is important here that i, j are invariant
under harge onjugation. It is also required that S
[i,j]
PP (Θ) should have minimal number of
poles and overall zeroes in the physial strip, what xes G[i,j](Θ) ompletely. An expliit
expression for G[i,j](Θ) an be found in the Appendix. G[i,j](Θ) ontains the parameters
ui, uj for whih
0 < Re(ui), Re(uj) ≤ π/2 , mi = 2M sin(ui) , mj = 2M sin(uj) , (2.118)
where M = |1/(2α)|. Consequently, we an assign an angle u to eah partile. We shall
onsider only real values of ui and uj.
The supersymmetri fator that desribes the sattering of two kinks of equal mass is
SKK(Θ) = K(Θ)[cosh(γΘ)− sinh(γΘ)q1q¯1][cosh(Θ/4)− sinh(Θ/4)q1q2] ,
where γ = (log 2)/2πi. This fator does not depend on any parameters. The salar
funtion K(Θ) is determined by unitarity and rossing symmetry and the ondition that
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SKK(Θ) should have a minimal number of poles and zeroes in the physial strip. An
expliit expression for K(Θ) an be found in the Appendix or [34℄. There is no solution
of the Yang-Baxter equation for the sattering of kinks of dierent mass, so all the kinks
in a theory have to have the same mass.
The kinkboson-fermion S-matrix fators SPK(Θ, α, ui) and SKP (Θ, α, ui) will be on-
sidered later. They depend on the α parameter and on the ui angle parameter of the
boson-fermion representation.
The important ommon feature of these minimal S-matrix fators, inluding SPK and
SKP , is that they have no poles and overall zeroes in the physial strip (although they
an be degenerate at partiular values of Θ).
In the light of (2.54), if it is deided that some partiles and their bound states
transform in the boson-fermion representation of the supersymmetry algebra, then the
fusion equation (2.106) an be satised only if SPP (iu) is a projetion onto the appropriate
subspae arrying the boson-fermion representation. This is a nontrivial ondition on
SPP (iu), beause SPP (Θ) is bijetive (of rank four) for general general values of Θ. The
other possible way to assure that only boson-fermion states (and no pseudo-boson-fermion
states) are produed in the fusion is to quotient out the unwanted states by hand. We
shall onsider only the rst, more natural possibility.
S
[i,j]
PP (Θ) is of rank two if Θ = iu
k
ij , where
ukij ∈ {ui + uj , π − ui + uj , ui + π − uj} . (2.119)
Only two of these values an be in the physial strip, and S
[i,j]
PP (Θ) is nondegenerate at
other values of Θ in the physial strip. The image spae of S
[i,j]
PP (iu
k
ij) arries the partile
representation if and only if α < 0, i.e. if α = −1/(2M). We remark that if α = 1/(2M),
then the image spae arries the pseudo-partile representation. The value of uk (whih
is the angle parameter of the partile representation arried by the image spae) is the
following:
uk = ui + uj if u
k
ij = ui + uj < π/2 , (2.120)
uk = π − (ui + uj) if ukij = ui + uj ≥ π/2 , (2.121)
uk = ui − uj if ukij = π − ui + uj , (2.122)
uk = uj − ui if ukij = ui + π − uj . (2.123)
The onditions above are suient for the existene of unique fusion and deay tensors
fPPP (ui, uj, uk,M), d
PP
P (ui, uj, uk,M) whih satisfy the fusion equation and have the re-
quired symmetry properties. Expliit expressions for them an be found in [34, 30℄.
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We turn to the ase of the fusion of two (supersymmetri) kinks of equal mass now.
SKK is bijetive (of rank six) everywhere in the physial strip, so there is no natural
degeneray ondition on SKK(iu) and no onstraint arises on the fusion angle in this
way, and unique fusion and deay tensors satisfying the fusion equation and having the
required symmetry properties exist. Consequently, in the light of (2.58), if one insists
that no pseudo-partiles should be formed in kink fusion, then one has to quotient out
the unwanted states from the Hilbert-spae by hand. Even if states of the form (2.63)
and (2.64) are quotiented out, kink fusion produes two types of partiles orresponding
to (2.59)-(2.62), i.e. to the
1
2
and 01 setors. The two types of partiles will be referred
to as type
1
2
and type 01 partiles.
There are adjaeny onditions for partiles produed in kink fusion, whih follow from
the adjaeny onditions for kinks: type
1
2
and type 01 partiles annot be adjaent in
a multi-partile state, so they annot satter on eah other. There are also appropriate
adjaeny onditions for kinks and partiles. Bootstrap gives the result [33, 34℄ that the
two types of partiles have the same S-matrix fator whih is equal to SPP . Consequently,
the two types of partiles an be identied (whih is the same as quotienting out ertain
ombinations). If this identiation is made, then only the following adjaeny ondition
applies: if in a state | . . .Kabp . . . p . . . pKcd . . .〉 (where p stands for a partile and the
rapidities are suppressed) there are only partiles (at least one) between Kab and Kcd,
then either b = c, or |b − c| = 1. For adjaent kinks Kab and Kcd the ondition b = c
applies as before.
The elimination of the pseudo-partile states and the identiation of 01 and 1
2
states
as desribed above is usually done in the literature (e.g. [34, 33℄), despite of its unnatural
harater. It is more natural to aept that the fusion of two kinks produes states that
transform in the two-kink-representations K
(2)
m , and reent numerial alulations [95℄ in
nite volume for the supersymmetri sine-Gordon model also seem to support this version.
These alulations suggest that the breathers of the supersymmetri sine-Gordon model
transform in the K
(2)
m representations. To onform to the literature we shall use the boson-
fermion representations (i.e. the Pm-s). Swithing to two-kink-representation, however, is
in most ases straightforward.
SKK(Θ) is bijetive (of rank six) everywhere in the physial strip. However, it is
degenerate at Θ = ±iπ, and at this point it projets onto the subspae spanned by the
states (2.76)-(2.78).
The supersymmetry fators SPK(Θ) and SKP (Θ) for the sattering of a partile with
α < 0 and a kink of mass M = −1/(2α) an be obtained from SKK by bootstrap [33, 34℄
applied to the kink + kink → particle vertex. It turns out that SPK(Θ) and SKP (Θ) are
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also minimal and have neither poles nor overall zeroes in the physial strip.
It is expeted that a kink is produed in the kink-partile fusion. The transformation
properties of the kink-partile states disussed earlier show that in this ase it is neessary
that (2.74) is satised. We heked that SPK (and SKP ) is bijetive (of rank eight)
everywhere in the physial strip, exept when (2.74) is satised. In the latter ase it is a
projetion onto the four dimensional kink subspae. The kink+particle→ kink fusion is
thus possible, and there are no restritions other than (2.74). The kink+particle→ kink
fusion is a rossed version of kink + kink → particle fusion. The produed kink is of the
same mass as the inoming one, so the fusion angle is in the domain [π/2, π]. The fusion
tensor (regarded as a linear mapping) is a projetion.
Finally, there are bootstrap equations for SPP , SKK, SPK , SKP and f
P
PP , d
PP
P , f
P
KK,
dKKP , f
K
KP , d
PK
K , f
K
PK , d
KP
K whih were found to be satised [34, 30℄. The fusion of two
partiles with α < 0 produes a partile with the same value of α. The fusion of two kinks
of mass M produes a partile with α = −1/(2M), and if the fusion angle is ρ, then the
angle parameter u of the produed partile is u = π/2−ρ/2. The fusion of a kink of mass
M and a partile with α = −1/(2M) produes a kink of mass M . In the diagrammati
representation there are essentially two types of verties: the kink-kink-partile and the
three-partile verties.
To a supersymmetri boson-fermion multiplet WP (Θ) with denite rapidity and mass
m = 2M cos(ρ/2) we assign the following (not ordered) set of rapidities:
L[WP (Θ)] = {Θ− iρ/2,Θ+ iρ/2} ,
where it is not required that Θ± iρ/2 be in the physial strip. The elements of the set are
the rapidities of those kink multiplets whih fuse into the boson-fermion multipletWP (Θ).
L[WP (Θ)] and M determines WP (Θ) uniquely. The set L[WK(Θ)] = {Θ} is assigned to
a kink multiplet WK(Θ). In terms of these sets the fusion rule of two boson-fermion
multiplets takes the form
{Θ1,Θ2}+ {Θ3,Θ1 ± iπ} → {Θ2,Θ3} , (2.124)
where Θ1,Θ2,Θ3 are appropriate omplex rapidities. Similarly, the fusion of a kink and
a partile takes the form
{Θ1}+ {Θ2,Θ1 ± iπ} → {Θ2} . (2.125)
A kink-kink fusion takes the form
{Θ1}+ {Θ2} → {Θ1,Θ2} . (2.126)
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In these fusions the set of rapidities orresponding to the nal state is obtained in the
following way: the disjoint union of the two sets of rapidities orresponding to the fusing
partiles/kinks is formed and the pair of rapidities diering by ±iπ is deleted (if there
is any suh pair). It is important that we allow here and further on that a set ontains
ertain elements several times, i.e. the elements of the sets we onsider have multipliity.
Suh sets denoted by L[. . . ] will be used in the boundary ase as well and they will be
alled labeling sets.
The rules (2.124)-(2.126) follow from the fat that SKK is bijetive (of rank 6) in the
physial strip but is of rank 3 at Θ = iπ. The bijetivity of the fusion tensor fK
(2)
KK together
with the bootstrap equations and the symmetry properties of fK
(2)
KK implies that a multiplet
of two-kink-states WK(2)(Θ) has the same sattering and transformation properties as the
multiplet of two-kink states (fˆK
(2)
KK )
−1(WK(2)(Θ)). Similar statement applies if we use the
boson-fermion states. The kinks an be onsidered as elementary states, whereas boson-
fermions or two-kink-states as omposite states (mentioned at the end of Setion 2.1)
onstituted by two kinks with xed rapidity dierene.
In summary, the supersymmetri fators are haraterized by a single mass parame-
ter M whih is the ommon mass of the kinks, and eah partile multiplet has a mass
m ≤ 2M and a parameter 0 < u ≤ π/2 so that m = 2M sin(u) (see (2.118)). The fusion
rules satisfy the onstraint ukij ∈ {ui + uj, π − ui + uj, ui + π − uj} for the fusion angle
of a particlei + particlej → particlek fusion (this onstraint is equivalent to (2.124)),
uk = π/2− ukij/2 for a kinki + kinkj → particlek fusion (whih is equivalent to (2.126)),
and ukij = π/2 + ui for a particlei + kinkj → kinkk fusion (this onstraint is equivalent
to (2.125)). These onstraints are nontrivial, beause the fusion angle is not restrited
kinematially in general by the masses of the fusing partiles. The supersymmetri fa-
tors are SPP (Θ, ui, uj,M), SKK(Θ), SPK(Θ,M, ui), SKP (Θ,M, ui) and f
P
PP (ui, uj, uk,M),
dPPP (ui, uj, uk,M), f
P
KK(uk), d
KK
P (uk), f
K
KP (uj), d
PK
K (uj), f
K
PK(ui), d
KP
K (ui). (Assuming
that the boson-fermion representation is used, not the two-kink-representation.)
2.6.5 Supersymmetri reetion matrix fators
We onsider one-partile kink reetion matrix fators RK on ground state boundary rst.
As the left and right RSOS labels should be onserved, {RK}
K
0 12
K
1 12
(Θ) = {RK}
K
112
K
012
(Θ) =
0 must hold, i.e. RK is diagonal. The general solution of the boundary Yang-Baxter
equation, unitarity ondition and rossing equation without imposing supersymmetry is
[38, 40℄
{RK}
K
0 12
K
0 12
(Θ) = (1 + A sinh(Θ/2))M(Θ) ,
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{RK}
K
1 12
K
1 12
(Θ) = (1−A sinh(Θ/2))M(Θ) ,
where M(Θ) is restrited by unitarity and rossing symmetry. After imposing the bound-
ary supersymmetry ondition one nds that in the (+) ase [36, 37℄
{R(+)K }
K
0 12
K
0 12
(Θ) = {R(+)K }
K
1 12
K
1 12
(Θ) = 2−Θ/(pii)P (Θ), A = 0 .
(A formula for P (Θ) an be found in the Appendix.) In the (−) ase there are two distint
solutions for a given γ orresponding to the two values of the sign e:
{R(−)K,e}
K
012
K
012
(Θ) = (cos
ξ
2
+ ei sinh
Θ
2
)K(Θ− iξ)K(iπ −Θ− iξ)2−Θ/(pii)P (Θ) , (2.127)
{R(−)K,e}
K
112
K
112
(Θ) = (cos
ξ
2
− ei sinh Θ
2
)K(Θ− iξ)K(iπ −Θ− iξ)2−Θ/(pii)P (Θ) , (2.128)
where γ = −2√M cos ξ
2
and 0 ≤ ξ ≤ π, M is the kink mass. (2.127) and (2.128) are
invariant under ξ ↔ −ξ. These reetion amplitudes are minimal, they have no poles
and zeroes in the physial strip. The sign e seems to have a orrespondene here with the
0 and 1 RSOS vaua. It should be noted that R
(+)
K (Θ) is independent of γ. Furthermore,
as symmetry under ΓB requires R
K
0 12
K
0 12
(Θ) = R
K
1 12
K
1 12
(Θ), the R
(+)
K (Θ) is automatially ΓB-
symmetri, although this is not required a priori. On the other hand, R
(−)
K,e(Θ) are not
ΓB-symmetri. However, {R(−)K,e}
K
0 12
K
0 12
(Θ) = −{R(−)K,e}
K
1 12
K
1 12
(Θ) if γ = 0 (A → ∞). We also
remark that {RK}
K
1 12
K
1 12
(Θ)/{RK}
K
0 12
K
0 12
(Θ) is determined by the supersymmetry ondition,
i.e. if we impose the ondition of invariane under supersymmetry, then we do not need
to solve the Yang-Baxter equation.
We determined the general solution of the Yang-Baxter equation for the boundary
supersymmetri partile reetion matrix fator (on the ground state boundary). We im-
posed the supersymmetry ondition rst. The resulting forms of the reetion amplitude
in the (+) and (−) ases are
R
(+)
P (Θ) = Z
(+)(Θ)
1√
m
×
(
(X(+)(Θ) + eγY (+)(Θ))c(Θ
2
− ipi
4
)
√
mY (+)(Θ)c(Θ)√
mY (+)(Θ)c(Θ) (X(+)(Θ)− eγY (+)(Θ))c(Θ
2
+ ipi
4
)
)
, (2.129)
R
(−)
P (Θ) = Z
(−)(Θ)
1√
m
×
(
(X(−)(Θ) + eγY (−)(Θ))c(Θ
2
+ ipi
4
) i
√
mY (−)(Θ)c(Θ)
−i√mY (−)(Θ)c(Θ) (X(−)(Θ)− eγY (−)(Θ))c(Θ
2
− ipi
4
)
)
, (2.130)
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where c stands for cosh and X , Y and Z are funtions not determined by supersymmetry.
Now two ases an be distinguished depending on whether ΓB is a symmetry or not: in
the rst ase, whih is the ΓB-symmetri ase, Y (Θ) ≡ 0, X(Θ) an be absorbed into
the prefator, and the struture of the reetion amplitude is ompletely determined and
does not ontain free parameters:
R
(±)
P1 (Θ) =
1√
m
ZX(±)(Θ)
(
cosh(Θ
2
∓ ipi
4
) 0
0 cosh(Θ
2
± ipi
4
)
)
.
This ase is disussed in [35℄, the expliit form of ZX(±) an be found in the Appendix,
see also [36, 35, 39℄. We heked that the boundary Yang-Baxter equation for inoming
partiles of arbitrary masses is satised by this reetion amplitude. R
(±)
P1 (Θ) an also be
obtained from R
(+)
K (Θ) and R
(−)
K (Θ) at γ = 0 by bootstrap [36, 39℄.
In the seond ase, when ΓB is not onserved, Y (Θ) is not identially zero, and it an
be absorbed into the prefator, so one free funtion y(±)(Θ) = X(±)(Θ)/Y (±)(Θ) remains
in the reetion amplitude, whih is to be determined by the boundary Yang-Baxter
equation. To obtain y(±)(Θ) we solved the Yang-Baxter equation rst in the ase when
the onserved quantum numbers introdued in (2.108) have the same values for the two
inoming partiles. Although the boundary Yang-Baxter equation is quadrati in general,
in this ase it is inhomogeneous linear in the variables y(±)(Θ1) and y(±)(Θ2). The oe-
ient of the quadrati term y(±)(Θ1)y(±)(Θ2) vanishes preisely beause R
(±)
P1 (Θ) satises
the Yang-Baxter equation. The Yang Baxter equation onsists of 16 salar equations in
our ase. Some of them are trivial (0=0), and the remaining n equations are of the form
a(±)q (Θ1,Θ2)y
(±)(Θ1) + b(±)q (Θ1,Θ2)y
(±)(Θ2) + c(±)q (Θ1,Θ2) = 0, q = 1..n.
It is possible to hoose two inequivalent equations from this set. Two suh equations an
be solved for the numbers y(±)(Θ1) and y(±)(Θ2). The solution turns out to be of the form
y(±)(Θ1) = g(±)(Θ1), y(±)(Θ2) = g(±)(Θ2) (for general oeients dq1, eq1, fq1; dq2, eq2 , fq2
instead of aq1, bq1, cq1; aq2 , bq2, cq2 it would be of the form y(Θ1) = g1(Θ1,Θ2), y(Θ2) =
g2(Θ1,Θ2), whih does not dene a funtion y(Θ)), where g
(±)
is a funtion that depends
also on m, α, γ, but has no other parameters. Consequently, the reetion amplitude de-
pends on the onserved quantum numbers introdued in (2.108) through these parameters
only. We heked that the solution obtained in this way satises the other n−2 equations
as well. In the next step we heked that the solutions R
(±)
P2,e(Θ) satisfy the Yang-Baxter
equation for inoming partiles of dierent masses as well. The two funtions y(+)(Θ) and
y(−)(Θ) have very similar form.
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The solutions that we obtained an be brought to the following form:
{R(±)P2,e}bb(Θ) = A(±)+ (Θ) {R(±)P2,e}ff(Θ) = A(±)− (Θ)
{R(±)P2,e}fb (Θ) = ±B(±)(Θ) {R(±)P2,e}bf(Θ) = B(±)(Θ)
A
(−)
± (Θ) = Z˜
(−)(Θ)
{
cosh
(
Θ
2
)(
γ2
4M
−
[
sin2
(ρ
4
)
+ sinh2
(
Θ
2
)])
∓i sinh
(
Θ
2
)(
γ2
4M
+
[
sin2
(ρ
4
)
+ sinh2
(
Θ
2
)])}
A
(+)
± (Θ) = Z˜
(+)(Θ)
{
−i cosh
(
Θ
2
)(
γ2
4M
−
[
sin2
(ρ
4
)
− cosh2
(
Θ
2
)])
± sinh
(
Θ
2
)(
γ2
4M
+
[
sin2
(ρ
4
)
− cosh2
(
Θ
2
)])}
B(±)(Θ) = Z˜(±)(Θ)
eγ
2
√
M
√
cos(ρ/2) sinh(Θ),
where
m = 2M cos(
ρ
2
),
ρ
2
=
π
2
− u, α = − 1
2M
, (2.131)
0 ≤ ρ < π, e = ±1 in the (−) ase and e = 1 in the (+) ase. Note that R(±)P2,e depends on
two parameters: γ2/M and ρ only. R
(−)
P2,e has the same struture as the partile reetion
amplitude obtained in [36℄ for the ase of the boundary supersymmetri sine-Gordon
model from the kink reetion amplitude by bootstrap. Consequently, there is no need
now to solve the rossing and unitarity equations for Z˜(−)(Θ), we take it from [36℄. We
determined Z˜(+)(Θ) using the unitarity and rossing equations and exploiting the fat that
these equations take a similar form for Z˜(−)(Θ). Expliit formulae for these prefators
an be found in the Appendix.
In the (+) ase we introdue the parameter ξ in the following way: γ = −2√Mi sin(ξ/2),
ξ ∈ [−π, π]. It should be noted, however, that if ξ 6= 0, then the ondition Q†B = QB is
violated. If we hoose ξ so that γ ∈ R, then, as we an see from the formula for Z˜(+)(Θ),
the ondition 5) in Setion 2.2 requiring that the poles should be in iR is not satised.
We also note that if ξ = 0, then R
(+)
P2,e(Θ) = R
(+)
P1 (Θ).
To summarize, we have the supersymmetri reetion matrix fators
R
(+)
K (Θ)
R
(−)
K,e(Θ, ξ) ξ ∈ [0, π], e = ±1
R
(±)
P1 (Θ)
R
(−)
P2,e(Θ,M, ρ, ξ) M > 0, 0 ≤ ρ < π, ξ ∈ [0, π], e = ±1
R
(+)
P2,e(Θ,M, ρ, ξ) M > 0, 0 ≤ ρ < π, ξ ∈ [−π, π], e = 1 .
(2.132)
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The same set of kink and partile reetion matrix fators an be obtained by solving
the Yang-Baxter equations without imposing the boundary supersymmetry ondition [38,
39, 40℄. The supersymmetry ondition relates the parameters of the reetion matrix
fators obtained in this way to the parameters of the representations of the supersymmetry
algebra. The results desribed above show that the task of solving the Yang-Baxter
equations is greatly simplied if one imposes the supersymmetry ondition rst.
2.6.6 Properties of the ground state reetion matrix fators
In this setion various important properties of the ground state reetion matrix fators
are olleted.
R
(±)
P2,e are not symmetri with respet to ΓB, R
(±)
P1 are symmetri with respet to ΓB.
R
(±)
P1 and R
(±)
P2,e do not satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation together. It is also important to
note that limγ→0R
(±)
P2,e = R
(±)
P1 . We shall assume that γ 6= 0 when we mention R(±)P2,e.
The seond boundary bootstrap equation applied to the kink+ kink → particle bulk
fusion determines reetion matrix fators for boson-fermions on ground state boundary.
They turn out [36, 39℄ to be the same as those obtainable by solving the boundary Yang-
Baxter, rossing and unitarity equations. In terms of the reetion matrix fators
R
(+)
K +R
(+)
K → R(+)P1 (2.133)
and
R
(−)
K,e(ξ) +R
(−)
K,e(ξ)→ R(−)P2,e(ξ) (2.134)
with appropriate values of the parameters. Similarly, it an be heked that the seond
boundary bootstrap equation is also satised for the particle+particle→ particle, kink+
particle→ kink fusions with the reetion matrix fators
R
(±)
P1 +R
(±)
P1 → R(±)P1 (2.135)
R
(±)
P2,e(ξ) +R
(±)
P2,e(ξ)→ R(±)P2,e(ξ) (2.136)
R
(+)
K +R
(+)
P1 → R(+)K (2.137)
R
(−)
K,e(ξ) +R
(−)
P2,e(ξ)→ R(−)K,e(ξ) (2.138)
respetively. These relations are nontrivial, although it is lear that they are satised up
to CDD fators. It is remarkable that R
(+)
P2,e annot be obtained by bootstrap from kink
reetion matrix fators, while the other partile reetion matrix fators R
(±)
P1 and R
(−)
P2,e
an be obtained in this way.
R
(+)
K (Θ) is bijetive (of rank two) in the physial strip. {R(−)K,+1}
K
012
K
012
(Θ) and
{R(−)K,−1}
K
1 12
K
1 12
(Θ) have a zero at Θ = i(π − ξ), so R(−)K,e is of rank one at this angle. This
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Table 2.1: Degeneray properties of reetion fators
R
(+)
K (Θ): bijetive (rank two)
R
(−)
K,e(Θ): degenerate (rank one) at Θ = i(π − ξ), whih is in the physial strip if
π > ξ > π/2.
R
(±)
P1 (Θ): bijetive (rank two)
R
(−)
P2,e(Θ): degenerate (rank one) at Θ = i(π−ξ±ρ/2), one or both of these angles an
be in the physial strip. π − ξ ≥ ρ/2 is neessary and suient for R(−)P2,e
not to have any poles in the physial strip.
R
(+)
P2,e(Θ): degenerate (rank one) at Θ = i(π − ξ ± ρ/2), Θ = i(π + ξ ± ρ/2). Some
of these angles an be in the physial strip. π − |ξ| ≥ ρ/2 is neessary and
suient for R
(+)
P2,e not to have any poles in the physial strip.
zero is in the physial strip if π > ξ > π/2, any other zeroes of the kink amplitudes are
outside the physial strip.
Consequently, the relations R
(+)
K + R
(+)
K → R(+)P1 , and R(−)K,e + R(−)K,e → R(−)P2,e together
with the bijetivity of the kink-kink fusion tensor and SKK imply that R
(+)
P1 is of rank two
(bijetive) and has no poles in the physial strip, and R
(−)
P2,e(Θ) is also bijetive for generi
values of Θ, but it is of rank one if Θ = i(π − ξ ± ρ/2). It is possible for these angles
to be in the physial strip and on the imaginary axis. (π − ξ − ρ/2) > −π/2 holds, so if
(π−ξ−ρ/2) is negative, then there is a pole in the physial strip at i(ρ/2+ξ−π) beause
of unitarity. If (π − ξ − ρ/2) > 0, then R(−)P2,e(Θ) has no poles and zeroes in the physial
strip, and within the physial strip it is of rank 1 if and only if Θ = i(π − ξ ± ρ/2). We
therefore impose the following ondition on ξ:
π − ξ ≥ ρ/2 . (2.139)
R
(−)
P1 is also bijetive and has no poles in the physial strip. It an be veried by diret
alulation that R
(+)
P2,e(Θ) is degenerate (of rank two) at Θ = i(π − ξ ± ρ/2) and Θ =
i(π + ξ ± ρ/2), therefore the ondition (2.139) reads in this ase as
π − |ξ| ≥ ρ/2 . (2.140)
(Note that the relation between ξ and γ is dierent in the (+) and (−) ases).
A partiular boundary sattering theory is haraterized by the M parameter of the
underlying bulk theory and by the sign (+) or (−), and also by the parameters ξ and e.
Considering the properties of the supersymmetri fators the following three ases an be
distinguished:
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1. The boundary o-multipliation is ∆+B, the theory may ontain kinks as well as
partiles, the supersymmetri reetion matrix fators on ground state boundary
are R
(+)
K and R
(+)
P1 .
2. The boundary o-multipliation is ∆+B, the theory may ontain partiles only, the
supersymmetri reetion matrix fator on ground state boundary is R
(+)
P2,e. γ 6= 0
is assumed.
3. The boundary o-multipliation is ∆−B, the theory may ontain kinks as well as
partiles, the supersymmetri reetion matrix fators on ground state boundary
are R
(−)
K,e and R
(−)
P2,e. In this ase we allow γ = 0.
4. The boundary o-multipliation is ∆−B, the theory may ontain partiles only, the
supersymmetri reetion matrix fator on ground state boundary is R
(−)
P1 . In this
ase it is assumed that γ 6= 0.
(2.139) imply that if R
(−)
P2,e desribes the ground state reetions of the partiles in a
theory (and γ 6= 0), then
π − |ξ| ≥ ρmax/2 , ρmax = max
i
(ρi) , (2.141)
where i runs over all partiles in a partiular theory, is neessary and suient for all
R
(−)
P2,e and R
(+)
P2,e fators (in a partiular theory) not to have poles in the physial strip.
2.6.7 Higher level supersymmetri boundary states
Cases 1 and 3
In ase 1. and 3. of Setion 2.6.6 the supersymmetri part of any boundary multiplet an
be labeled as
W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
) (2.142)
where
π > ν1 > ν2 > · · · > νn > 0 (2.143)
νi + νj 6= π ∀i, j = 1 . . . n, i 6= j . (2.144)
We assume here and below that νi 6= π − ξ ∀i. The speial situation when π − ξ is also
allowed and the situation when equalities are also allowed in (2.143) will be disussed
after the desription of the general ase.
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W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
) stands for a linear spae whih is spanned by the states belonging
to the (supersymmetri part of the) multiplet,
v = W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
) = WK ⊗WK ⊗ · · · ⊗WK ⊗W (B 1
2
) , (2.145)
where WK stands for the internal spae of the kink representation of massM . The seond
equality is, stritly speaking, an equality up to an isomorphism. The spae v, taking into
onsideration the kink adjaeny onditions, has dimension
dim v = 2⌈n/2⌉ . (2.146)
The representation of AB on v is
K(ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
) = KM(iν1)×KM(iν2)× · · · ×KM(iνn)×B 1
2
. (2.147)
Stritly speaking, this equality is an equivalene of representations, the intertwining map
being the isomorphism mentioned above. We assign a labeling set to a boundary multiplet
in the following way:
L[W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
)] = {iν1, iν2, . . . , iνn} . (2.148)
The reetion fators on v have no poles and zeroes on the imaginary axis in the
physial strip if and only if
νi < π − ρmax/2 ∀i = 1 . . . n . (2.149)
(Note that ρ was dened in (2.131).) Let p + v → y be a boundary fusion where p is
either a kink or a partile multiplet with appropriate rapidity and v and y are boundary
multiplets, L[v] = {iν1, . . . , iνn}. L[y] an be obtained form L[p] and L[v]:
If p is a kink multiplet, L[p] = {iw}, and w + νi 6= π, i = 1 . . . n, then
{iw}+ {iν1, iν2, . . . , iνn} → {iν1, . . . , iνk, iw, iνk+1, . . . , iνn} , (2.150)
if w + νk = π, then
{iw}+ {iν1, iν2, . . . , iνn} → {iν1, . . . , iνk−1, iνk+1, . . . , iνn} . (2.151)
If p is a partile multiplet, L[p] = {iw1, iw2}, and |w1| > |w2| and |w1|+νi 6= π, i = 1 . . . n,
|w2|+ νi 6= π, i = 1 . . . n, then
{iw1, iw2}+ {iν1, iν2, . . . , iνn} → {iν1, . . . , iνk, i|w1|, iνk+1, . . . , iνl, i|w2|, iνl+1, . . . , iνn},
(2.152)
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if |w1|+ νk = π, |w2|+ νi 6= π, i = 1 . . . n, then
{iw1, iw2}+ {iν1, iν2, . . . , iνn} → {iν1, . . . , iνk−1, iνk+1, . . . , iνl, i|w2|, iνl+1, . . . , iνn},
(2.153)
if |w1|+ νi 6= π, i = 1 . . . n, |w2|+ νl = π, then
{iw1, iw2}+ {iν1, iν2, . . . , iνn} → {iν1, . . . , iνk, i|w1|, iνk+1, . . . , iνl−1, iνl+1, . . . , iνn},
(2.154)
if |w1|+ νk = π, |w2|+ νl = π, then
{iw1, iw2}+{iν1, iν2, . . . , iνn} → {iν1, . . . , iνk−1, iνk+1, . . . , iνl−1, iνl+1, . . . , iνn}. (2.155)
In other words, L[y] is obtained in the following way: we form the union b = L[p]∪L[v]
(the elements may have multipliities), replae iw1, iw2 by i|w1|, i|w2|, and remove all
the pairs of elements iΘ1, iΘ2 satisfying Θ1 +Θ2 = π. This rule is analogous to the bulk
fusion rules, but the amplitudes iΘ and −iΘ (Θ ∈ R) are identied.
The reetion matrix fator of a partile or kink on the boundary multiplet
W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
) is
RXW (ν1,ν2,...,νn,B 1
2
)(Θ) = U1U2 . . . UnRTnTn−1 . . . T1 (2.156)
where
Tk = I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1
⊗SXK(Θ− iνk)⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
⊗I (2.157)
R = I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
⊗RX(Θ) (2.158)
Uk = I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1
⊗SKX(Θ + iνk)⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
⊗I (2.159)
and X stands either for K (kink) or P (partile). A graphial illustration is given in
Figure 2.16.
We onsider now the speial ase when kink rapidities i(π − ξ) are also allowed and
ase 3. of Setion 2.6.6 applies. The speiality of i(π−ξ) is that at this rapidity the ground
state reetion fator R
(−)
K,e is degenerate. The rules above are modied in the following
way: there is no hange in the rules for the labeling sets, but if the labeling set ontains
i(π − ξ), i.e. L = {iν1, iν2, . . . , i(π − ξ), . . . , iνn}, then the linear spae of the multiplet is
denoted as W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B0) or W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B1) and v = W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B0) =
WK⊗WK⊗· · ·⊗WK⊗W (B0), v = W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B1) = WK⊗WK⊗· · ·⊗WK⊗W (B1),
where W (B0) or W (B1) is the one-dimensional spae spanned by |B0〉 or |B1〉, whih are
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νν ν1 2 3 nνi i i i
θ
Figure 2.16: Graphial representation for (2.156)-(2.159)
the boundary states reated by the fusion of K0 1
2
(i(π− ξ)) and |B 1
2
〉 of K1 1
2
(i(π− ξ)) and
|B 1
2
〉, respetively. `0' should be taken in these and the following formulae if e = −1, `1'
if e = +1. The dimension of v is 2⌈n/2⌉−1. W (B0) or W (B1) is invariant with respet to
the ation of AB, the representation on W (B0) or W (B1) is denoted by B0 or B1. The
representation of AB on v is K(iν1)×K(iν2)× · · · ×K(iνn)× B0 or K(iν1)×K(iν2)×
· · ·×K(iνn)×B1. The formulae (2.156)-(2.159) apply with the modiation that RX(Θ)
should be replaed by the reetion matrix fator on W (B0) or W (B1), whih an be
alulated by the bootstrap equation.
The only modiation if equalities between the ν's (i.e. in (2.143)) are also allowed
is that the labeling sets an ontain ertain elements with multipliities greater than 1.
If i(π − ξ) has multipliity greater than 1 in the labeling set, then only one opy of it is
absorbed to form the label B0 or B1.
It an be veried that the labeling (2.142) of the boundary multiplets is unambiguous,
i.e. if two multiplets have dierent labels, then they have dierent transformation and
sattering properties. This an be seen from the dimensions of the multiplets and from
the singularity properties of the reetion fators on them.
It is also possible that (2.149) is not satised for ertain bound states, but the poles of
the supersymmetri reetion fators on them are aneled by zeroes of the orresponding
non-supersymmetri reetion fator, so the poles of the supersymmetri reetion fators
do not introdue new singularity. The fusion rules above apply in this ase as well.
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We remark that the above haraterization of the supersymmetri fators for higher
level boundary bound states an be interpreted as a haraterization in terms of `boundary
partile groups'. In this interpretation we an say, in partiular, that the supersymmetri
parts of the boundary bound states an be desribed as supersymmetri boundary partile
groups in whih the boundary is in the ground state.
We refer the reader to [20℄ for a detailed justiation of the statements in this setion.
Here we remark only that the degeneray properties of the two-partile S-matrix fators,
the bulk supersymmetri fusion rules and the degeneray properties of the one-partile
ground state reetion matrix fators play very important role.
It should be noted that we have not assumed partiular statistial properties of the
partiles.
As we mentioned in Setion 2.6.4, the boson-fermion representation an be replaed
by the two-kink-representation without diulty.
Cases 2 and 4
In ases 2. and 4. of Setion 2.6.6 the supersymmetri part of any boundary multiplet an
be labeled as
W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
) (2.160)
where n is even,
π > ν1 > ν2 > · · · > νn−1 > 0, νn > −π (2.161)
νn−1 > |νn| (2.162)
νi + νj 6= π ∀i, j = 1 . . . n, i 6= j (2.163)
νi 6= −νn ∀i = 1 . . . n− 1 . (2.164)
We assume here and below that νi 6= π − |ξ| ∀i. The speial situation when π − |ξ| is
also allowed and the situation when equalities are also allowed in (2.161), (2.162) will be
disussed after the desription of the general ase.
v = W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
) = WK ⊗WK ⊗ · · · ⊗WK ⊗W (B 1
2
) . (2.165)
The dimension of v is
dim v = 2⌈n/2⌉. (2.166)
The representation on v is
K(ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
) = K(iν1)×K(iν2)× · · · ×K(iνn)× B 1
2
. (2.167)
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We assign a labeling set to a boundary multiplet as in the previous setion:
L[W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn, B 1
2
)] = {iν1, iν2, . . . , iνn} . (2.168)
The reetion fators on v have no poles and zeroes on the imaginary axis in the
physial strip if and only if (2.149) is satised.
Let p + v → y be a boundary fusion where p is a partile multiplet with appropriate
rapidity and v and y are boundary multiplets, L[p] = {iw1, iw2}, L[v] = {iν1, iν2, . . . , iνn}.
L[y] is obtained in the following way: we form the union b = L[p] ∪ L[v] (the elements
may have multipliities), then delete (zero, two or four) elements in a few steps applying
the following algorithm: 1. if Θ−Θ2 = iπ for two elements, then they are removed, 2. the
sign of any even number of elements of b an be hanged freely, 3. sign hanges are done
until no more deletions an be done. Finally if b is not yet of the form (2.160)-(2.164),
then we bring it to this form by hanging the sign of an even number (usually two) of
appropriate elements of b. The b obtained in this way equals to L[y].
The formulae (2.156) - (2.159) apply in this ase as well, X should be replaed by P .
We onsider now the speial ase when kink rapidities i(π − |ξ|) are also allowed and
ase 2. of Setion 2.6.6 applies. The speiality of i(π − |ξ|) is related to the degeneray
properties of the reetion fator R
(+)
P2 . The rules above are modied in the following
way: if the labeling set ontains i(π − |ξ|), i.e. L = {iν1, iν2, . . . , i(π − |ξ|), . . . , iνn},
then the linear spae of the multiplet is denoted as W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn−1, B′1
2
) and v =
W (ν1, ν2, . . . , νn−1, B′1
2
) = WK ⊗ WK ⊗ · · · ⊗ WK ⊗ W (B′1
2
), where W (B′1
2
) is the one-
dimensional spae of the boundary state arising in the fusion of a partile omposed of
the kink multipletsK(i(π−|ξ|) and K(iνn) and |B 1
2
〉. The dimension of v is 2⌈n/2⌉−1. The
representation on v is K(iν1)×K(iν2)×· · ·×K(iνn−1)×B′1
2
. The formulae (2.156)-(2.159)
apply with the modiation that RP (Θ) should be replaed by the (partile) reetion
fator on B′1
2
whih an be omputed using the bootstrap equation.
The modiation in the above rules if equalities between the ν's (in (2.161), (2.162))
are also allowed is that the labeling sets an ontain ertain elements with multipliities
greater than 1. If i(π − |ξ|) has multipliity greater than 1 in the labeling set, then only
one opy of it is absorbed to form the label B′1
2
. If the last element νn is negative, it an
have multipliity 1 only.
It an be veried that the labeling (2.160) of the boundary multiplets is unambiguous,
i.e. if two multiplets have dierent labels, then they have dierent transformation and
sattering properties.
The remarks made at the end of the previous setion apply to the present setion as
well.
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We onsider now the situation when a boundary state (or multiplet) in the non-
supersymmetri theory arises as a bound state in more than one way. In this ase the
question that arises is whether the supersymmetri parts obtained by the rules of this
setion give the same result in eah way of reating the boundary bound state. In the
non-supersymmetri theory the diagrams orresponding to the dierent ways of reation
an usually be transformed into eah other by shifting lines using the bootstrap and Yang-
Baxter equations and by splitting or merging verties. It is natural to expet that these
transformations are usually appliable to the supersymmetri parts as well, and so the
answer to the question above is positive. This should nevertheless be heked in spei
models. If the answer is negative, then one has to take diret sums of the multiplets
(2.142) or (2.160) as supersymmetri parts of the boundary multiplets.
2.7 Examples
In this setion we present examples for the appliation of the fusion rules written down in
Setion 2.6.7. The sinh-Gordon model and the free partile will be disussed only briey,
restriting mainly to the dimension of the boundary multiplets. The reason for this is that
in these ases not all the assumptions that we have made are satised. The sine-Gordon
model and the a
(1)
2 and a
(1)
4 ane Toda models will be disussed in more detail.
2.7.1 Boundary sine-Gordon model
It was argued in [96, 19℄ that the boundary version of sine-Gordon model whih has the
ation
S =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
∫ 0
−∞
dx LSG −
∫ ∞
−∞
dt VB(ΦB) , (2.169)
where
LSG = 1
2
(∂µΦ)
2 − m
2
β2
(1− cos(βΦ)) (2.170)
is the Lagrangian density of the sine-Gordon model, Φ(x, t) is a real salar eld, β is a
real dimensionless oupling onstant and ΦB(t) = Φ(x, t)|x=0, preserves the integrability
of the bulk theory if the boundary potential is hosen as
VB(ΦB) = M0
(
1− cos
(
β
2
(ΦB − φ0)
))
, (2.171)
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Table 2.2: Fusion rules of the boundary sine-Gordon model
Initial state Partile Rapidity Final state
|n1, ..., n2k〉 s, s¯ iνn |n1, ..., n2k, n〉
|n1, ..., n2k−1〉 s, s¯ iwn |n1, ..., n2k−1, n〉
|n1, ..., n2k, n2k+1, ...〉 Bn i12(νl − wn−l) |n1, ..., n2k, l, n− l, n2k+1, ...〉
|n1, ..., n2k−1, n2k, ...〉 Bn i12(wl − νn−l) |n1, ..., n2k−1, l, n− l, n2k, ...〉
|n1, ..., n2k, ...〉 Bn i12(ν−n2k − wn+n2k) |n1, ..., n2k + n, ...〉
|n1, ..., n2k−1, ...〉 Bn i12(w−n2k−1 − νn+n2k−1) |n1, ..., n2k−1 + n, ...〉
where M0 and φ0 are free parameters. As a result of the boundary potential the salar
eld satises the boundary ondition
∂xΦ|x=0 = −M0β
2
sin
(
β
2
(ΦB − φ0)
)
. (2.172)
The partile spetrum of the bulk sine-Gordon theory (SG) ontains a soliton s and
an anti-soliton s¯ of mass M and the breathers Bn of mass mn = 2M sin(un), where
un = πn/(2λ), n = 1, . . . , [λ], λ =
8pi
β2
− 1. M an be expressed in terms of β,m. The
breathers are self-onjugate, and the onjugate of s is s¯. The fusions (given in the form
proess, (fusion angle)) are the following: s + s¯ → Bn, (π − 2un); Bn + Bm → Bn+m,
(un + um) provided n+m ≤ [λ]; and the rossed versions of these rules. These rules are
onsistent with the following deomposition (see (2.101)): 〈s, s¯〉⊕〈b1〉⊕· · ·⊕〈b[λ]〉, where
〈v, . . . 〉 denotes the linear spae spanned by the vetors v, . . . . One an assoiate kink
representations to 〈s, s¯〉 and partile or `two-kink-representations' with α = −1/(2M) to
the breathers (see also (2.102)). The labeling sets orresponding to the supersymmetri
parts Ws, Wn of 〈s, s¯〉, 〈Bn〉 are L[Ws(Θ)] = {Θ}, L[Wn(Θ)] = {Θ + i(π/2 − un),Θ −
i(π/2− un)}.
The boundary sine-Gordon model (BSG) has the boundary spetrum ontaining the
states |n1, n2, . . . , nk〉, where n1, n2, . . . , nk are nonnegative integers satisfying the ondi-
tion π/2 ≥ νn1 > wn2 > νn3 > · · · ≥ 0, where νn = η/λ− u2n+1, wn = π − η/λ − u2n−1,
and 0 < η ≤ pi
2
(λ + 1) is a boundary parameter whih an be expressed in terms of φ0,
M0, β, m (see [20℄). The fusion rules [20, 21℄ are listed in Table 2.2.
The rst and seond olumns ontain the initial boundary state and the inoming bulk
partile, the fusion angle times i is shown in the third olumn and the nal state is shown
in the fourth olumn.
Beause of the presene of the kinks, only the ases 1 and 3 of Setion 2.6.6 an apply.
In the deomposition (2.108) every subspae is one-dimensional and is spanned by the
boundary bound states introdued above.
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The rst two lines show that the whole boundary spetrum an be generated by kinks.
Correspondingly, we assoiate to the BSG state |n1, n2, . . . , nk〉 the supersymmetri part
W (νn1, wn2, νn3 , . . . , B 1
2
) (using the notation introdued earlier). Now we have to verify
whether the fusion rules given in the 3-6th lines are also valid for these supersymmetri
parts. This is easily done using the rules given in Setion 2.6.7. Let us onsider the
3rd line rst. Let v = W (νn1 , . . . , wn2k , νn2k+1 , . . . , B 12
), p = WP (i
1
2
(νl − wn−l)) with
mass parameter un, and w2k > νl > wn−l > ν2k+1 and p + v → y. In this ase L[p] =
{iνl,−iwn−l}, so L[y] = {iνn1 , . . . , iwn2k , iνn2k+1 , . . . , iνl, iwn−l}. The 4th line is similar.
Turning to the 5th line, let v = W (νn1, . . . , wn2k , . . . , B 12
), p = WP (i
1
2
(ν−n2k − wn+n2k))
with mass parameter un, and p+ v → y. Now L[p] = {iν−n2k ,−iwn+n2k}, and beause of
ν−n2k + wn2k = π we have L[y] = {iνn1 , . . . , iwn+n2k , . . . }. The 6th line is similar to the
5th line.
Condition (2.149) is learly satised for all boundary bound states, so the supersym-
metri fators of the reetion matrix bloks do not have poles on the imaginary axis in
the physial strip.
The Lagrangian funtion and also the one-partile reetion matrix bloks and two-
partile S-matrix bloks of the BSGmodel ontain two bulk and two boundary parameters.
A Lagrangian funtion for the boundary supersymmetri sine-Gordon model was written
down in [97℄ (it an also be found in [36℄), this Lagrangian funtion also ontains four
parameters only. The supersymmetri reetion matrix onstruted above (and in [36℄),
however, ontains the parameter γ (see (2.99)) in addition, therefore one an expet that γ
an be related to the other four parameters. This relation is not yet known. In partiular,
it is not known whether any of the angles νn and wn oinides with π − ξ or not. The
supersymmetri transformation and sattering properties and in partiular the dimensions
of the boundary bound state multiplets are modied by suh a oinidene.
We remark that this setion onrms the results of [36℄.
2.7.2 Boundary sinh-Gordon model
The lassial equation of motion for the sinh-Gordon eld Φ, whih is a real eld, is
∂2tΦ− ∂2xΦ +
√
8m2
β
sinh(
√
2βΦ) = 0 , (2.173)
where m and β are parameters.
The sinh-Gordon model (ShG) an be restrited to the left half-line −∞ ≤ x ≤ 0
without losing integrability by imposing the boundary ondition
∂xΦ|0 =
√
2m
β
(
ǫ0e
− β√
2
Φ(0,t) − ǫ1e
β√
2
Φ(0,t)
)
, (2.174)
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Table 2.3: Fusion rules of the boundary sinh-Gordon model
Initial state Partile Rapidity Final state
bn P i(
η
λ
− pi
2
+ pi
λ
n) bn+1
where ǫ0 and ǫ1 are two additional parameters [19, 98℄.
Some quantities of the sinh-Gordon and the boundary sinh-Gordon (BShG) model an
be obtained from those of the sine-Gordon and boundary sine-Gordon model by analyti
ontinuation of their oupling onstant β to the imaginary axis.
The partile spetrum of the ShG model ontains only one self-onjugate partile P
with a two-partile S-matrix and reetion matrix that an be obtained from the orre-
sponding matries of the rst SG breather (B1) by the analyti ontinuation mentioned
above. The BShG model also ontains a series of nitely many boundary bound states bn
found in [25℄ (see also [24℄). These states orrespond to the BSG states |ν0, wn〉, n = 1 . . .
whih are preisely those states that an be generated using B1 only. b0 is the ground
state. The boundary fusion rules are listed in Table 2.3. The parameter η is determined
by ǫ0, ǫ1, β. For a more detailed desription we refer the reader to [25, 24℄.
Some quantities (the Lagrangian densities and the sattering and reetion matries,
for example) of the supersymmetri BShG model are also obtained by the analyti on-
tinuation above [99℄. This, however, implies λ < 0 and M < 0, u < 0 in the formula
m = 2M sin(u) for the partile mass, i.e. the values of these parameters are not in the
range that we have onsidered. One onsequene of this, for example, is that the super-
symmetri fator of the two-partile S-matrix has a pole in the physial strip (aneled by
a zero of the non-supersymmetri fator) [99℄. Applying the rules of Setion 2.6.7 (ases
1 and 3) formally we an nevertheless obtain supersymmetri parts Wn for the states bn,
and orresponding reetion matrix fators. In this way the multipletsWn turn out to be
two-dimensional in the supersymmetri BShG model if the value of ξ is generi.
2.7.3 Free partile on the half-line
The supersymmetri fators of the sattering and ground state reetion matries of
a massive real free boson an be obtained by taking the limit α → 0, whih implies
M →∞, u→ 0, ρ→ π; in the (−) ase ξ → π, R(−)P2,e → R(−)P1 , and in the (+) ase ξ → 0,
R
(+)
P2,e → R(+)P1 . The same result an be obtained by solving the Yang-Baxter equations.
SPP is also bijetive in the physial strip.
The dimension of a boundary bound state multiplet reated from the ground state in
n steps will be 2n irrespetively of the partiular boundary fusion rules. The reetion
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matrix fators on the boundary bound states are also free from physial strip poles for any
values of the fusion angles. However, if some value of the boundary fusion angles ours
several times and we take into onsideration the statistial properties of the partiles, then
the dimensions of the boundary bound state multiplets are modied. In partiular, if all
the boundary fusion angles are the same (see [24℄), then the all exited boundary bound
state multiplets are 2-dimensional. This is onsistent with the multipliities obtained by
taking the zero bulk oupling limit of the boundary sinh-Gordon model.
The boundary ondition for the real salar eld Φ of mass m onsidered in [24℄ is
∂xΦ|0 = −mλΦ ,
where λ is a oupling onstant. The spetrum of boundary states onsists of an innite
tower of states bn, n = 1, 2, . . . , the boundary fusion rules are P + bn → bn+1, and the
fusion angle is independent of n (P denotes the bulk boson). In this ase the dimension
of the supersymmetri parts of the bn-s is 2.
2.7.4 Boundary ane Toda eld theories
As in [23℄, only a
(1)
n Toda theory will be onsidered. The lassial equation of motion for
the n-omponent bosoni eld φ of a
(1)
n Toda theory is
∂2t φ− ∂2xφ+
m2
β
n∑
i=0
αie
βαi·φ = 0 . (2.175)
The αi, i = 1, . . . , n are the simple roots of the Lie algebra an = sln+1 and α0 is minus the
highest root. The oupling onstant β ould be removed from the equations of motion by
resaling the eld and therefore the oupling onstant plays a role only in the quantum
theory. We shall use the notation
B =
1
2π
β2
1 + β
2
4pi
.
It was disovered [100, 101℄ that this equation of motion an be restrited to the left
half-line x < 0 without losing integrability if one imposes a boundary ondition at x = 0
of the form
β ∂xφ+
n∑
i=0
Ci αie
βαi·φ/2
∣∣∣∣∣
x=0
= 0 , (2.176)
where the boundary parameters Ci satisfy either
Ci = 0 , (i = 0, 1, . . . , n) , (2.177)
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Table 2.4: Fusion rules of the boundary a
(1)
2 ane Toda eld theory
Initial state Partile Rapidity Final state
bn,m 1 i
pi
6
− ipi
6
B(2n+ 1) bn+1,m
bn,m 2 i
pi
6
− ipi
6
B(2m+ 1) bn,m+1
b−n,n, 0 ≤ n 1 ipi2 − ipi6B(2n+ 1) b−n−1,n+1
bn,−n, 0 ≤ n 2 ipi2 − ipi6B(2n+ 1) bn+1,−n−1
whih is the Neumann boundary ondition, or
Ci = ±1 , (i = 0, 1, . . . , n) , (2.178)
whih will be denoted as the (++... ...) boundary onditions.
Boundary a
(1)
2 ane Toda eld theory
The bulk spetrum of this model ontains two partiles 1 and 2 of equal mass m1 = m2.
Their fusion rules are 1 + 1 → 2 (π/3) and 2 + 2 → 1 (π/3). The anti-partile of 1 is
2. These rules are easily seen to be onsistent with the deomposition (see (2.101)) on-
sisting of a single term 〈1, 2〉 and with assoiating supersymmetri partile representation
to 〈1, 2〉 with α = −1/(2M), m1 = m2 = 2M sin(π/3) [34℄. The labeling set for the
supersymmetri part of 1 and 2 denoted by W12 is L[W12(Θ)] = {Θ− ipi6 ,Θ + ipi6 }. M is
determined by β and m.
The boundary version of this model with any of the solitoni boundary onditions
(+−−), (−+−) or (−−+) ontains the boundary states bn,m for all n,m ∈ Z, n+m ≥ 0,
− 1
2B
− 1
2
< n,m < 1
2B
+ 1
2
, and the states b−n,n and bn,−n for all n ∈ Z, 0 ≤ 32B + 12 , as
desribed in [23℄. We onsider only generi values of B and only the domain 0 < B < 1,
as in [23℄. b0,0 is the ground state. The fusion rules are shown in Table 2.4.
The deomposition (2.108) is ⊕n,m〈bn,m, bm,n〉, where n ≥ m. The supersymmetri
part assoiated to 〈bn,m, bm,n〉 is denoted by Wn,m. We assume, for the sake of simpliity,
that the ases 1 and 3 of Setion 2.6.6 apply. It is straightforward to verify that the fusion
rules above imply that the labeling sets L[Wn,m] are the following:
L[Wn,m] = Abs{i(π
3
− π
6
B(2j + 1)), i(
π
6
B(2j + 1)), i(
π
3
− π
6
B(2l + 1)),
i(
π
6
B(2l + 1)) | j = 0 . . . n− 1, l = 0 . . .m− 1} if n,m ≥ 0, (2.179)
L[Wn,−n] = Abs{i(2π
3
− π
6
B(2j + 1)), i(
π
3
− π
6
B(2j + 1)) | j = 0 . . . n − 1} (2.180)
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L[Wn,m] = Abs{i(2π
3
−π
6
B(2j+1)), i(
π
3
−π
6
B(2l+1)), i(
π
6
B(2r+1)) | j = 0 . . . (−m−1),
l = 0 . . . n− 1, r = (−m) . . . n− 1} if m < 0 , (2.181)
where Abs(ix) = i|x| if x ∈ R, and the limit for the running variables given on the left-
hand side of the dots is always assumed to be lower than or equal to the limit given on the
right-hand side, if this ondition is not satised, then the set of allowed values is empty.
These onventions apply below as well. The dimension of Wn,m is 2
n+m
if n,m ≥ 0 and
2n if m < 0, provided that there is no oinidene between π− ξ and the rapidities above.
π − ρmax/2 = 5π/6, so ondition (2.149) is satised and the supersymmetri reetion
matrix fators do not have poles on the imaginary axis in the physial strip.
Boundary a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld theory
The bulk spetrum of this model ontains four partiles 1, 2, 3, 4 of mass m1 = m4 =
2M sin(π/5), m2 = m3 = 2M sin(2π/5). The fusion rules are a + b → c, where either
c = a + b or c = a + b − 5. The orresponding fusion angles are pi
5
(a + b) if c = a + b
and
pi
5
(10 − a − b) if c = a + b − 5. The anti-partile of 1 and 2 is 4 and 3. These
rules are easily seen to be onsistent with the deomposition (see (2.101)) 〈1, 4〉 ⊕ 〈2, 3〉
and with assoiating supersymmetri partile representations to 〈1, 4〉 and 〈2, 3〉 with
α = −1/(2M) [34℄. The labeling sets orresponding to the supersymmetri parts of 〈1, 4〉
and 〈2, 3〉 denoted by W14 and W23 are L[W14(Θ)] = {Θ − i3pi10 ,Θ + i3pi10}, L[W23(Θ)] =
{Θ− i pi
10
,Θ+ i pi
10
}.
The boundary version of this model desribed in [23℄ has two lasses of inequivalent
solitoni boundary onditions to whih dierent boundary spetra belong. The rst lass
ontains the boundary onditions (−+++−), (+++−−), (++−−+), (−−+++) and
(+−−++), the seond lass ontains the boundary onditions (−++−+), (−+−++),
(+ + − + −), (− + − − −), (+ − + + −), (+ − + − +), (− − + − −), (− − − + −),
(−−−−+) and (+−−−−).
If the boundary ondition belongs to the rst lass, then there are the boundary states
bn2,n3, n2, n3 ∈ Z, n2 + n3 ≥ 0, − 12B − 12 < n2, n3 < 12B + 12 , and bn,−n and b−n,n for all
n ∈ Z, 0 ≤ n < 5
2B
+ 1
2
, where B is a parameter of the bulk model. Generi values of B
are onsidered in the domain 0 < B < 1. The fusion rules, whih are analogous to those
of the a
(1)
2 model, are listed in Table 2.5.
The deomposition (2.108) is⊕n2,n3〈bn2,n3, bn3.n2〉, where n2 ≥ n3. The supersymmetri
part assoiated to 〈bn2,n3, bn3.n2〉 is denoted by Wn2,n3. Again, we assume for the sake of
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Table 2.5: Fusion rules of the a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld theory with rst lass boundary
onditions
Initial state Partile Rapidity Final state
bn2,n3 2 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n2 + 1) bn2+1,n3
bn2,n3 3 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n3 + 1) bn2,n3+1
b−n,n, 0 ≤ n 1 ipi2 − i pi10B(2n + 1) b−n−1,n+1
bn,−n, 0 ≤ n 4 ipi2 − i pi10B(2n + 1) bn+1,−n−1
simpliity that the ases 1 and 3 of Setion 2.6.6 apply. We have
L[Wn2,n3] = Abs{i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2j + 1)), i(
π
10
B(2j + 1)), i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2l + 1)),
i(
π
10
B(2l + 1)) | j = 0 . . . n2 − 1, l = 0 . . . n3 − 1} if n2, n3 ≥ 0, (2.182)
L[Wn,−n] = Abs{i(4π
5
− π
10
B(2j + 1)), i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2j + 1)) | j = 0 . . . n − 1}, (2.183)
L[Wn2,n3] = Abs{i(
4π
5
− π
10
B(2j + 1)), i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2l + 1)), i(
π
10
B(2r + 1)) |
j = 0 . . . (−n3 − 1), l = 0 . . . n2 − 1, r = −n3 . . . n2 − 1} if n3 < 0. (2.184)
The dimension of Wn2,n3 is 2
n2+n3
if n2, n3 ≥ 0 and 2n2 if n3 < 0, provided that there
is no oinidene between i(π − ξ) and the rapidities above.
If B is suiently small, then W1,−1,W2,−2, . . . violate ondition (2.149), so the super-
symmetri fator of the reetion matrix of partile 1 on these states have poles on the
imaginary axis in the physial strip.
If the boundary ondition belongs to the seond lass, then there are the boundary
states bn1,n2,n3,n4, n1, n2, n3, n4 ∈ Z, n1 + n2 ≥ 0, n2 + n3 ≥ 0, n3 + n4 ≥ 0. The ground
state is b0,0,0,0. The fusion rules are listed in Table 2.6.
The deomposition (2.108) is ⊕n1,n2,n3,n4〈bn1,n2,n3,n4, bn4,n2,n3,n1, bn1,n3,n2,n4, bn4,n3,n2,n1〉,
where n1 ≤ n4, n2 ≥ n3, and bk,l,m,n = 0 if the ondition k + l ≥ 0 and l +m ≥ 0 and
m + n ≥ 0 is not satised. The supersymmetri part assoiated to bn1,n2,n3,n4 is denoted
by Wn1,n2,n3,n4. Assuming, for the sake of simpliity, that the ases 1 and 3 of Setion
2.6.6 apply, using our rules we get
L[Wn1,n2,n3,n4] = Abs{i(
2π
5
− π
10
B(2l1+1)), i(
π
5
+
π
10
B(2l1+1)), i(
2π
5
− π
10
B(2l4+1)),
i(
π
5
+
π
10
B(2l4 + 1)), i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2l2 + 1)), i(
π
10
B(2l2 + 1)), i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2l3 + 1)),
i(
π
10
B(2l3 + 1)) | li = 0 . . . ni − 1} if n1, n2, n3, n4 ≥ 0 , (2.185)
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Table 2.6: Fusion rules of the a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld theory with seond lass boundary
onditions
Initial state Partile Rapidity Final state
bn1,n2,n3,n4 1 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n1 + 1) bn1+1,n2,n3,n4
bn1,n2,n3,n4 2 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n2 + 1) bn1,n2+1,n3,n4
bn1,n2,n3,n4 3 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n3 + 1) bn1,n2,n3+1,n4
bn1,n2,n3,n4 4 i
pi
10
− i pi
10
B(2n4 + 1) bn1,n2,n3,n4+1
b−n2,n2,n3,n4, 0 ≤ n2 1 i3pi10 − i pi10B(2n2 + 1) b−n2−1,n2+1,n3,n4
bn1,n2,n3,−n3, 0 ≤ n3 4 i3pi10 − i pi10B(2n3 + 1) bn1,n2,n3+1,n3−1
L[Wn1,n2,n3,n4] = Abs{i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2l3 + 1)), i(
π
10
B(2l3 + 1)), i(
2π
5
− π
10
B(2l4 + 1)),
i(
π
5
+
π
10
B(2l4 + 1)), i(
6π
10
− π
10
B(2j1 + 1)), i(
π
10
B(2j2 + 1)),
i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2j3 + 1)) | l3 = 0 . . . n3 − 1, l4 = 0 . . . n4 − 1, j2 = 0 . . . n2 − 1,
j1 = 0 . . . (−n1 − 1), j3 = −n1 . . . n2 − 1} if n3, n4, n2 ≥ 0, n1 < 0 , (2.186)
L[Wn1,n2,n3,n4] = Abs{i
π
10
B(2l1 + 1), i(
6π
10
− π
10
B(2l1 + 1)), i
π
10
B(2l4 + 1),
i(
6π
10
− π
10
B(2l4 + 1)), i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2l2 + 1)), i
π
10
B(2l2 + 1),
i(
π
5
− π
10
B(2l2 + 1)), i
π
10
B(2l2 + 1) | l1 = 0 . . . (−n1 − 1), l4 = 0 . . . (−n4 − 1),
l2 = −n1 . . . n2 − 1, l3 = −n4 . . . n3 − 1} if n1, n4 < 0 . (2.187)
The dimension of Wn1,n2,n3,n4 is 2
n1+n2+n3+n4
if n1, n2, n3, n4 ≥ 0, 2n2+n3+n4 if n1 < 0,
n2, n3, n4 ≥ 0 and 2n2+n3 if n1, n4 < 0 provided that there is no oinidene between π− ξ
and the rapidities above. Condition (2.149) is satised in this ase, so the supersymmetri
fators of the reetion matrix bloks do not have poles on the imaginary axis in the
physial strip.
2.8 Disussion
We studied the boundary supersymmetri bootstrap programme in a speial framework
in whih the bloks of the full two-partile S-matrix and the bloks of the full one-partile
reetion matrix take a fatorized form. We assumed that the ground state is a sin-
glet with RSOS label
1
2
and the bulk partiles transform in the kink and boson-fermion
representations.
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We introdued the boundary supersymmetry algebra in the framework proposed by
[49, 48℄, whih requires that the boundary supersymmetry algebra be a o-ideal of the
bulk supersymmetry algebra. It is a remarkable feature of the boundary supersymmetry
algebra that it admits essentially two possible boundary o-multipliations  the orre-
sponding two ases are denoted by (+) and (−). The two o-multipliations lead to dif-
ferent supersymmetri ground state reetion matrix fators. We found that these fators
are essentially the same as those given in [38, 39, 40℄. Although the two o-multipliations
appear to play symmetri role algebraially, the orresponding kink reetion matrix fa-
tors turn out to be signiantly dierent. A further important dierene between the two
ases is that in the (+) ase the boson-fermion reetion matrix fator an be obtained by
bootstrap from the kink reetion matrix fator only at speial values of its parameters
[39℄. We also found that the kink and boson-fermion reetion fators an be degenerate
at partiular rapidities depending on a parameter γ of the ground state representation.
We presented supersymmetri boundary fusion rules by whih the representations and
reetion matrix fators for exited boundary bound states an be easily determined in
spei models. The main diulty of the problem of nding suh rules is to handle the
degeneraies of the boundary fusion tensors that our at partiular rapidities (resulting
from the degeneraies of the one-partile reetion matrix fators). These degeneraies
are losely related to the degeneraies of the bulk two-partile S-matrix fators and of the
ground state one-partile reetion matrix fators. We found that the boundary fusion
rules are analogous to the bulk rules of [34, 30℄, and that it is useful to haraterize the
boson-fermion multiplets by their onstituent kinks. The kink representation appears to
be an elementary objet.
For the sake of simpliity we assumed that the two-partile S-matrix fators and
ground state reetion matrix fators have no poles and overall zeroes on the imaginary
axis in the physial strip and there is no interplay between the poles and zeroes of the
supersymmetri and non-supersymmetri fators of the S-matrix and reetion matrix.
We found, regarding the boundary part, that the main restrition on the appliability of
the desribed framework follows from this ondition.
We applied our rules to the sine-Gordon model, to the a
(1)
2 and a
(1)
4 ane Toda eld
theories, to the free partile and to the sinh-Gordon model. We found that in the ase of
the a
(1)
4 model with rst lass boundary ondition the supersymmetri reetion matrix
fators on some exited boundary states have poles in the physial strip.
It is a further problem to onsider the axioms in 10) of Setion 2.2. Initial steps in this
diretion were made in [35℄. The possible Coleman-Thun diagrams ould be onsidered
as well, although we think that it is less likely that they yield further onstraints. Writing
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down formulae for the fusion and deay tensors is also a task for the future.
At the present stage it is an open problem to tell how large lass of non-supersymmetri
theories an be supersymmetrized under the assumption that the bulk partiles transform
in the kink and boson-fermion representation and the ground state is a singlet with label
1/2, and, generally, how uniquely supersymmetri theories are haraterized by the one-
partile representations and the ground state representation ourring in them.
In general, representations beyond the kink and boson-fermion for the bulk partiles
and other (possibly non-singlet) ground state representations are also relevant to some
models. We think that at least two lessons an be learned from our investigation whih are
relevant for ases with other representations: the rst one is that the degeneray properties
of the supersymmetri ground state reetion matrix fator and the supersymmetri two-
partile S-matrix fator have very important role in the fusion rules, the seond one is
that one should nd `elementary' representations for whih the mentioned degeneraies
show a simple pattern and from whih one an build the other representations of interest
by multipliation.
2.9 Appendix
G[i,j](Θ) = R[i,j](Θ)R[i,j](πi−Θ)
R[i,j](Θ) =
1
Γ( Θ
2pii
)Γ( Θ
2pii
+ 1
2
)
∞∏
k=1
Γ( Θ
2pii
+∆1 + k + 1)Γ(
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2pii
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Γ( Θ
2pii
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Γ( Θ
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where ∆1 = (ui + uj)/(2π), ∆2 = (ui − uj)/(2π).
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π
∞∏
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2pii
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2pii
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4
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2pii
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4
− Θ
2pii
)
/
{Θ↔ −Θ}
]
ZX(+)(Θ) =
√
mP (Θ + iρ/2)P (Θ− iρ/2)
√
2K(2Θ)2−Θ/(ipi) ,
where m = 2M cos(ρ
2
), 0 ≤ ρ < π, M = −1/α.
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Z˜(−)(Θ) = K(2Θ)2−Θ/(ipi)F (Θ− iρ/2)F (Θ + iρ/2)
F (Θ) = P (Θ)K(Θ + iξ)K(Θ− iξ) ,
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∞∏
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4pi
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2pii
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4pi
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+ Θ
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+ 1
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Chapter 3
Trunation eets in the boundary
ows of the Ising model on a strip
3.1 On the denition of eld theories on the strip
By quantum eld theory on the strip [0, L] × R we generally mean a olletion of the
following elements: a Hilbert spae HB of states, a Hamiltonian operator HB ating on
the Hilbert spae, a set of elds ΦB(x, t) whih satisfy the time evolution equation
ΦB(x, t) = exp(iHBt)ΦB(x, 0) exp(−iHBt) , (3.1)
a set of elds φB(t, 0) dened on the left boundary {0}×R whih satisfy the time evolution
equation
φB(0, t) = exp(iHBt)φB(0, 0) exp(−iHBt) (3.2)
and a set of elds φB(t, L) dened on the right boundary {L} ×R whih satisfy the time
evolution equation
φB(L, t) = exp(iHBt)φB(L, 0) exp(−iHBt) . (3.3)
The fator [0, L] in [0, L]× R represents the spae, R represents the time. Fields dened
on one of the boundaries only are often alled boundary elds. We assume that the strip
[0, L]× R is equipped with Minkowski metri.
New boundary theories an be obtained from old ones by perturbing the Hamiltonian
operator:
HˆB = HB +HI,B , (3.4)
where the perturbation HI,B is often a sum of various kinds of terms. A bulk term in the
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perturbation takes the form
HI,B = g1
∫ L
0
dx ΨB(x, 0) , (3.5)
a boundary perturbation takes the form
HI,B = g2ψB(L, 0) or HI,B = g3ψB(0, 0) , (3.6)
where ΨB(x, t), ψB(L, t) and ψB(0, t) are ertain elds of the unperturbed theory and
g1, g2, g3 are oupling onstants.
The elds of the perturbed theory, whih are distinguished by a hat, are dened by
the equations
ΦˆB(x, t) = exp(iHˆBt)ΦB(x, 0) exp(−iHˆBt) (3.7)
φˆB(0, t) = exp(iHˆBt)φB(0, 0) exp(−iHˆBt) (3.8)
φˆB(L, t) = exp(iHˆBt)φB(L, 0) exp(−iHˆBt) . (3.9)
In partiular,
ΦˆB(x, 0) = ΦB(x, 0) , φˆB(0, 0) = φB(0, 0) , φˆB(L, 0) = φB(L, 0) . (3.10)
The alulations of Setion 3.5 are done in this perturbed Hamiltonian operator frame-
work.
We remark that to dene a quantum (and lassial) eld theory on a strip it is usual
in the literature to take a lassial Lagrangian funtion of the form
L =
∫ L
0
Lbulk(x) dx + Lb,1(x = 0) + Lb,2(x = L) , (3.11)
whih ontains a bulk term and boundary terms (the notation of the dependene of Lbulk,
Lb,1 and Lb,2 on the elds is suppressed). The lassial equations of motion are derived
from (3.11) via a variational priniple. These equations of motion usually onsist of bulk
partial dierential equations and ertain boundary onditions. Finally a quantization is
arried out (see for example [19, 66, 17℄).
It is also possible to remain in the framework of the standard Lagrangian formalism
without boundaries on the full Minkowski spae, in this ase the presene of boundaries
is taken into onsideration in the Lagrangian funtion by step funtions and Dira-deltas
(see [102℄). One an also start with a lassial Hamiltonian funtion (see e.g. [103, 104℄)
instead of a Lagrangian funtion.
Boundary onditions usually play an important role in the literature in the denition
of boundary eld theories.
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We remark nally that as far as we know, a omplete, systemati and denitive dis-
ussion of the denition and basi formalism of lassial and quantum eld theory with
boundaries annot be found in the literature.
3.2 Unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra
The Virasoro algebra with entral harge c is generated by the elements Ln, n ∈ Z and
the identity element I and the relations
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + c
12
(n3 − n)δn+m,0I . (3.12)
A unitary highest weight representation is haraterized by the following properties: there
exists a unitary highest weight vetor |h〉 whih satises the relations
Ln|h〉 = 0 ∀n > 0 (3.13)
L0|h〉 = h|h〉 , (3.14)
and the salar produt is related to the generators by the following relation:
L†n = L−n . (3.15)
A highest weight unitary representationM(c, h) is uniquely speied by the numbers c
and h. h is alled the weight of the representation. The positive deniteness of the salar
produt and the above requirements do not permit any values for (c, h). For 0 ≤ c < 1
only the following disrete set is allowed:
c(m) = 1− 6
m(m+ 1)
(3.16)
hp,q(m) =
[(m+ 1)p−mq]2 − 1
4m(m+ 1)
(3.17)
where m, p, q are integers, m = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . . , 1 ≤ p < m, 1 ≤ q < m + 1. The
pair of numbers (p, q) is alled Ka-label. Eah weight appears twie sine h(p, q) =
h(m− p,m+ 1− q).
We restrit to onformal eld theories the Hilbert spae of whih is a nite sum
H = ⊕iM(c, hi), where (c, hi) belongs to the above disrete series.
A onstrution for these representations is the following: we take a vetor |h〉 with the
properties 〈h|h〉 = 1, (3.13), (3.14), and we take the vetors
L−n1L−n2 . . . L−nk |h〉 n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥ nk > 0 (3.18)
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whih are assumed to be linearly independent. These vetors (inluding |h〉) form a basis
of a representation V (c, h) of the Virasoro algebra. They are also eigenvetors of L0 with
eigenvalue
h + n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nk . (3.19)
We say that the level of the vetor L−n1L−n2 . . . L−nk |h〉 is n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nk. The spae
spanned by the eigenvetors of level i is denoted by Vi(c, h). V (c, h) an be written as
V (c, h) = ⊕∞i=0Vi(c, h) . (3.20)
A unique salar produt is determined on the representation V (c, h) by (3.13), (3.14),
(3.15) and (3.12), in partiular the salar produt of any two basis vetors an be al-
ulated reursively using these formulae. The strategy for this alulation is to use the
ommutation relations (3.12) to move L-s with positive index to the right and L-s with
negative index to the left. This salar produt is not guaranteed to be positive denite for
general values of (c, h). For the above disrete values of (c, h) it is positive semidenite,
there is a unique maximal subspae V null(c, h) whih is orthogonal to the whole V (c, h).
V null(c, h) deomposes as
V null(c, h) = ⊕∞i=0V nulli (c, h) (3.21)
where V nulli (c, h) = 0may hold for some values of i. The unitary irreduible representation
M(c, h) is obtained by quotienting out V null(c, h),
M(c, h) = V (c, h)/V null(c, h) = ⊕∞i=0 (Vi(c, h)/V nulli (c, h)) . (3.22)
The orresponding projetion is denoted by q : V (c, h)→M(c, h). The salar produt on
M(c, h) is dened in the standard way, i.e. by the requirement that 〈v|w〉 = 〈q(v)|q(w)〉.
3.2.1 Primary elds
A (hiral) Virasoro primary eld of weight l is a eld Φ(z), z ∈ C that satises the
property
[Lm,Φ(z)] = l(m+ 1)z
mΦ(z) + zm+1
∂Φ
∂z
(z) . (3.23)
The matrix elements of a primary eld satisfy the relation
〈A|Φ(z)|B〉 = 〈A|Φ(1)|B〉
zl+hB−hA
, (3.24)
where l is the weight of Φ(z), |A〉 and |B〉 are eigenvetors of L0 with eigenvalues hA, hB.
Equations (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), (3.12), (3.23), (3.24) determine
〈A|Φ(1)|B〉
〈h1|Φ(1)|h2〉 uniquely,
where |A〉, |B〉 are vetors of the form (3.18) with h1 and h2, respetively. It is assumed
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here that 〈h1|Φ(1)|h2〉 6= 0, if 〈h1|Φ(1)|h2〉 = 0, then 〈A|Φ(1)|B〉 = 0 ∀ |A〉 ∈ V (c, h1),
|B〉 ∈ V (c, h2). 〈A|Φ(1)|B〉〈h1|Φ(1)|h2〉 an be alulated reursively using the equations (3.13), (3.14),
(3.15), (3.12), (3.23), (3.24), the strategy of the alulation being again to use (3.12) and
(3.23) to move L-s with positive index to the right and L-s with negative index to the
left.
Although the matrix elements
〈A|Φ(1)|B〉
〈h1|Φ(1)|h2〉 , where |A〉 ∈ V (c, h1), |B〉 ∈ V (c, h2), are
determined uniquely, they determine the matrix elements
〈q(A)|Φ(1)|q(B)〉
〈h1|Φ(1)|h2〉 unambiguously
only if 〈A|Φ(1)|B〉 = 0 whenever |A〉 ∈ V null(c, h1) or |B〉 ∈ V null(c, h2). This ondition
restrits the value of l if c, h1, h2 are xed. If l has other value, then 〈A|Φ(1)|B〉 = 0
∀ |A〉 ∈M(c, h1) and |B〉 ∈M(c, h2).
The permitted values of l are given by the Verlinde fusion rule. If h1 = hr,s(m) and
h2 = hp,n(m), then the permitted values are hk,j(m), where the numbers k and j take the
values given by the following equations:
k = 1 + |r − p| . . . kmax, k + r + p = 1 mod 2 (3.25)
j = 1 + |s− n| . . . jmax, j + s+ n = 1 mod 2 (3.26)
kmax = min(r + p− 1, 2m− 1− r − p) (3.27)
jmax = min(s + n− 1, 2m+ 1− s− n) . (3.28)
It is usual to write the Verlinde fusion rules as
ha(m)× hb(m) =
∑
c
ncabhc(m), (3.29)
where the Verlinde fusion numbers ncab are either 0 or 1; a, b, c stand for Ka labels, e.g.
a = (r, s), b = (p, n), c = (k, j). The summation is done over the possible Ka labels
modulo the relation (p, q) ∼ (m − p,m + 1 − q). The values of c for whih ncab is 1 are
determined by (3.25)-(3.28).
We refer the reader to the literature on onformal eld theory (e.g. [73℄) for the de-
sription of desendant elds.
3.2.2 =1/2
The value of the entral harge that is relevant for the model (1.2) is c = 1/2, this
orresponds to m = 3. The values of the weights hp,q(3) are
h1,1(3) = 0 h1,2(3) = 1/16 h1,3(3) = 1/2 (3.30)
h2,1(3) = 1/2 h2,2(3) = 1/16 h2,3(3) = 0 , (3.31)
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Table 3.1: Dimensions of levels of c = 1/2 unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra
Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
h = 0 dimension 1 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 5 5 7 8 11 12 16 18
h = 1/2 dimension 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 12 14 17 20
h = 1/16 dimension 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12 15 18 22 27
i.e. there are three dierent unitary highest weight representations of the Virasoro algebra,
the weights of these representations are 0, 1/2, 1/16. The dimensions of the subspaes of
denite level of these representations are listed in Table 3.1 (taken from [46℄) up to level
15.
The fusion rule (3.25)-(3.28) written in the usual form is
0× 0 = 0 0× 1/2 = 1/2 0× 1/16 = 1/16 (3.32)
1/2× 1/2 = 0 1/2× 1/16 = 1/16 1/16× 1/16 = 0 + 1/2 (3.33)
in this ase.
3.3 Conformal eld theory on the strip
In this setion we disuss some basi properties of boundary onformal eld theory on the
strip [0, L]× R. We restrit to those elements whih are neessary for our work.
The Hilbert spae is a sum of irreduible unitary highest weight representations of
the Virasoro algebra (3.12) with ommon entral harge c. We restrit to the ases when
the Hilbert spae is a nite sum of the Virasoro algebra representations belonging to the
unitary minimal series desribed in Setion (3.2).
The Hamiltonian operator of the theory is
pi
L
L0, where L0 is the L0 element of the
Virasoro algebra. A term proportional to the identity operator may also be added.
One an have right and left moving primary elds ΦR(x, t), ΦL(x, t) whih depend
only on t− x or t + x, respetively, and satisfy the equations
[Ln,ΦR(x, t)] = Dn(l)ΦR(x, t) (3.34)
[Ln,ΦL(x, t)] = D¯n(l)ΦL(x, t) . (3.35)
l is the weight of these elds, and Dn(l) and D¯n(l) are operators on funtions on the strip:
Dn(l) =
−iL
2π
ei
npi
L
(t−x)∂− + lnei
npi
L
(t−x)
(3.36)
D¯n(l) =
−iL
2π
ei
npi
L
(t+x)∂+ + lne
inpi
L
(t+x) , (3.37)
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where ∂− = ∂t − ∂x, ∂+ = ∂t + ∂x.
A boundary primary eld of weight l on the left boundary is a eld ΦB(0, t) that is
dened on the left boundary and satises
[Ln,ΦB(0, t)] = D
0
n(l)ΦB(0, t) = [
−iL
π
ei
npi
L
t∂t + lne
inpi
L
t]ΦB(0, t) . (3.38)
Similarly, a boundary primary eld of weight l on the right boundary is a eld ΦB(L, t)
that is dened on the right boundary and satises
[Ln,ΦB(L, t)] = D
L
n (l)ΦB(L, t) = (−1)n[
−iL
π
ei
npi
L
t∂t + lne
inpi
L
t]ΦB(L, t) . (3.39)
The restrition of left or right moving primary elds of weight l to any one of the
boundaries will be boundary elds of weight l.
Dn(l), D¯n(l), D
0
n(l) and D
L
n (l) satisfy the identities
[Dn(l), D¯m(l)] = 0 (3.40)
[Dn(l), Dm(l)] = −(n−m)Dn+m(l) (3.41)
[D¯n(l), D¯m(l)] = −(n−m)D¯n+m(l) (3.42)
[D0n(l), D
0
m(l)] = −(n−m)D0n+m(l) (3.43)
[DLn (l), D
L
m(l)] = −(n−m)DLn+m(l) (3.44)
whih are ompatible with (3.12) and (3.34), (3.35), (3.38), (3.39).
The matrix elements of the right and left moving primary elds and boundary primary
elds of weight l satisfy the equations
〈A|ΦR(x, t)|B〉 = 〈A|ΦR(0, 0)|B〉 exp[(hA − hB) iπ
L
(t− x)] (3.45)
〈A|ΦL(x, t)|B〉 = 〈A|ΦL(0, 0)|B〉 exp[(hA − hB) iπ
L
(t + x)] (3.46)
〈A|ΦB(0, t)|B〉 = 〈A|ΦB(0, 0)|B〉 exp[(hA − hB) iπ
L
t] (3.47)
〈A|ΦB(L, t)|B〉 = 〈A|ΦB(L, 0)|B〉 exp[(hA − hB) iπ
L
t] , (3.48)
where |A〉 and |B〉 are eigenstates of L0 with eigenvalues hA and hB.
Introduing the new variables z = ei
pi
L
(t−x)
, z¯ = ei
pi
L
(t+x)
, y = ei
pi
L
t
and the operators
ΦˆR(z) = z
−lΦR(z), ΦˆL(z¯) = z¯−lΦL(z¯), ΦˆB(0, y) = y−lΦB(0, y), ΦˆB(L, y) = y−lΦB(L, y),
and allowing z, z¯ and y to take any values from C, we have
[Ln, ΦˆR(z)] = (z
n+1∂z + l(n+ 1)z
n)ΦˆR(z) (3.49)
[Ln, ΦˆL(z¯)] = (z¯
n+1∂z¯ + l(n+ 1)z¯
n)ΦˆL(z¯) (3.50)
[Ln, ΦˆB(0, y)] = (y
n+1∂y + l(n+ 1)y
n)ΦˆB(0, y) (3.51)
[Ln, ΦˆB(L, y)] = (−1)n[yn+1∂y + l(n + 1)yn]ΦˆB(L, y) (3.52)
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〈A|ΦˆR(z)|B〉 = 〈A|ΦˆR(1)|B〉zhA−hB−l (3.53)
〈A|ΦˆL(z¯)|B〉 = 〈A|ΦˆL(1)|B〉z¯hA−hB−l (3.54)
〈A|ΦˆB(0, y)|B〉 = 〈A|ΦˆB(0, 1)|B〉yhA−hB−l (3.55)
〈A|ΦˆB(L, y)|B〉 = 〈A|ΦˆB(L, 1)|B〉yhA−hB−l , (3.56)
whih are the standard formulae for hiral primary elds in onformal eld theory.
3.3.1 Boundary onditions of the minimal models
Certain onformal eld theories on the strip an be obtained by imposing so alled onfor-
mal boundary onditions on onformal minimal models. J. Cardy investigated this on-
strution and introdued a ertain type of elementary boundary onditions often alled
'Cardy boundary onditions'. A omplete lassiation of possible Cardy boundary on-
ditions of minimal models has been given in [83, 84, 85℄; see also [86℄. For the A-type
unitary minimal models these boundary onditions are in one-one orrespondene with
the irreduible representations of the Virasoro algebra belonging to the unitary disrete
series and so we an label both boundary onditions and representations from the same
set, e.g. the set of Ka labels.
The Hilbert spae of a model with boundary ondition α on the left-hand side and
boundary ondition β on the right-hand side deomposes into the following sum of Vira-
soro algebra representations:
Hαβ = ⊕c nβcαRc (3.57)
where nβcα are Verlinde fusion numbers (see Setion 3.2.1). Rc denotes the representation
belonging to the label c.
In partiular, if the boundary ondition is 0 on one side and h on the other side, then
the Hilbert spae will onsist of the single representation 0×h = h. The possible primary
boundary elds are h × h. In the ase that we will investigate c = 1/2, h = 1/16, and
we have 1/16 × 1/16 = 0 + 1/2, i.e. two nonzero boundary primary elds exist (up to
normalization), one has weight 0 (this is the onstant identity eld), the other has weight
1/2.
The 1/16 Cardy boundary ondition is also known as the `free' boundary ondition,
the 0 and 1/2 boundary onditions are known as `xed up' and `xed down' boundary
onditions [62℄. These boundary onditions orrespond to letting the boundary spins free
or to x them in the two possible diretions.
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3.3.2 Boundary ows
The ows we shall onsider are trajetories of the form
H = g0(t)H0 + g1(t)H1 + g2(t)H2 + . . . (3.58)
in the spae of possible Hamiltonian operators, where the gi oupling onstants are fun-
tions of a parameter t. Often g0(t) = 1, t varies form 0 to∞, and in the simplest situations
there is only one perturbing term on the right-hand side of (3.58) and g1(t) = t.
In the ontext of perturbed onformal eld theory on a strip a boundary renormaliza-
tion group (RG) ow is a trajetory of the form
H =
π
L
L0 + g1L
−l1φ1(t = 0) + g2L
−l2φ2(t = 0) + . . . (3.59)
where the length of the line segment L plays the role of the parameter of the trajetory,
φ1, φ2, . . . are boundary perturbations with denite weights l1, l2, . . . . Suh ows are
assoiated with hanging the width of the strip.
A perturbation is alled relevant if l < 1, irrelevant if l > 1, marginal if l = 1. Rele-
vant operators generate RG ows away from boundary onformal eld theory, irrelevant
operators generate RG ows into boundary onformal eld theory at small values of L. In
ase of marginal operators a more detailed investigation is required to determine whether
they generate ows away from or into boundary onformal eld theory or whether they
generate a ow within the spae of boundary onformal eld theories.
A massless RG ow is an RG ow in whih nontrivial onformal symmetry is restored
in the endpoint (e.g. L → ∞). Values of L at whih the theory desribed by (3.59) has
onformal symmetry are alled xed points.
In the simplest ase when there is only one perturbation, e.g. in the ase of (1.2), one
an keep L xed and use the oupling onstant instead as a parameter of the ow.
As we mentioned in the Introdution, a problem of interest, e.g. in string theory, is
to nd the possible RG ows, i.e. to nd the triplets onsisting of a BCFT (boundary
onformal eld theory) whih is the starting point of the ow, a boundary perturbation
whih generates the ow and whih is usually a relevant boundary operator of the starting
BCFT, and a boundary BCFT whih is the endpoint of the ow.
One an also inlude bulk perturbation terms into H , in this hapter, however, we
shall onsider boundary ows only. In Chapter 4 we shall see an example for renormaliza-
tion group ows of models dened on the ylinder, where the perturbations will be bulk
perturbations.
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3.4 The Trunated Conformal Spae Approah
The method alled Trunated Conformal Spae Approah (TCSA) is a numerial method
for the omputation of the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of Hamiltonian operators of per-
turbed onformal eld theories.
It was introdued by Yurov and Al. Zamolodhikov in 1990 in [105℄ to study bulk
perturbations of onformal eld theories, and it was rst applied to boundary perturba-
tions by Dorey et al in [106℄. A modied version applied to a perturbed massive free eld
theory an be found in [107℄. In this setion we desribe the TCSA method in a general
form that is not tied to onformal eld theory.
The idea is to ompute the matrix of the Hamiltonian operator in a suitable basis, to
take a nite orner of it and to alulate the eigenvetors and eigenvalues numerially.
A detailed desription of the method is the following: let us assume that we want
to obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of a Hamiltonian operator of the form H0 +
λHI , where λ is a oupling onstant, H0 is a Hamiltonian operator with known disrete
spetrum E0 < E1 < E2 < . . . and the eigenspaes Hi belonging to the eigenvalues are
nite dimensional. We also assume that a basis (whih is not neessarily orthonormal) of
eah eigenspae is given, the elements of whih are denoted by vni , n = 1 . . .dimHi for
Hi. We assume that the matrix elements hnmI,ij = 〈vni |HI |vmj 〉 of HI and the salar produt
matrix gnmij = 〈vni |vmj 〉 are also known (in partiular, g is blok-diagonal: gnmij = 0 if i 6= j).
The entries of the matrix of HI with respet to the basis {vni } are determined by the
above data in the following way:
HI |vmj 〉 =
∞∑
i=0
dimHi∑
n=1
h˜nmI,ij|vni 〉 , (3.60)
where h˜nmI,ij denotes the entries of the matrix of HI we are looking for,
hlmI,kj = 〈vlk|HI |vmj 〉 =
∞∑
i=0
dimHi∑
n=1
h˜nmI,ij〈vlk|vni 〉 =
∞∑
i=0
dimHi∑
n=1
glnki h˜
nm
I,ij , (3.61)
so
h˜rmI,sj =
∞∑
k=0
dimHk∑
l=1
(g−1)rlskh
lm
I,kj , (3.62)
where g−1 is the inverse matrix of g:
∞∑
k=0
dimHk∑
l=1
(g−1)rlskg
ln
ki = δsiδrn . (3.63)
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g−1 is blok-diagonal, the blok (g−1)nmii (where i is xed) is the inverse of the blok
gnmii . The bloks of g
−1
have nite sizes dimH1, dimH2, . . . , so they an be alulated
numerially by a omputer.
The entries of the matrix of the operator
HTCSA(nc) = Pnc(H0 + λHI)Pnc|H(nc) (3.64)
are
h˜nm0,ij + λh˜
nm
I,ij = Eiδijδnm + λh˜
nm
I,ij = Eiδijδnm + λ
∞∑
k=0
dimHk∑
l=1
(g−1)nlikh
lm
I,kj , (3.65)
where i, j ≤ nc, Pnc is the orthogonal projetor onto the nite dimensional subspae
H(nc) = ⊕nci=0Hi and h˜nm0,ij = Eiδijδnm are the entries of the matrix of H0 (as well as
of PncH0Pnc|H(nc) for i, j ≤ nc). nc is alled trunation level. Using the property that
gnmij = 0 if i 6= j we an also write
h˜nm0,ij + λh˜
nm
I,ij = Eiδijδnm + λ
nc∑
k=0
dimHk∑
l=1
(g−1)nlikh
lm
I,kj . (3.66)
The seond term on the right-hand side is just a produt of two nite matries whih are
obtained by simply taking the dimH(nc)× dimH(nc) orner of the innite matries g−1
and hI . Therefore the right-hand side of (3.66) an be alulated and diagonalized nu-
merially by a omputer. In this way we obtain the eigenvalues of Pnc(H0+λHI)Pnc|H(nc)
and the expansion oeients of its eigenvetors with respet to the basis {vni , i ≤ nc}.
These eigenvalues and expansion oeients approximate those of H0 + λHI . The ap-
proximation is generally better and applies to more eigenvetors if nc is larger. One also
expets that the approximation gets worse as λ is inreased.
We remark that the above trunation method also serves as a regularization for possible
ultraviolet divergenes.
3.4.1 TCSA for perturbed onformal eld theory on the strip
In this setion we desribe the appliation of the TCSA to a quantum eld theory on a
strip with the Hamiltonian operator
H =
π
L
L0 + λL
−lΦ(t = 0) , (3.67)
where
pi
L
L0 is the Hamiltonian operator of a onformal eld theory on the strip with
Hilbert spae H = ⊕jM(c, hj), Φ is a boundary primary eld of weight l of this onformal
eld theory, λ is a oupling onstant and L is the width of the strip.
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The Hilbert spae at trunation level nc will be H(nc) = ⊕j(⊕nci=0Mi(c, hj)). A basis
for Mi(c, h) is obtained in the following way: we take the vetors
L−n1L−n2 . . . L−nk |h〉 n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥ nk > 0 n1 + n2 + · · ·+ nk = i (3.68)
whih are linearly independent and form a basis of Vi(c, h). We ompute the salar produt
matrix as desribed in Setion 3.2, this alulation an be done by omputer. Then we
use a simple linear algebrai algorithm (whih is not spei to onformal eld theory,
and whih we do not desribe here) to eliminate elements from the above basis so that
the image of the remaining vetors by the mapping q (see Setion 3.2) will onstitute a
basis for Mi(c, h). The elimination is also done by omputer.
The matrix elements of a hiral primary eld Ψ(z) between the basis vetors an also
be alulated algorithmially by omputer as desribed in Setion 3.2.1 if all the matrix
elements 〈h1|Ψ(1)|h2〉 between highest weight states are known. Therefore the matrix
elements of Φ(t = 0) an also be alulated.
In summary, a TCSA alulation onsists of the following steps:
1. Fixing the data speifying the model under investigation (the representations ap-
pearing in the deomposition of the Hilbert spae into irreduible representations of
the Virasoro algebra, weight of the perturbation, normalizations).
2. Fixing the trunation level nc.
3. Taking a basis for Vi(c, hj) for all values of i and j and omputing the inner produt
matrix for the generated basis.
4. Generating a basis for Mi(c, hj) for all values of i and j as desribed above, storing
h˜0 (whih is a diagonal matrix with entry
pi
L
(hj + i) for a basis vetor in Mi(c, hj)),
storing the inner produt matrix g for H(nc) and omputing its inverse.
5. Computing hI , i.e. the matrix of the matrix elements of the perturbing primary eld
Φ(t = 0) between the basis vetors of H(nc).
6. Computing the produt matrix g−1hI .
7. Computing the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of the matrix h˜0+λL
−lg−1hI , whih is
the matrix of HTCSA(nc), at the values of λ whih are of interest.
These steps an obviously be extended to the ase when the perturbation onsists of more
than one terms.
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An appliation of the TCSA is to loate RG xed points and identify the representation
of the Virasoro algebra at these points. When one deals with spetra, the representations
of the Virasoro algebra an be identied from the dimensions of the energy eigenspaes
at various levels (see Setion 3.2.2).
3.5 Exat spetrum
In this setion we present a quantum eld theoreti desription of the model (1.2) intro-
dued in Chapter 1. Regarding that the TCSA onsists in the (approximate) diagonal-
ization of the operator (1.2) given by its matrix elements, the main goal is to realize this
Hamiltonian operator expliitly in the eld theoreti framework and to alulate its spe-
trum. This is what determined the hoie of the approah that we take in this setion. In
partiular, the framework for our alulation will be the one introdued in Setion 3.1 as
the perturbed Hamiltonian operator framework, beause in this framework the perturbed
Hamiltonian operator struture, on whih the TCSA is based, is expliit. In a alulation
using the Bethe-Yang equations (whih we also present, nevertheless) or in the approah
of [66℄ where boundary onditions play entral role the link with the TCSA formulation
would not be entirely obvious. Furthermore, the formulation presented in this setion is
also suitable for Rayleigh-Shrödinger perturbation theory and for the treatment of the
mode trunated version in the subsequent setions. We do not onsider the lassial level
of the eld theoreti model, mainly beause it is irrelevant to our problem. We remark
that the same model with massive unperturbed part (see e.g. [17℄) ould be studied along
the same lines.
3.5.1 Distributions on losed line segments
We shall use distributions on the losed line segment (interval) [0, L] ⊂ R. The neessary
formulae for the Dira-delta δ(x) and step funtion Θ(x) distributions on this interval are
the following:
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∫ L
0
δ(x− a)f(x) dx = f(a) if a ∈ (0, L) (3.69)∫ L
0
δ(x− a)f(x) dx = 1
2
f(0) if a = 0 (3.70)∫ L
0
δ(x− a)f(x) dx = 1
2
f(L) if a = L (3.71)∫ L
0
δ(x− a)f(x) dx = 0 if a 6∈ [0, L] , (3.72)
where f is a funtion dened on [0, L], and x ∈ [0, L].
Θ(x− a) = 0 if x < a (3.73)
Θ(x− a) = 1 if x ≥ a , (3.74)
where a ∈ R,
∂xΘ(x− L) = 2δ(x− L) (3.75)
∂xΘ(x) = 0 (3.76)
∂xΘ(x− a) = δ(x− a) if a ∈ (0, L) (3.77)
∂xΘ(x− a) = 0 if a 6∈ [0, L] , (3.78)
where x ∈ [0, L].
∑
k∈piZ
L
exp[ik(x− x′)] = 2Lδ(x− x′) (3.79)
∑
k∈piZ
L
exp[ik(x+ x′)] = 2L[δ(x+ x′) + δ(x+ x′ − 2L)] , (3.80)
where x, x′ ∈ [0, L].
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3.5.2 The free model
The dening onstituents of the unperturbed model are the following: two fermion elds
Ψ1(x, t) and Ψ2(x, t) and a fermioni operator A2(t) with the antiommutators
{Ψ1(x, t),Ψ1(y, t)} = 4Lδ(x− y) (3.81)
{Ψ2(x, t),Ψ2(y, t)} = 4Lδ(x− y) (3.82)
{Ψ1(x, t),Ψ2(y, t)} = −4L[δ(x+ y) + δ(x+ y − 2L)] (3.83)
{A2(t),Ψ1(x, t)} = 0 (3.84)
{A2(t),Ψ2(x, t)} = 0 (3.85)
{A2(t), A2(t)} = 2 (3.86)
and the relations
Ψ1(x, t)
† = Ψ1(x, t) Ψ2(x, t)† = Ψ2(x, t) A2(t)† = A2(t) , (3.87)
the Hamiltonian operator
H0 = − i
8L
∫ L
0
dx Ψ1(x, 0)∂xΨ1(x, 0) +
i
8L
∫ L
0
dx Ψ2(x, 0)∂xΨ2(x, 0) , (3.88)
the equations of motion
d
dt
A2(t) = [iH0, A2(t)] = 0 , (3.89)
∂tΨ1(x, t) = [iH0,Ψ1(x, t)] =
= −∂xΨ1(x, t) + 1
2
[Θ(−x) + Θ(x− L)][−∂xΨ2(x, t) + ∂xΨ1(x, t)]+
+
1
2
[−Ψ1(0, t)−Ψ2(0, t)]δ(x) + 1
2
[Ψ1(L, t) + Ψ2(L, t)]δ(x− L) , (3.90)
∂tΨ2(x, t) = [iH0,Ψ2(x, t)] =
= ∂xΨ2(x, t) +
1
2
[Θ(−x) + Θ(x− L)][−∂xΨ2(x, t) + ∂xΨ1(x, t)]+
+
1
2
[Ψ1(0, t) + Ψ2(0, t)]δ(x) +
1
2
[−Ψ1(L, t)−Ψ2(L, t)]δ(x− L) . (3.91)
The fermion elds, whih an be regarded as one-omponent real fermion elds with zero
mass, have the following expansion:
Ψ1(x, t) =
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z, k>0
√
2[a(k)eik(t−x) + a†(k)e−ik(t−x)] + A1 (3.92)
Ψ2(x, t) =
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z, k>0
√
2[−a(k)eik(t+x) − a†(k)e−ik(t+x)]− A1 (3.93)
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a(k)† = a(−k) A†1 = A1 (3.94)
{a(k1), a(k2)} = δk1,−k2 {a(k), A1} = 0 (3.95)
{A2, A1} = 0 {A1, A1} = 2 (3.96)
{A2, a(k)} = 0 (3.97)
The fermion elds and A2 are dimensionless.
A unitary representation for the above operator algebra is dened by the following
formulae: an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert spae is
|a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)u〉 |a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)v〉 , (3.98)
where k1 > k2 > k3 > · · · > kn > 0, ki ∈ piZL and n ≥ 0,
A1|a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)u〉 = (−1)n|a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)v〉 (3.99)
A1|a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)v〉 = (−1)n|a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)u〉 (3.100)
A2|a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)u〉 = (−1)n(−i)|a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)v〉 (3.101)
A2|a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)v〉 = (−1)n(+i)|a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)u〉 . (3.102)
The ondition k1 > k2 > k3 > · · · > kn > 0, ki ∈ piZL and n ≥ 0 also applies below if not
stated otherwise. a(k)|u〉 = 0, a(k)|v〉 = 0 if k < 0.
The Hamiltonian operator an be written as
H0 =
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z, k>0
k[a(k)a†(k)] , (3.103)
where an innite onstant is subtrated, by normal ordering for example, whih is not
denoted expliitly. The energy eigenvalue of a basis vetor |a(k1)a(k2)a(k3) . . . a(kn)u〉 is
E{k1,k2,...,kn,u} =
n∑
i=1
ki , (3.104)
and the same applies if u is replaed by v.
The following boundary onditions are satised by the fermion elds:
〈E1|Ψ1(0, t) + Ψ2(0, t)|E2〉 = 0 〈E1|Ψ1(L, t) + Ψ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 , (3.105)
where |E1〉 and |E2〉 are energy eigenstates.
A representation of the Virasoro algebra an also be dened on the Hilbert spae in
the following way (whih is well known essentially in onformal eld theory; see [73, 78℄):
a(0) =
1√
2
A1 (3.106)
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LN =
L
2π
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z
−ka(−k)a(k − Nπ
L
) (3.107)
where N = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . ,
L−N = (LN )† (3.108)
L0 =
L
2π
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z
[−k : a(−k)a(k) :] + 1
16
, (3.109)
where :: denotes the normal ordering for fermioni reation and annihilation operators,
: a(−k)a(k) := a(−k)a(k) if k < 0, : a(−k)a(k) := −a(k)a(−k) if k > 0. LN , N ∈ Z will
be the generators of the Virasoro algebra. They satisfy the relations
[LN , LM ] = (N −M)LN+M if N +M 6= 0 (3.110)
and
[LN , L−N ] =
=
L2
4π2
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z
[−k(−2k + Nπ
L
)a(−k)a(k) + k(−2k + Nπ
L
)a(−k + Nπ
L
)a(k − Nπ
L
)]
(3.111)
if N > 0. It an be veried that in the above representation of the reation and annihi-
lation operators the right-hand side of the equation (3.111) is equal to
2NL0 +
1
24
N(N − 1)(N + 1) , (3.112)
and so the operators LN satisfy the (usual) relations of the generators of the Virasoro
algebra with entral harge c = 1/2. A2 ommutes with the LN -s. |v〉 and |u〉 are highest
weight states with weight 1/16 and the Hilbert spae deomposes into two opies of the
M(c = 1/2, h = 1/16) unitary highest weight representation of the Virasoro algebra. The
invariant subspae belonging to u is spanned by the vetors |a(k1)a(k2) . . . a(kn)u〉 with
n even and |a(k1)a(k2) . . . a(kn)v〉 with n odd. The invariant subspae belonging to v is
spanned by the vetors
|a(k1)a(k2) . . . a(kn)u〉 with n odd and |a(k1)a(k2) . . . a(kn)v〉 with n even. These sub-
spaes will be alled u and v setors.
The relation between H0 and L0 is
H0 =
π
L
L0 − 1
16
π
L
. (3.113)
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The elds Ψ1 and Ψ2 an be written as
Ψ1(x, t) =
√
2
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z
a(k)eik(t−x) (3.114)
Ψ1(z) =
√
2
∑
n∈Z
a˜(n)zn (3.115)
Ψ2(x, t) =
√
2
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z
−a(k)eik(t+x) (3.116)
Ψ2(z¯) =
√
2
∑
n∈Z
−a˜(n)z¯n , (3.117)
where a˜(n) = a(k), k = n pi
L
, z = ei
pi
L
(t−x)
, z¯ = ei
pi
L
(t+x)
.
The following ommutation relations are satised:
[LN ,Ψ1(x, t)] =
−iL
2π
ei
Npi
L
(t−x)[∂t − ∂x]Ψ1(x, t) + N
2
ei
Npi
L
(t−x)Ψ1(x, t) (3.118)
[LN ,Ψ1(z)] = z
N+1dΨ1
dz
(z) +
1
2
NzNΨ1(z) (3.119)
[LN ,Ψ2(x, t)] =
−iL
2π
ei
Npi
L
(t+x)[∂t + ∂x]Ψ2(x, t) +
N
2
ei
Npi
L
(t+x)Ψ2(x, t) (3.120)
[LN ,Ψ2(z¯)] = z¯
N+1dΨ2
dz¯
(z¯) +
1
2
Nz¯NΨ2(z¯) . (3.121)
In the equations (3.119) and (3.121) the domains of z and z¯ are extended to the whole
omplex plane and the dierentiation with respet to z and z¯ is the usual omplex dier-
entiation.
For ǫ(z) = Ψ1(z)√
z
we have
[LN , ǫ(z)] = z
N+1 dǫ
dz
(z) +
1
2
(N + 1)zN ǫ(z) (3.122)
and for ǫ¯(z¯) = Ψ2(z¯)√
z¯
[LN , ǫ¯(z¯)] = z¯
N+1 dǫ¯
dz¯
(z¯) +
1
2
(N + 1)z¯N ǫ¯(z¯) , (3.123)
i.e. ǫ(z) and ǫ¯(z¯) are hiral Virasoro primary elds of weight 1/2. The same relations
apply to the elds A2Ψ1, A2Ψ2, A2ǫ and A2ǫ¯, in partiular A2ǫ and A2ǫ¯ are also hiral
primary elds of weight 1/2. A2ǫ and A2ǫ¯ have zero matrix elements between the u and
v setor, whereas ǫ(z) and ǫ¯(z¯) have zero matrix elements within the u and v setors.
The operator A2 is an auxiliary operator and if it is omitted, then it is possible to
represent the elds so that the Hilbert spae is a single Virasoro module (1/2, 1/16). It
is the next setion where the presene of A2 will be really useful.
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We remark that if we demand the equations of motion ∂tΨ1(x, t) = −∂xΨ1(x, t),
∂tΨ2(x, t) = ∂xΨ2(x, t) for x ∈ [0, L], the fermioni nature of the mode reating and
annihilating operators and the boundary onditions
〈E1|Ψ1(0, t) + Ψ2(0, t)|E2〉 = 0 〈E1|Ψ1(L, t) + Ψ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.124)
or
〈E1|Ψ1(0, t)−Ψ2(0, t)|E2〉 = 0 〈E1|Ψ1(L, t)−Ψ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 , (3.125)
where |E1〉 and |E2〉 are energy eigenstates, then the (c = 1/2, h = 1/16) representation
of the Virasoro algebra an be dened on the Hilbert spae (without A2 and onsidering
the simplest possibility). If we demand the boundary onditions
〈E1|Ψ1(0, t) + Ψ2(0, t)|E2〉 = 0 〈E1|Ψ1(L, t)−Ψ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.126)
or
〈E1|Ψ1(0, t)−Ψ2(0, t)|E2〉 = 0 〈E1|Ψ1(L, t) + Ψ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 , (3.127)
then the representation of the Virasoro algebra on the Hilbert spae will be (c = 1/2, h =
1/2)⊕ (c = 1/2, h = 0). The antiommutation relations of the elds are slightly dierent
in these four ases.
3.5.3 The perturbed model
The Hamiltonian operator is
H = − i
8L
∫ L
0
Ψ1(x, 0)∂xΨ1(x, 0) dx +
i
8L
∫ L
0
Ψ2(x, 0)∂xΨ2(x, 0) dx +
+ hiA2(0)[Ψ2(L, 0)−Ψ1(L, 0)] , (3.128)
where h is a oupling onstant of dimension mass. The perturbing term
hHI = hiA2(0)[Ψ2(L, 0)−Ψ1(L, 0)] has zero matrix elements between vetors belonging to
dierent setors, whih means that H an be restrited to the u and v setors separately.
These restritions are denoted by H|u and H|v. HI is also a primary boundary eld of
weight 1/2 with respet to the Virasoro algebra dened in the previous setion taken at
t = 0. The matrix elements of HI , i.e. of HI |u and HI |v, are uniquely determined by this
property and by the values of the matrix elements 〈u|HI |u〉 and 〈v|HI |v〉. It is easy to
verify that 2 = 〈u|HI |u〉 = −〈v|HI |v〉, and there exists an intertwiner Y of the Virasoro
algebra representations on the u and v setors so that Y u = v, Y H0|uY −1 = H0|v.
This also implies that Y HI |uY −1 = −HI |v. This means nally that we an restrit to
0 ≤ h ≤ ∞, and the u setor and H|u will orrespond to the h ≥ 0 ase of (1.2) and to
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(1.3), the v setor and H|v will orrespond to the h ≤ 0 ase of (1.2) and to (1.4). For
0 ≤ h ≤ ∞ the operator (3.128) desribes in the two setors the two ows mentioned in
the Introdution. The preise relation between the h in (1.2) in the Introdution and the
h in (3.128) is the following: hIntrod = 2L
1/2h in the u setor, hIntrod = −2L1/2h in the v
setor. Further on we shall assume that 0 < h <∞.
The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian operator (3.128) are ultraviolet divergent in per-
turbation theory; the divergene an be removed by adding a term ch2I with appropriate
value of the logarithmially divergent (as a funtion of the uto energy) oeient c.
This means that the dierenes of the eigenvalues of H are not ultraviolet divergent. We
shall assume that the ground state energy is set to zero by the renormalization, and the
ch2I term will not be written expliitly.
The equations of motion are obtained by adding the following terms to the right-hand
side of the unperturbed equations of motion (3.89), (3.90), (3.91):
[ihHI ,Ψ1(x, t)] = 8LhA2(t)δ(x− L) (3.129)
[ihHI ,Ψ2(x, t)] = −8LhA2(t)δ(x− L) (3.130)
[ihHI , A2(t)] = 2h(Ψ2(L, t)−Ψ1(L, t)) . (3.131)
These terms are linear in the fermion elds and A2, so the equations of motion for the
perturbed theory are linear and by sandwihing these equations between energy eigen-
states we get a system of three rst-order dierential equations for the expetation values
of the elds and A2. These expetation values an be assumed to take the form
〈E1|Ψ1(x, t)|E2〉 = −eik(t−x) −Θ(x− L)C1(k)eikt (3.132)
〈E1|Ψ2(x, t)|E2〉 = eik(t+x) −Θ(x− L)C2(k)eikt (3.133)
〈E1|A2(t)|E2〉 = C3(k)eikt , (3.134)
where C1(k), C2(k), C3(k) are nite onstants, |E1〉 and |E2〉 are eigenstates of H and
k = E1 − E2. |E1〉 and |E2〉 are not neessarily normalized to 1 here.
Substituting (3.132)-(3.134) into the equations of motion we get algebrai equations
for C1(k), C2(k), C3(k), whih have the following solution:
kL tan(kL) = 16L2h2 (3.135)
ψ1(k)(x, t) = 〈E1|Ψ1(x, t)|E2〉 = −eik(t−x) −Θ(x− L)i sin(kL)eikt (3.136)
ψ2(k)(x, t) = 〈E1|Ψ2(x, t)|E2〉 = eik(t+x) −Θ(x− L)i sin(kL)eikt (3.137)
a2(k)(t) = 〈E1|A2(t)|E2〉 = −i sin(kL)
4Lh
eikt . (3.138)
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(3.135) is the formula that determines the possible values of k at a given value of h and
L and so the spetrum of H up to an undetermined additive overall onstant.
The assumption (3.132), (3.133) is motivated by the fat that the equations of motion
for x ∈ (0, L) are (∂t + ∂x)Ψ1(x, t) = 0, (∂t − ∂x)Ψ2(x, t) = 0. We remark that the
equations of motion ould also be solved diretly without making any assumptions on the
form of the expetation values.
Figure 3.1: Exat energy gaps in the v and u setors as a funtion of h
Introduing the notation
n(k) = (ψ1(k), ψ2(k), a2(k)) (3.139)
the mode expansion of (Ψ1,Ψ2, A2) is
(Ψ1,Ψ2, A2) =
∑
k∈S
b(k)n(k) , (3.140)
where the b(k) are reation/annihilation operators and the summation is done over the
set S of all real solutions of (3.135).
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The antiommutation relation of the b(k)-s an be obtained in the following way:
we dene a salar produt on the lassial omplex valued solutions of the equations of
motion:
〈ψ1, ψ2, a2|φ1, φ2, b2〉 =
∫ L
0
[ψ∗1φ1 + ψ
∗
2φ2]dx+ 2La
∗
2b2 . (3.141)
This produt should be alulated at a xed time. Using the equations of motion it an
be shown that the produt is independent of this time.
The essential properties of this salar produt are that it is dened by a loal expression
and that the n(k)-s are orthogonal with respet to it:
〈n(k1)|n(k2)〉 = δk1−k2,0(2L+
sin(2k1L)
k1
) . (3.142)
The reation/annihilation operators an be expressed in the following way:
〈n(k)|(Ψ1,Ψ2, A2)〉 = b(k)〈n(k)|n(k)〉 (3.143)
Using the formula (3.141) and the antiommutation relations (3.81)-(3.86) we get
{b(k1), b(k2)} = δk1+k2,0
4Lk1
2Lk1 + sin(2Lk1)
. (3.144)
The equation
b(k)† = b(−k) (3.145)
is also satised.
The expansion (3.140) and (3.81)-(3.86) imply that the following nontrivial formulae
hold: ∑
k∈S
f(k)ψ1(k)(x, 0)ψ1(−k)(y, 0) = 4Lδ(x− y) (3.146)∑
k∈S
f(k)ψ2(k)(x, 0)ψ2(−k)(y, 0) = 4Lδ(x− y) (3.147)∑
k∈S
f(k)ψ1(k)(x, 0)ψ2(−k)(y, 0) = −4L[δ(x+ y) + δ(x+ y − 2L)] (3.148)∑
k∈S
f(k)a2(k)(0)ψ1(−k)(x, 0) = 0 (3.149)∑
k∈S
f(k)a2(k)(0)ψ2(−k)(x, 0) = 0 (3.150)∑
k∈S
f(k)a2(k)(0)a2(−k)(0) = 2 , (3.151)
where
f(k) =
4Lk
2Lk + sin(2Lk)
. (3.152)
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These formulae are generalizations of (3.79), (3.80).
Using the formulae
a(k) =
1
2
√
2L
[
∫ L
0
eikxΨ1(x, 0) dx−
∫ L
0
e−ikxΨ2(x, 0) dx] (3.153)
A1 =
1
2L
[
∫ L
0
Ψ1(x, 0) dx−
∫ L
0
Ψ2(x, 0) dx] (3.154)
and (3.140) and (3.10) we obtain the following relations:
a(k) =
−1√
2L
∑
k′∈S
b(k′)
sin[(k − k′)L]
k − k′ (3.155)
A1 =
−1
L
∑
k′∈S
b(k′)
sin[k′L]
k′
(3.156)
A2(0) =
∑
k∈S
b(k)
−i sin(kL)
4Lh
= −i
∑
k∈S
b(k)
sin(kL)√
kL tan(kL)
. (3.157)
Using (3.143) we get the relation
b(k)
(
2L+
sin(2kL)
k
)
=
√
2
∑
k′∈ pi
L
Z
a(k′)
−2 sin[(k′ − k)L]
k′ − k +
i sin(kL)
2h
A2(0) . (3.158)
(3.155)-(3.158) an be regarded as Bogoliubov transformation formulae for this model.
We remark that the above salar produt tehnique is also suitable for free elds on the
half-line or in the usual full Minkowski spae without boundaries in arbitrary spaetime
dimensions.
We also remark that we have not given a mathematially ompletely rigorous proof
that (3.140) satises (3.81)-(3.86), but we think that this would be possible.
The Hilbert spae is spanned by the orthogonal eigenstates |b(k1)b(k2)b(k3) . . . b(kn)0h〉
where k1 > k2 > · · · > kn > 0, |0h〉 is the ground state, whih is unique, and b(k)|0h〉 = 0
if k < 0. The eigenvalues of these states are
E{k1,k2,...,kn} =
n∑
i=1
ki . (3.159)
The eigenvetor |b(k1)b(k2) . . . b(kn)0h〉 belongs to the v setor if n is even and to the u
setor if n is odd. The rst few energy gaps (i.e. energies relative to the lowest energy)
within the two setors are shown in Figure 3.1 as funtions of h with L = 1.
In the h→ 0 limit
b(k(n, h)) → −
√
2a(k(n, 0)) n ≥ 1 (3.160)
b(k(0, h)) + b(k(0, h))† → −A1 (3.161)
i(b(k(0, h))† − b(k(0, h))) → A2(0) (3.162)
|0h〉 → |v〉 , (3.163)
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where k(n, h) is the n-th nonnegative root of (3.135) as a funtion of h, k(n, 0) = nπ/L,
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
The nonzero matrix elements of the elds are
〈P |(Ψ1(x, t),Ψ2(x, t), A2(t))|Q〉√|〈P |P 〉〈Q|Q〉| = n(k)(−1)m
√
f(k) (3.164)
〈Q|(Ψ1(x, t),Ψ2(x, t), A2(t))|P 〉√|〈P |P 〉〈Q|Q〉| = n(−k)(−1)m
√
f(k) , (3.165)
where Q = |b(k1)b(k2) . . . b(kn)0h〉, P = |b(k1), . . . , b(km), b(k), b(km+1), . . . , b(kn)0h〉,
〈Q|Q〉 =
n∏
i=1
f(ki) . (3.166)
The Hamiltonian operator an be written as
H =
∑
k∈S, k>0
k
f(k)
b(k)b(−k) . (3.167)
The following formula an be written for |0h〉:
N |0h〉 = lim
α→∞
e−αH |v〉 =
∏
k∈S, k>0
(1− 1
f(k)
b(k)b(−k))|v〉 (3.168)
where N is a normalization fator. The seond equation on the right-hand side an be
veried diretly using the following formulae:
[b(k1)b(−k1), b(k2)b(−k2)] = 0 (3.169)
if k1 6= k2 (and k1, k2 > 0) and
(b(k)b(−k))n = f(k)n−1b(k)b(−k) . (3.170)
The following boundary onditions are satised:
〈E1|Ψ1(0, t) + Ψ2(0, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.171)
〈E1|Ψ1(L, t) + Ψ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.172)
and
lim
x→0
〈E1|Ψ1(x, t) + Ψ2(x, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.173)
lim
x→L
〈E1|∂xΨ1(x, t)− ∂xΨ2(x, t)|E2〉 = 16Lh2〈E1|Ψ2(L, t)−Ψ1(L, t)|E2〉 (3.174)
lim
h→∞
lim
x→L
〈E1|Ψ1(x, t)−Ψ2(x, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.175)
lim
h→∞
lim
x→L
〈E1|Ψ1(x, t) + Ψ2(x, t)|E2〉 6= 0 , (3.176)
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where |E1〉 and |E2〉 are eigenstates of H . The boundary onditions (3.171) and (3.172)
are the same as those satised by the free elds and they are also in agreement with
the the denition (3.7)-(3.9). On the other hand, (3.173) and (3.174) are similar to the
boundary onditions written down in [19, 67, 66℄. The equations (3.175), (3.176) show
that in the h : 0→∞ limit the boundary ondition (3.126) is realized. From the point of
view of the boundary onditions one an say that the perturbation HI indues a ow from
the boundary ondition limx→L〈E1|Ψ1(x, t) +Ψ2(x, t)|E2〉 = 0 to the boundary ondition
limx→L〈E1|Ψ1(x, t) − Ψ2(x, t)|E2〉 = 0 and the boundary ondition on the left-hand side
remains onstant, whih is in aordane with the literature (see e.g. [19℄). The boundary
ondition 〈E1|Ψ1(L, t) + Ψ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 is alled free spin boundary ondition in the
literature (e.g. [19℄) and 〈E1|Ψ1(L, t) − Ψ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 is alled xed spin boundary
ondition. One also has the physial piture of these boundary onditions that at zero
magneti eld (i.e. h = 0) the diretion of the spin at the boundary is free, whereas at
innite magneti eld it is ompletely xed to one of the two diretions (depending on
the sign of the boundary magneti eld).
We remark that from (3.173) and (3.174) and the bulk equations of motion (∂t +
∂x)Ψ1 = 0, (∂t − ∂x)Ψ2 = 0 the equation (3.135) an be reovered.
In the h : 0→∞ limit
k(n, h)→ k(n, 0) + 1
2
π
L
=
nπ
L
+
1
2
π
L
(3.177)
and
{b(ki), b(kj)} → 2δki+kj ,0 . (3.178)
It an be veried that in the h → ∞ limit the (c = 1/2, h = 0) representation
of the Virasoro algebra an be introdued in the v setor and the (c = 1/2, h = 1/2)
representation an be introdued in the u setor. One an write expressions (whih are
well known essentially, see [73, 78℄) for the generators in terms of the b(k)-s similar to
(3.107), (3.109). Therefore h : 0 → ∞ orresponds to the (1/2, 1/16) → (1/2, 0) ow in
the v setor and to the (1/2, 1/16) → (1/2, 1/2) ow in the u setor. We remark that
the easiest way to determine whih representations are realized in the h→∞ limit is to
ount the degeneraies of the rst few energy levels (separately in the two setors) and
ompare the result with Table 3.1.
We dene the elds
Φ1(x, t) =
∑
k∈S
−b(k)eik(t−x) (3.179)
Φ2(x, t) =
∑
k∈S
b(k)eik(t+x) . (3.180)
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They satisfy the following equations:
(Ψ1 −Ψ2)(L, t) = 1
16Lh2
∂x(Φ2 − Φ1)(L, t) (3.181)
A2(t) = − 1
8Lh
(Φ1 + Φ2)(L, t) (3.182)
H0 = − i
8L
∫ L
0
dx Φ1(x, 0)∂xΦ1(x, 0)+
i
8L
∫ L
0
dx Φ2(x, 0)∂xΦ2(x, 0) − 1
2
hHI . (3.183)
Note that the energies of the modes are not in
pi
L
Z, so one annot onlude that the sum
of the rst two terms in (3.183) equals to H .
The above equations suggest how to desribe the model disussed in this setion as
a perturbation of the h → ∞ limiting model. This desription will be given in the next
setion.
3.5.4 Reverse desription
In this setion we propose the desription of the model (3.128) as a perturbation of its
h → ∞ limit. It should be noted that the meaning of the notation H0 or HI et. diers
from that in the previous setion. The preise orrespondene between the quantities in
this setion and in the previous setion will be given expliitly for the oupling onstant
and for the spetrum.
The free model
The fundamental objets of the model at h = ∞ are two one-omponent real fermion
elds Φ1(x, t), Φ2(x, t) with the antiommutation relations
{Φ1(x, t),Φ1(y, t)} = 4Lδ(x− y) (3.184)
{Φ2(x, t),Φ2(y, t)} = 4Lδ(x− y) (3.185)
{Φ1(x, t),Φ2(y, t)} = −4L[δ(x+ y)− δ(x+ y − 2L)] (3.186)
and reality property
Φ1(x, t)
† = Φ1(x, t) Φ2(x, t)† = Φ2(x, t) . (3.187)
Φ1 and Φ2 are dimensionless.
The Hamiltonian operator is
H0 = − i
8L
∫ L
0
dx Φ1(x, 0)∂xΦ1(x, 0) +
i
8L
∫ L
0
dx Φ2(x, 0)∂xΦ2(x, 0) . (3.188)
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The equations of motion are
∂tΦ1(x, t) = [iH0,Φ1(x, t)] = −∂xΦ1(x, t)+
+
1
2
δ(x− L)[Φ1(L, t)− Φ2(L, t)] + 1
2
δ(x)[−Φ1(0, t)− Φ2(0, t)]+
+
1
2
Θ(−x)[∂xΦ1(x, t)− ∂xΦ2(x, t)] + 1
2
Θ(x− L)[∂xΦ1(x, t) + ∂xΦ2(x, t)] (3.189)
∂tΦ2(x, t) = [iH0,Φ2(x, t)] = ∂xΦ2(x, t)+
+
1
2
δ(x− L)[Φ1(L, t)− Φ2(L, t)] + 1
2
δ(x)[Φ1(0, t) + Φ2(0, t)]+
+
1
2
Θ(−x)[∂xΦ1(x, t)− ∂xΦ2(x, t)] + 1
2
Θ(x− L)[−∂xΦ1(x, t)− ∂xΦ2(x, t)] . (3.190)
The fermion elds have the following mode expansion:
Φ1(x, t) =
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z+ pi
2L
√
2a(k)eik(t−x) (3.191)
Φ2(x, t) =
∑
k∈ pi
L
Z+ pi
2L
−
√
2a(k)eik(t+x) (3.192)
{a(k1), a†(k2)} = δk1,k2 a(k)† = a(−k) . (3.193)
An orthonormal basis for the Hilbert spae is formed by the vetors
|a(k1)a(k2) . . . a(kn)0〉 , (3.194)
where ki > 0, ki ∈ piLZ + pi2L , n ≥ 0. a(k)|0〉 = 0 if k < 0. The Hamiltonian operator an
be written as
H0 =
∑
k>0, k∈ pi
L
Z+ pi
2L
k[a(k)a†(k)] (3.195)
after subtrating an innite onstant, by normal ordering for example, whih is not de-
noted expliitly. The eigenvalue of the eigenvetor |a(k1)a(k2) . . . a(kn)0〉 is
E{k1,k2,...,kn,0} =
n∑
i=1
ki . (3.196)
The fermion elds satisfy the following boundary onditions:
〈E1|Φ1(0, t) + Φ2(0, t)|E2〉 = 0 〈E1|Φ1(L, t)− Φ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 , (3.197)
where |E1〉, |E2〉 are eigenstates of H0.
One an dene a representation of the Virasoro algebra on the Hilbert spae in the same
way as in Setion 3.5.2 (see also [73, 78℄). This representation is (1/2, 0)⊕ (1/2, 1/2). The
elds Φ1(x, t) and Φ2(x, t) an be onverted to right and left moving weight 1/2 primary
elds by multiplying them by a suitable simple exponential fator.
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The perturbed model
The Hamilton operator is
H = − i
8L
∫ L
0
dx Φ1(x, 0)∂xΦ1(x, 0) +
i
8L
∫ L
0
dx Φ2(x, 0)∂xΦ2(x, 0) +
+ g[i(Φ1 + Φ2)(L, 0) lim
x→L
∂x(Φ2 − Φ1)(x, 0)] , (3.198)
where g is a dimensionless oupling onstant. In the same way as in Setion 3.5.3, the per-
turbing term has zero matrix elements between vetors belonging to dierent irreduible
representations.
The limit presription in the perturbing term is important, and the limit limx→L should
be taken at the end of any alulation. It should be assumed that limx→L δ(x − L) = 0,
for example, and similarly for the derivatives of δ(x− L).
It should be noted that the only primary eld in the 0 or in the 1/2 representation is
the identity operator, all other elds are desendant and non-relevant elds.
The equations of motion are obtained by adding the following terms to the right-hand
side of the unperturbed equations of motion (3.189), (3.190):
[igHI ,Φ1(x, t)] = g8Lδ(x− L) lim
x→L
∂x(Φ2 − Φ1)(x, t) (3.199)
[igHI ,Φ2(x, t)] = g8Lδ(x− L) lim
x→L
∂x(Φ2 − Φ1)(x, t) (3.200)
where
HI = [i(Φ1 + Φ2)(L, 0) lim
x→L
∂x(Φ2 − Φ1)(x, 0)] . (3.201)
We remark that we used the following formulae in the omputation of (3.199), (3.200):
{Φ1(x, t), lim
y→L
∂y(Φ2 − Φ1)(y, t)} = 0 (3.202)
{Φ2(x, t), lim
y→L
∂y(Φ2 − Φ1)(y, t)} = 0 . (3.203)
Similar steps to those in Setion 3.5.3 an now be taken to obtain 〈E1|Φ1(x, t)|E2〉 and
〈E1|Φ2(x, t)|E2〉. In the same way as in Setion 3.5.3, the forms
〈E1|Φ1(x, t)|E2〉 = eik(t−x) +Θ(x− L)D1(k)eikt (3.204)
〈E1|Φ2(x, t)|E2〉 = −eik(t+x) +Θ(x− L)D2(k)eikt (3.205)
an be assumed, where D1(k) and D2(k) are nite onstants, |E1〉 and |E2〉 are eigenstates
of H and k = E1 −E2.
Solving the equations of motion for D1(k), D2(k), we get
D2(k) = cos(kL) (3.206)
D1(k) = − cos(kL) (3.207)
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and
(kL) tan(kL) =
−1
16g
. (3.208)
(3.208) is the formula that determines the spetrum of H up to an overall additive on-
stant. The eigenvalues of H are
k1 + k2 + · · ·+ kn , (3.209)
where n ≥ 0, ki ≥ 0, ki 6= kj if i 6= j, the ki-s are real roots of (3.208) and the lowest
eigenvalue is assumed to be set to zero by adding a onstant whih is not written expliitly.
The substitution
g =
−1
256L2h2
(3.210)
onverts (3.208) into (3.135). Thus g : 0 → −∞ orresponds to the ow (0 → 1/16) ⊕
(1/2→ 1/16).
The following boundary onditions are satised:
〈E1|Φ1(0, t) + Φ2(0, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.211)
〈E1|Φ1(L, t)− Φ2(L, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.212)
and
lim
x→0
〈E1|Φ1(x, t) + Φ2(x, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.213)
lim
x→L
〈E1|∂xΦ1(x, t)− ∂xΦ2(x, t)|E2〉 = 1
16Lg
〈E1|Φ1(L, t)− Φ2(L, t)|E2〉 (3.214)
lim
g→∞
lim
x→L
〈E1|Φ1(x, t) + Φ2(x, t)|E2〉 = 0 (3.215)
lim
g→∞
lim
x→L
〈E1|Φ1(x, t)− Φ2(x, t)|E2〉 6= 0 , (3.216)
where |E1〉 and |E2〉 are eigenstates of H .
In perturbation theory there are divergenes if we take x = L at the beginning.
However, if one allows x to take general values, then in Rayleigh-Shrödinger perturbation
theory for the dierenes of the energy levels one an expet to get sums at any xed order
whih are possible to evaluate. We expet that the evaluation yields, besides non-singular
parts, Θ(x − L), δ(x − L) and its derivatives, and taking the x → L limit gives nite
result eventually.
3.5.5 Bethe-Yang equations
The Bethe-Yang equations an be used to give a desription of the spetrum of models in
nite volume whih have fatorized sattering in their innite volume limit. The Bethe-
Yang equations for models dened on a ylinder are exposed, for example, in [108, 109,
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110℄; for models dened on a strip they were written down in [111, 112℄. It should be
noted that the Bethe-Yang equations usually give approximate result only.
In the ase of the model that we study the ingredients of the Bethe-Yang desription
are the following: there is a single massless partile with fermioni statistis, the two-
partile S-matrix is a onstant salar S(k) = −1, where k is the relative momentum. The
reetion matrix on the left-hand side an be read from (3.173), it is RL(k) = −1, the
reetion matrix on the right-hand side an be read from (3.174), it is
RR(k) =
16Lh2 + ik
16Lh2 − ik . (3.217)
The transfer matries for N-partile states are salars:
Ti(k1, k2, . . . , kN) =
= RL(ki)RR(ki)
∏
j, j 6=k
S(ki + kj)
∏
j, j 6=k
S(ki − kj) = −RR(ki) , i = 1 . . .N , (3.218)
where k1 > k2 > . . . kN 6= 0. This very simple form is the onsequene of the simpliity of
the S-matrix. The Bethe-Yang equations for the momenta k1, k2, . . . kN of the N-partile
states take the form
e2ikiLTi(k1, k2, . . . , kN) = e
2ikiL
iki + 16Lh
2
iki − 16Lh2 = 1 , i = 1 . . . N . (3.219)
The total energy of an N-partile state in the Bethe-Yang framework is
E =
N∑
i=1
ki . (3.220)
(3.219) an be rewritten as
kiL tan(kiL) = 16L
2h2 , i = 1 . . . N , (3.221)
whih has the same form as (3.135). This means that the Bethe-Yang desription repro-
dues the result of Setion 3.5.3 for the spetrum exatly.
The `reverse' model is similar, one an read from (3.213) and (3.214) that
RL(k) = −1 , RR(k) = 1− ik16Lg
1 + ik16Lg
, (3.222)
and the Bethe-Yang equations for the momenta an be written as
kiL tan(kiL) =
−1
16g
, i = 1 . . .N , (3.223)
whih has the same form as (3.208), i.e. the result of Setion 3.5.4 for the spetrum is
reprodued exatly.
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3.6 Exat spetrum in the Mode Trunated version
3.6.1 The free model
Let nc, alled the trunation level, be a positive integer. The mode trunated version of
the free model desribed in Setion 3.5.2 is the following:
{Ψ1(x, t),Ψ1(y, t)} = 2[1 + 2
∑
k∈ pi
L
{1...nc}
cos(k(x− y))] (3.224)
{Ψ2(x, t),Ψ2(y, t)} = 2[1 + 2
∑
k∈ pi
L
{1...nc}
cos(k(x− y))] (3.225)
{Ψ1(x, t),Ψ2(y, t)} = −2[1 + 2
∑
k∈ pi
L
{1...nc}
cos(k(x+ y))] (3.226)
{A2(t),Ψ1(x, t)} = 0 (3.227)
{A2(t),Ψ2(x, t)} = 0 (3.228)
{A2(t), A2(t)} = 2 , (3.229)
Ψ1(x, t)
† = Ψ1(x, t) Ψ2(x, t)† = Ψ2(x, t) A2(t)† = A2(t) , (3.230)
Ψ1(x, t) =
∑
k∈ pi
L
{1...nc}
√
2[a(k)eik(t−x) + a+(k)e−ik(t−x)] + A1 (3.231)
Ψ2(x, t) =
∑
k∈ pi
L
{1...nc}
√
2[−a(k)eik(t+x) − a+(k)e−ik(t+x)]− A1 . (3.232)
The equations (3.94)-(3.97) apply unhanged.
The Hamiltonian operator is
H0 =
∑
k∈ pi
L
{1...nc}
k[a(k)a+(k)] . (3.233)
The equations of motion are
∂tΨ1(x, t) = [iH0,Ψ1(x, t)] = −∂xΨ1(x, t) (3.234)
∂tΨ2(x, t) = [iH0,Ψ2(x, t)] = ∂xΨ2(x, t) (3.235)
∂tA2(t) = [iH0, A2(t)] = 0 . (3.236)
The Hilbert spae and the energy eigenstates are similar to those in Setion 3.5.2, but
k ∈ π
L
{−nc,−nc + 1, . . . , nc − 1, nc} (3.237)
applies instead of k ∈ πZ/L. The Hilbert spae is 2× 2nc dimensional.
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3.6.2 The perturbed model
The perturbed Hamiltonian operator is H0 + hHI , where
HI = iA2(0)[Ψ2(L, 0)−Ψ1(L, 0)] . (3.238)
The equations of motion are
∂tΨ1(x, t) = [i(H0 + hHI),Ψ1(x, t)] = −∂xΨ1(x, t)− hA2(t)C1(x) (3.239)
∂tΨ2(x, t) = [i(H0 + hHI),Ψ2(x, t)] = ∂xΨ2(x, t)− hA2(t)C2(x) (3.240)
d
dt
A2(t) = [i(H0 + hHI), A2(t)] = 2h(Ψ2(L, t)−Ψ1(L, t)) , (3.241)
where
C1(x) = {Ψ1(x, t),Ψ2(L, t)−Ψ1(L, t)} = −4[1 + 2
∑
k∈ pi
L
{1...nc}
cos(k(x+ L))] (3.242)
C2(x) = {Ψ2(x, t),Ψ2(L, t)−Ψ1(L, t)} = −C1(x) . (3.243)
These equations are linear as in the non-trunated ase, so sandwihing them between
energy eigenstates gives a system of 3 rst-order linear partial dierential equations for
the expetation values. The analogue of (3.135) an be obtained from these equations in
the following way: we an eliminate A2:
∂2tΨ1(x, t) = −∂xtΨ1(x, t)− 2h2(Ψ2(L, t)−Ψ1(L, t))C1(x) (3.244)
∂2tΨ2(x, t) = ∂xtΨ1(x, t)− 2h2(Ψ2(L, t)−Ψ1(L, t))C2(x) (3.245)
and introdue the funtions f1(x), f2(x):
〈E1|Ψ1(x, t)|E2〉 = f1(x)eikt (3.246)
〈E1|Ψ2(x, t)|E2〉 = f2(x)eikt , (3.247)
where k = E1 − E2 and the dependene of f1 and f2 on k is not denoted expliitly.
Equations (3.244) and (3.245) give
−k2f1(x) = −ikf ′1(x)− 2h2(f2(L)− f1(L))C1(x) (3.248)
−k2f2(x) = ikf ′2(x)− 2h2(f2(L)− f1(L))C2(x) . (3.249)
We also have the boundary onditions
f1(0) = −f2(0) (3.250)
f1(L) = −f2(L) (3.251)
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so
−k2f1(x) = −ikf ′1(x) + 4h2C1(x)f1(L) (3.252)
−k2f2(x) = ikf ′2(x)− 4h2C2(x)f2(L) . (3.253)
These are almost rst-order inhomogeneous linear ordinary dierential equations, the
dierene is that the inhomogeneity depends on the unknown funtions. The method of
undetermined oeients an nevertheless be applied:
f1(x) = C(x)e
−ikx
(3.254)
C ′(x) =
4h2
ik
eikxC1(x)f1(L) (3.255)
C(x) = C(0) +
∫ x
0
dx′
4h2
ik
eikx
′
C1(x
′)f1(L) = C(0) + I1(x) (3.256)
f1(L) = C(L)e
−ikL = [C(0) +
∫ L
0
dx′
4h2
ik
eikx
′
C1(x
′)f1(L)]e−ikL (3.257)
C(0) = f1(0) , (3.258)
f2(x) = D(x)e
ikx
(3.259)
D′(x) =
4h2
ik
e−ikxC2(x)f2(L) (3.260)
D(x) = D(0) +
∫ x
0
dx′
4h2
ik
e−ikx
′
C2(x
′)f2(L) = D(0) + I2(x) (3.261)
f2(L) = D(L)e
ikL = [D(0) +
∫ L
0
dx′
4h2
ik
e−ikx
′
C2(x
′)f2(L)]eikL (3.262)
D(0) = f2(0) . (3.263)
In partiular
f1(L)e
ikL = C(0) + I1(L) (3.264)
f2(L)e
−ikL = D(0) + I2(L) . (3.265)
Using the boundary ondition C(0) +D(0) = 0:
I1(L) + I2(L) = f1(L)e
ikL + f2(L)e
−ikL , (3.266)
and then the boundary ondition f1(L) + f2(L) = 0:∫ L
0
dx′
4h2
ik
[eikx
′
C1(x
′)− e−ikx′C2(x′)] = eikL − e−ikL . (3.267)
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Simplifying this equation we nally obtain
16h2[
1
k2
+
∑
k0∈ piL{1...nc}
2
k2 − k20
] = 1 , (3.268)
whih is the analogue of (3.135) and determines the energy of the modes as funtions of
h.
(3.268) as an algebrai equation for k has nitely many real roots, and if k is a root,
then −k is a root as well. All real roots onverge to nite values as h→∞ exept for the
pair with the largest absolute value. This pair of roots diverges linearly as h→∞. This
pair has the largest absolute value already at h = 0. A onsequene of this behaviour is
that the lower half of the spetrum, namely those states whih do not ontain the mode
with the highest energy, remains nite as h→∞, whereas the higher half of the spetrum,
i.e. the states whih ontain the mode with the highest energy, diverges linearly as h→∞
with a ommon slope. Here it is assumed that the ground state energy is set to zero. In
the subsequent setions we shall onsider the lower half of the spetrum. The look of this
half as a funtion of h is very similar to that shown in Figure 3.1. We remark that it is
not hard to see that the two halves of the spetrum are mirror symmetri with respet to
a horizontal line, if the ground state energy is set appropriately.
Applying the formula
1 +
∞∑
n=1
2k2
k2 − 4n2π2 =
k/2
tan(k/2)
(3.269)
we an easily verify that the limit of (3.268) as nc →∞ is (3.135).
3.7 Power series expansion of the energy levels
The eigenvetors of H0 suitable for Rayleigh-Shrödinger perturbation theory are those
introdued in (3.98). Degenerate perturbation theory has to be used.
The nonzero matrix elements of HI in Setion 3.5.3 are the following:
〈Qu|HI|Qu〉 = 2 (3.270)
〈Qv|HI |Qv〉 = −2 (3.271)
〈Qu|HI |Pv〉 = 〈Pv|HI|Qu〉 = 2
√
2(−1)n+m(−1)kL/pi (3.272)
〈Qv|HI |Pu〉 = 〈Pu|HI|Qv〉 = −2
√
2(−1)n+m(−1)kL/pi , (3.273)
where
P = a(k1)a(k2) . . . a(km)a(k)a(km+1) . . . a(kn) (3.274)
Q = a(k1)a(k2) . . . a(kn) . (3.275)
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We remark that ertain perturbative alulations were also done in [113℄.
Non-trunated ase: The eigenvalue of the state starting from
|a(N1pi
L
)a(N2pi
L
) . . . a(Nrpi
L
)v〉 at h = 0 is
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,v}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
− 2h+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)−
∞∑
n=1
8L
nπ
)h2 + (
∞∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . (3.276)
and the eigenvalue of the state starting form |a(N1pi
L
)a(N2pi
L
) . . . a(Nrpi
L
)u〉 at h = 0 is
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,u}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 2h+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)−
∞∑
n=1
8L
nπ
)h2 + (−
∞∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . . (3.277)
In partiular
E{v}(h) = 0− 2h−
∞∑
n=1
8L
nπ
h2 + h3
∞∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
+ . . . (3.278)
E{u}(h) = 0 + 2h−
∞∑
n=1
8L
nπ
h2 − h3
∞∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
+ . . . . (3.279)
We note that the oeient of h2 is ultraviolet divergent and should be regularized. The
TCSA and the mode trunation both provide a regularization.
The energy dierenes orresponding to the reation operators b(k(n, h)) are the fol-
lowing: for n = 0
∆E0(h) = E{u}(h)− E{v}(h) = 0 + 4h+ 0 + h3(−
∞∑
n=1
64L2
n2π2
) + . . . (3.280)
and for n = N > 0
∆EN = E{N,u}(h)− E{v}(h) = Nπ
L
+ 0 + h2
16L
Nπ
+ 0 + . . . . (3.281)
Generally
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,v}(h)− E{v}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 0 · h+
+
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)h2 + 0 · h3 + . . . (3.282)
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E{N1,N2,...,Nr,v}(h)−E{u}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
− 4h+
+
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)h2 + (
∞∑
n=1
64L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . (3.283)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,u}(h)− E{u}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 0 · h+
+
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)h2 + 0 · h3 + . . . (3.284)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,u}(h)− E{v}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 4h+
+
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)h2 − (
∞∑
n=1
64L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . . (3.285)
MT sheme:
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,v}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
− 2h+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)−
nc∑
n=1
8L
nπ
)h2 + (
nc∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . (3.286)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,u}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 2h+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)−
nc∑
n=1
8L
nπ
)h2 + (−
nc∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . (3.287)
E{v}(h) = 0− 2h−
nc∑
n=1
8L
nπ
h2 + h3
nc∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
+ . . . (3.288)
E{u}(h) = 0 + 2h−
nc∑
n=1
8L
nπ
h2 − h3
nc∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
+ . . . (3.289)
∆E0(h) = E{u}(h)− E{v}(h) = 0 + 4h + 0 + h3(−
nc∑
n=1
64L2
n2π2
) + . . . (3.290)
∆EN = E{N,u}(h)− E{v}(h) = Nπ
L
+ 0 + h2
16L
Nπ
+ 0 + . . . (3.291)
In these formulae nc is the trunation level introdued in Setion 3.6.1.
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Generally
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,v}(h)− E{v}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 0 · h+
+
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)h2 + 0 · h3 + . . . (3.292)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,v}(h)− E{u}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
− 4h+
+
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)h2 + (
nc∑
n=1
64L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . (3.293)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,u}(h)− E{u}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 0 · h+
+
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)h2 + 0 · h3 + . . . (3.294)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,u}(h)− E{v}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 4h+
+
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)h2 − (
nc∑
n=1
64L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . . (3.295)
TCS sheme:
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,v}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
− 2h+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)−
nm∑
n=1
8L
nπ
)h2 + (
nm∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . (3.296)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,u}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 2h+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
)−
nm∑
n=1
8L
nπ
)h2 + (−
nm∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . (3.297)
where nm = nc − (N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr), nc is the onformal trunation level.
E{v}(h) = 0− 2h−
nc∑
n=1
8L
nπ
h2 + h3
nc∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
+ . . . (3.298)
E{u}(h) = 0 + 2h−
nc∑
n=1
8L
nπ
h2 − h3
nc∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
+ . . . (3.299)
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∆E0(h) = E{u}(h)− E{v}(h) = 0 + 4h + 0 + h3(−
nc∑
n=1
64L2
n2π2
) + . . . (3.300)
∆EN = E{N,u}(h)− E{v}(h) = Nπ
L
+ 0 + h2(
16L
Nπ
+
nc∑
n=nm+1
8L
nπ
) + h3
nc∑
n=nm+1
32L2
n2π2
+ . . .
(3.301)
Generally
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,v}(h)−E{v}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 0+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
) +
nc∑
n=nm+1
8L
nπ
)h2 −
nc∑
n=nm+1
32L2
n2π2
h3 + . . . (3.302)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,v}(h)−E{u}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
− 4h+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
) +
nc∑
n=nm+1
8L
nπ
)h2 + (
nm∑
n=n1
32L2
n2π2
+
nc∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . .
(3.303)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,u}(h)− E{u}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 0+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
) +
nc∑
n=nm+1
8L
nπ
)h2 +
nc∑
n=nm+1
32L2
n2π2
h3 + . . . (3.304)
E{N1,N2,...,Nr,u}(h)− E{v}(h) =
(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Nr)π
L
+ 4h+
+ (
16L
π
(
1
N1
+
1
N2
+ · · ·+ 1
Nr
) +
nc∑
n=nm+1
8L
nπ
)h2 − (
nm∑
n=n1
32L2
n2π2
+
nc∑
n=1
32L2
n2π2
)h3 + . . . .
(3.305)
We remark that the above formulae show that the trunated energy gaps onverge to
the non-trunated energy gaps as 1/nc.
3.8 Perturbative results
The renormalized Hamiltonian operator is
Hr = s0(h, nc)H0 + s1(h, nc)HI , (3.306)
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where the funtions s0(h, nc) and s1(h, nc) are determined by the renormalization on-
dition, nc is the trunation level. The renormalization ondition in the present ase is
the following: the dierenes of those eigenvalues of Hr that are low ompared to the
trunation level should be equal to those of the trunated Hamiltonian operator H t(nc).
H t(nc) is, in partiular, the TCSA Hamiltonian operator H
TCSA(nc), or the Hamiltonian
operator HMT (nc) of the mode trunated model. This ondition applies separately and
independently within the u and v setors, and we have in fat a pair su0 , s
u
1 for the u setor
and another pair sv0, s
v
1 for the v setor.
The renormalization ondition is a very strong ondition on s0 and s1 and generally
we annot expet that it an be satised. It is possible, however, that it an be satised
in ertain approximations.
3.8.1 Mode Trunation Sheme
Using the equations (3.292)-(3.295) in Setion 3.7 we an obtain the following results:
The renormalization onditions have a solution if the eigenfuntions are expanded into
a power series in h and terms that are of order higher than 3 are omitted:
s0(h, nc) = 1 + x1h
2 +O(h4) (3.307)
s1(h, nc) = h+ x2h
3 +O(h4) (3.308)
x1 = 0 x2 =
1
2
(S − S(nc))L2 (3.309)
where
S =
∞∑
n=1
32
n2π2
S(nc) =
nc∑
n=1
32
n2π2
. (3.310)
This solution applies to both the u and v setors and it is exat in nc. We remark that
S − S(nc) = 32
π2nc
+O(1/n2c) . (3.311)
In the MT sheme we an obtain another result that is not perturbative in h: doing
power series expansion we obtain the formula
1
k2
+
nc∑
n=1
2
k2 − pi2
L2
n2
=
L
k tan(kL)
+
2L2
π2
+
1
nc
+O(1/n2c) . (3.312)
Omitting the terms whih are of seond or higher order in 1/nc, equation (3.268) takes
the form
1 = 16h2
(
L
k tan(kL)
+
2L2
π2
+
1
nc
)
(3.313)
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or
kL tan(kL) = 16L2h2
1
1− 32L2h2
pi2nc
(3.314)
whih takes the form of (3.135) if
heff =
h√
1− 32L2h2
pi2nc
= h+ 16h3
L2
π2
1
nc
+O(1/n2c) (3.315)
is introdued:
kL tan(kL) = 16L2h2eff . (3.316)
This means that resaling by
s0(h, nc) = 1 +O(1/n
2
c) (3.317)
s1(h, nc) = h+ 16h
3L
2
π2
1
nc
+O(1/n2c) (3.318)
improves the onvergene of the mode trunated energy gaps to the exat energy gaps
from order 1/nc to order 1/n
2
c , i.e. the dierene between the energy gaps of s0(h, nc)H0+
s1(h, nc)HI and the energy gaps of (H0+hHI)
MT
tends to zero as 1/n2c for any xed nite
value of h, whereas the dierene between the energy gaps of H0+hHI and (H0+hHI)
MT
tends to zero as 1/nc.
3.8.2 TCS sheme
Using the equations (3.302)-(3.305) in Setion 3.7 we obtain the following results:
The renormalization onditions have a solution if the eigenfuntions are expanded into
a power series in h and in 1/nc and terms that are of order higher than 3 in h and 1 in
1/nc are omitted:
s0(h, nc) = 1 + x1h
2 + y1h
3 +O(h4) (3.319)
s1(h, nc) = h+ y2h
2 + x2h
3 +O(h4) (3.320)
x1 =
8L2
π2nc
+O(1/n2c) y1 = 0 +O(1/n
2
c) (3.321)
x2 =
1
2
(S − S(nc))L2 +O(1/n2c) y2 = 0 +O(1/n2c) . (3.322)
This solution applies to both setors. If terms of order 1/n2c are also taken into onsider-
ation, then the renormalization onditions do not have a solution.
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Calulating s0(h, nc) and s1(h, nc) from the three lowest energy levels gives the result
su0(h, nc) = 1 + h
2 8L
2
(nc − 1)π2 − h
3 32L
3
(nc − 1)2ncπ3 +O(h
4) (3.323)
su1(h, nc) = h+
2L
(n2c − nc)π
h2 + [
16L2(1− 5nc + 3n2c)
2(nc − 1)2n2cπ2
+
1
2
(S − S(nc))L2]h3 +O(h4)
(3.324)
in the u setor and
sv0(h, nc) = 1 + h
2 8L
2
(nc − 1)π2 + h
3 32L
3
(nc − 1)2ncπ3 +O(h
4) (3.325)
sv1(h, nc) = h−
2L
(n2c − nc)π
h2 + [
16L2(1− 5nc + 3n2c)
2(nc − 1)2n2cπ2
+
1
2
(S − S(nc))L2]h3 +O(h4)
(3.326)
in the v setor. These formulae are exat in nc. In this ase s0(h, nc) and s1(h, nc) are
given by the following formulae:
s1
s0
(h) =
(
E2 − E0
E1 − E0
)−1((
E2 −E0
E1 −E0
)TCSA
(h)
)
(3.327)
s0(h) =
(E1 −E0)TCSA(h)
(E1 − E0)( s1s0 (h))
, (3.328)
where the supersriptless quantities are the non-trunated ones. E0, E1, E2 denote the
three lowest energy eigenvalues.
The oeient y1 of h
3
in s0(h) and the oeient y2 of h
2
in s1(h) depend on whih
three energy levels one uses to alulate them, and the same applies to that part of x1
and x2 whih is beyond rst order in 1/nc.
3.9 Numerial results
In the numerial alulations desribed in this setion the value of L was set equal to 1.
This does not aet the generality of the results. In the alulations we used the same
normalizations as in Setion 3.5.
3.9.1 Mode Trunation Sheme
Figure 3.2 shows the exat and mode trunated spetra as a funtion of the logarithm of
the oupling onstant. The trunation level is nc = 9, and the dimension of the Hilbert
spae is 512 in eah setor. It is remarkable that there is a good qualitative agreement
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between the mode trunated and exat spetra for all values of h. Numerial values are
listed in Table 3.3 for the fth energy gap k(3, h)+k(0, h) of the v setor and in Table 3.5
for the fth energy gap k(4, h)− k(0, h) of the u setor. The number of digits presented
do not exeed the numerial preision.
Figure 3.3 shows the same spetra, but the lowest gap is normalized to 1, i.e. the
funtions
Ei(h)−E0(h)
E1(h)−E0(h) are shown. It is remarkable that the agreement between exat and
mode trunated spetra looks onsiderably better than in the ase of not normalized
spetra.
Figures 3.4-3.6 show the funtions s0(h), s1(h), s1(h)/s0(h) determined by the lowest
three energy levels in the v setor via the formulae (3.327), (3.328) in various ranges.
Figure 3.5 and 3.6 also show the urves given by (3.307) and (3.308) on the left-hand side
(red/grey line). s0(h) remains lose to 1 and for large values of h it tends to a onstant
whih an be expeted to onverge to 1 as nc → ∞. s1(h) also tends to a onstant for
large values of h whih an be expeted to inrease to innity as nc →∞. The behaviour
of s1(h)/s0(h) and s1(h) are similar.
Figure 3.7.a shows the normalized mode trunated spetrum and the normalized exat
spetrum resaled by s0(h) and s1(h) in the v setor. No dierene between the two is
visible. In Table 3.2 values of the fth normalized energy gap
k(3,h)+k(0,h)
k(1,h)+k(0,h)
of the v setor
are listed: the values in the non-trunated ase are listed in the rst olumn, the values in
the mode trunated ase are listed in the seond olumn and the resaled non-trunated
values are listed in the third olumn (whih would be the same as the values in the seond
olumn if the renormalization ould be satised exatly).
Figure 3.7.b shows the normalized mode trunated spetrum and the normalized exat
spetrum resaled by s0(h) and s1(h) in the u setor. The s0(h), s1(h) obtained in the v
setor were used for the resaling, whih orresponds to the assumption that s0(h) and
s1(h) are the same for both setors. The dierene between the mode trunated and
resaled exat spetra is not visible in the gure.
We also see from Table 3.4 in whih values of the fourth normalized energy gap
k(3,h)−k(0,h)
k(1,h)−k(0,h) of the u setor are listed that the resaling together with the above assumption
works well.
We have not tried to alulate s0 and s1 for the u setor beause
E2−E0
E1−E0 (h) is not
invertible in this ase. One way to irumvent this diulty would be to use other energy
levels Ei, Ej, Ek for whih
Ei−Ek
Ej−Ek (h) is invertible.
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Figure 3.2: Exat (dashed lines) and mode trunated (solid lines) energy gaps (Ei − E0)
in the v and u setors respetively as a funtion of ln(h) at trunation level nc = 9
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Figure 3.3: Exat (dashed lines) and mode trunated (solid lines) normalized spetra in
the v and u setors respetively as a funtion of ln(h) at trunation level nc = 9
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Figure 3.4: The funtion s0(h) for the v setor in the ranges h ∈ [0, 3], h ∈ [0, 20],
h ∈ [0, 400] and s0 ∈ [0.95, 1.05] at trunation level nc = 9
Figure 3.5: The funtion s1(h) for the v setor in the ranges h ∈ [0, 2], h ∈ [0, 20],
h ∈ [0, 400] and s1 ∈ [0, 2] at trunation level nc = 9
Figure 3.6: The funtion s1(h)/s0(h) for the v setor in the ranges h ∈ [0, 2], h ∈ [0, 20],
h ∈ [0, 400] and s1/s0 ∈ [0, 2] at trunation level nc = 9
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a b
Figure 3.7: The mode trunated (solid lines) and resaled exat (dashed lines) normalized
spetra in the v and u setors respetively as a funtion of ln(h) at trunation level nc = 9
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Table 3.2: The normalized energy gap
k(3,h)+k(0,h)
k(1,h)+k(0,h)
in the v setor: exat, MT (nc = 9)
and resaled exat values
log(h) Exat MT Resaled exat
-7 2.997677 2.997677 2.997677
-6 2.993681 2.993681 2.993681
-5 2.982797 2.982797 2.982797
-4 2.953071 2.953068 2.953068
-3 2.8719584 2.8719043 2.8719043
-2 2.66042177 2.6594328 2.6594328
-1 2.25064420 2.24043886 2.24043637
0 2.00954942 2.00440950 2.00435155
1 2.00003474 2.00145821 2.00136637
2 2.00000008 2.00106850 2.00100783
3 2.0000000 2.0009872 2.0009201
4 2.0000000 2.0009756 2.0009202
5 2.0000000 2.0009740 2.0009187
6 2.0000000 2.0009738 2.0009185
6.4 2.0000000 2.0009738 2.0009185
Table 3.3: The energy gap k(3, h)+ k(0, h) in the v setor: exat and MT (nc = 9) values
log(h) Exat MT
-7 9.428427 9.428427
-6 9.434703 9.434703
-5 9.451803 9.451804
-4 9.498544 9.498549
-3 9.626826 9.626912
-2 9.972034 9.973705
-1 10.746173 10.770531
0 11.897034 12.101539
1 12.461229 12.740942
2 12.552003 12.833098
3 12.564424 12.845456
4 12.566107 12.847126
5 12.566335 12.847352
6 12.566366 12.847382
6.4 12.566368 12.847385
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Table 3.4: The normalized energy gap
k(3,h)−k(0,h)
k(1,h)−k(0,h) in the u setor: exat, MT (nc = 9)
and resaled exat values
log(h) Exat MT Resaled exat
-7 3.002321 3.002321 3.002321
-6 3.006305 3.006305 3.006305
-5 3.017105 3.017105 3.017105
-4 3.046201 3.046203 3.046203
-3 3.1225067 3.1225559 3.1225559
-2 3.29172833 3.29237422 3.29237405
-1 3.32029283 3.31272102 3.31271418
0 3.01716419 3.00801374 3.00788791
1 3.00006366 3.00269022 3.00249222
2 3.0000000 3.0019707 3.0018400
3 3.0000000 3.0018211 3.0017004
4 3.0000000 3.0017997 3.0016804
5 3.0000000 3.0017968 3.0016776
6 3.0000000 3.0017964 3.0016773
Table 3.5: The energy gap k(3, h)−k(0, h) in the u setor: exat and MT (nc = 9) values
log(h) Exat MT
-7 9.421132 9.421132
-6 9.414873 9.414873
-5 9.397906 9.397906
-4 9.352150 9.352146
-3 9.231143 9.231064
-2 8.939485 8.938216
-1 8.545045 8.541635
0 8.939748 9.084020
1 9.345985 9.558387
2 9.414002 9.626803
3 9.423318 9.635922
4 9.424580 9.637153
5 9.424751 9.637320
6 9.424774 9.637342
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3.9.2 TCS sheme
Figure 3.8 shows the exat and TCSA spetra as a funtion of the logarithm of the
oupling onstant. The trunation level is nc = 14, and the dimension of the Hilbert
spae is 110 in eah setor. It is remarkable that there is strong deviation between the
TCSA and exat spetra for large values of h. The behaviour of the TCSA energy gaps
is Ei(h) − E0(h) ∝ h for large values of h. Numerial values are listed in Table 3.7 for
the fth energy gap k(3, h) + k(0, h) of the v setor and in Table 3.9 for the fth energy
gap k(4, h) − k(0, h) of the u setor. The number of digits presented do not exeed the
numerial preision.
Figure 3.9 shows the same spetra, but the lowest gap is normalized to 1, i.e. the
funtions
Ei(h)−E0(h)
E1(h)−E0(h) are shown. It is remarkable that the agreement between exat and
TCSA spetra looks better than in the ase of not normalized spetra. The funtions
Ei(h)−E0(h)
E1(h)−E0(h) have nite limit as h → ∞ and the degeneray pattern in this limit appears
to orrespond to the c = 1/2, h = 1/16 representation of the Virasoro algebra. This
orrespondene improves as nc is inreased. As an illustration of this improvement we
show the spetra at nc = 10 in Figure 3.10. At any xed nite value of h, however, the
TCSA data are expeted to onverge to the exat values as nc →∞.
Figures 3.11-3.13 show the funtions s0(h), s1(h), s1(h)/s0(h) in various ranges alu-
lated in the same way as in the mode trunated ase. The gures also show the urves
given by (3.319) and (3.320) on the left-hand side (red/grey line). It is remarkable that
s0(h) ∝ h for large values of h. Calulations at other values of nc show that the slope of
s0(h) dereases as nc is inreased and it an be expeted to onverge to 0 as nc → ∞.
s1(h) appears to tend to a onstant for moderately large values of h. Calulations at other
values of nc show that this onstant inreases as nc is inreased and it an be expeted
to onverge to innity as nc → ∞. For large values of h, s1(h) dereases. s1(h)/s0(h)
reahes a maximum at h ≈ 1.6 and then dereases to zero. Calulations at other values
of nc show that the maximum value and the value of h where it is reahed inrease as nc
is inreased and it an be expeted that both values onverge to innity as nc →∞.
Figure 3.14.a shows the normalized TCSA spetrum and the normalized exat spe-
trum resaled by s0(h) and s1(h). They show good qualitative agreement. Values of the
fth normalized energy gap
k(3,h)+k(0,h)
k(1,h)+k(0,h)
of the v setor are listed in Table 3.6 as in the
mode trunated ase. These data show that the resaling results signiant improvement
(whih is espeially notieable if ln(h) > −2).
Figure 3.14.b shows the normalized TCSA spetrum and the normalized exat spe-
trum resaled by s0(h) and s1(h) in the u setor. The s0(h), s1(h) funtions obtained in
the v setor were used for the resaling as in the mode trunated ase. Table 3.8 shows
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Figure 3.8: Exat (dashed lines) and TCSA (solid lines) energy gaps (Ei − E0) in the v
and u setors respetively as a funtion of ln(h) at trunation level nc = 14
values of the fourth normalized energy gap
k(3,h)−k(0,h)
k(1,h)−k(0,h) of the u setor. We see from the
table that the assumption that s0(h) and s1(h) are the same in both setors does not
give very good result in this ase, although the situation might beome better at higher
trunation levels.
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Figure 3.9: Exat (dashed lines) and TCSA (solid lines) normalized spetra in the v and
u setors respetively as a funtion of ln(h) at trunation level nc = 14
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Figure 3.10: Exat (dashed lines) and TCSA (solid lines) normalized spetra in the v and
u setors respetively as a funtion of ln(h) at trunation level nc = 10
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Figure 3.11: The funtion s0(h) for the v setor in the ranges h ∈ [0, 1], s0 ∈ [1, 1.07];
h ∈ [0, 3], s0 ∈ [1, 1.35]; h ∈ [0, 400], s0 ∈ [1, 60] at trunation level nc = 14
Figure 3.12: The funtion s1(h) for the v setor in the ranges h ∈ [0, 1.75], s1 ∈ [0, 1.7];
h ∈ [0, 20], s1 ∈ [0, 1.5]; h ∈ [0, 100], s1 ∈ [0, 1.5]; h ∈ [0, 400], s1 ∈ [0, 1.5] at trunation
level nc = 14
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Figure 3.13: The funtion s1(h)/s0(h) for the v setor in the ranges h ∈ [0, 1.75], s1/s0 ∈
[0, 1.75]; h ∈ [0, 10], s1/s0 ∈ [0, 1]; h ∈ [0, 400], s1/s0 ∈ [0, 1] at trunation level nc = 14
a b
Figure 3.14: The TCSA (solid lines) and resaled exat (dashed lines) normalized spetra
in the v and u setors respetively as a funtion of ln(h) at trunation level nc = 14
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Table 3.6: The normalized energy gap
k(3,h)+k(0,h)
k(1,h)+k(0,h)
in the v setor: exat, TCSA (nc = 14)
and resaled exat values
log(h) Exat TCSA Resaled exat
-6 2.993681 2.993681 2.993681
-5 2.982797 2.982797 2.982797
-4 2.953071 2.953074 2.953073
-3 2.8719584 2.871974 2.871961
-2 2.66042177 2.660322 2.660236
-1 2.25064420 2.2488 2.24837
0 2.00954942 2.01699 2.0177
1 2.00003474 2.028321 2.031631
2 2.00000008 2.101337 2.105516
3 2.0000000 2.33433 2.32573
4 2.0000000 2.670454 2.643480
5 2.0000000 2.916318 2.879339
6 2.0000000 3.037542 2.997132
Table 3.7: The energy gap k(3, h) + k(0, h) in the v setor: exat and TCSA (nc = 14)
values
log(h) Exat TCSA
-6 9.434703 9.434706
-5 9.451803 9.451830
-4 9.498544 9.498745
-3 9.626826 9.628349
-2 9.972034 9.983987
-1 10.746173 10.840718
0 11.897034 12.51855
1 12.461229 15.0054
2 12.552003 20.7975
3 12.564424 36.1193
4 12.566107 77.0368
5 12.566335 187.694
6 12.566366 488.292
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Table 3.8: The normalized energy gap
k(3,h)−k(0,h)
k(1,h)−k(0,h) in the u setor: exat, TCSA (nc = 14)
and resaled exat values
log(h) Exat TCSA Resaled exat
-7 3.002321 3.002321 3.002321
-6 3.006305 3.006305 3.006305
-5 3.017105 3.017105 3.017105
-4 3.046201 3.046206 3.046198
-3 3.1225067 3.122558 3.122504
-2 3.29172833 3.292196 3.291849
-1 3.32029283 3.31947 3.31865
0 3.01716419 3.0268 3.0315
1 3.00006366 3.03610 3.05522
2 3.0000000 3.11033 3.16799
3 3.0000000 3.27063 3.36158
4 3.0000000 3.28320 3.30254
5 3.0000000 3.203134 3.115763
6 3.0000000 3.152931 3.002865
Table 3.9: The energy gap k(3, h) − k(0, h) in the u setor: exat and TCSA (nc = 14)
values
log(h) Exat TCSA
-7 9.421132 9.421132
-6 9.414873 9.414877
-5 9.397906 9.397933
-4 9.352150 9.352345
-3 9.231143 9.232544
-2 8.939485 8.949181
-1 8.545045 8.61250
0 8.939748 9.4096
1 9.345985 11.3108
2 9.414002 16.0395
3 9.423318 29.8152
4 9.424580 69.5595
5 9.424751 179.6918
6 9.424774 480.0968
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3.10 Saling properties of the s1/s0, s1 and s0 funtions
In this setion we desribe results obtained mainly numerially for the nc-dependene of
the s1(nc, h)/s0(nc, h), s1(nc, h) and s0(nc, h) funtions. The value of L is xed. s0(nc, h)
and s1(nc, h) are alulated from the three lowest energy levels. In the TCSA ase we
onsidered nc = 11, 12, 13, 14, in the MT ase nc = 8, 9, 10, 11.
In the MT sheme we found that the funtions
n−1/2c
s1
s0
(nc, hn
1/2
c ) (3.329)
n−1/2c s1(nc, hn
1/2
c ) (3.330)
nc(s0(nc, hn
1/2
c )− 1) (3.331)
are approximately independent of nc. This is onsistent with the perturbative formulae
(3.307), (3.308). It should be noted that s0 is very lose to 1, therefore the saling
properties of s0, s1, s1/s0 written down above are not inonsistent.
In the TCSA sheme we found that the funtions
n−αc
s1
s0
(nc, hn
β
c ) (3.332)
n−α1c s1(nc, hn
β1
c ) (3.333)
s0(nc, hn
β2
c ) (3.334)
are approximately independent of nc with a suitable hoie of the numbers α, β, α1, β1, β2.
The preision of this independene, however, is not very high, espeially for s1/s0 and s1.
We obtained β2 ≈ 1/2, whih is onsistent with the perturbative formula (3.319). We also
obtained that α ≈ β and α1 ≈ β1, whih is onsistent with (3.319) and (3.320), however
the value of α and α1 appears to be around 1/3, whih deviates from the expetation
based on (3.319) and (3.320). Moreover, the value of α and α1 appears to depend on
nc, and on whih three energy levels s0 and s1 are alulated from. One an also obtain
dierent numbers if one takes dierent domains of the values of h into onsideration. The
values one an obtain for α and α1 are between 0.3 and 0.5.
Generally one an expet that the funtions s1(nc, h)/s0(nc, h), s1(nc, h) and s0(nc, h)
an be written in the form
s(nc, h) = n
γ1
c F1(hn
δ1
c ) + n
γ2
c F2(hn
δ2
c ) + . . . (3.335)
where s(nc, h) stands for s1(nc, h)/s0(nc, h), s1(nc, h) or s0(nc, h), and γ1, δ1, γ2, δ2, . . .
are onstants. Some of the funtions F1, F2, . . . may depend on the method used to
alulate s1(nc, h)/s0(nc, h), s1(nc, h) and s0(nc, h). (The funtions F1, F2, . . . and the
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exponents are generally dierent for s1/s0, s1 and s0, of ourse.) In the MT sheme one
term appears to dominate learly. For s0 this term is the onstant funtion 1, and the
next term also appears to be muh larger than the further terms. In the TCSA sheme it
appears that there is one dominant term for s0, and a dominant term annot be isolated
for s1/s0 and s1 at the values of nc that we onsidered.
3.11 Disussion
We have investigated the validity of the approah (1.5) for the desription of trunation
eets in TCSA spetra. Comparison with a solvable trunation method alled mode
trunation shows that the remarkably regular behaviour of the TCSA spetrum for large
h in the ase of the model (1.2) is not universal (i.e. not independent of the trunation
sheme). The numerial alulations show that (1.5) provides a good approximation
of the trunated spetra in both the TCSA and the mode trunation sheme. This is
onrmed by perturbative analyti alulations as well. The main dierene between the
mode trunated and TCSA spetra at large h seems to be expliable through the dierent
behaviour of the funtion s0(nc, h) in the two shemes. Dierene between the s0(nc, h)
funtions appears also in perturbation theory. We have shown analytially that in the
mode trunation sheme the onvergene of the trunated spetra to the exat spetra
an be improved by one order in 1/nc by the resaling (1.5). This has also been shown in
the TCSA sheme for low orders of perturbation theory in h.
We have also given a quantum eld theoreti disussion of the model (1.2). In par-
tiular we have disussed the hange of the boundary ondition satised by the fermion
elds as the oupling onstant (or external boundary magneti eld) is inreased. Suh a
hange, whih is emphasized in the literature, seems impossible naively  in our formu-
lation at least. The paradox is resolved by the phenomenon that the fermion elds (more
preisely their matrix elements between energy eigenstates) develop a disontinuity at the
boundary if the oupling onstant is nonzero.
It is still an open problem to present an explanation of the validity of the approah
(1.5). Within the framework of (1.5) the behaviour of the TCSA spetrum at large h, in
partiular the seond ow mentioned in the Introdution, is explained by the behaviour
of s0 and s1 at large h: s0 ∝ h, s1 is bounded from above, therefore s1/s0 tends to zero.
It is a further problem to give an analyti derivation of this behaviour of s0 and s1. In the
future we intend to investigate the saling properties of s1/s0, s1 and s0 and the TCSA
and MT spetra more thoroughly by taking higher values of nc [115℄. It would also be
interesting to extend our results to other perturbed boundary onformal minimal models,
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whih show similar behaviour numerially to the model that we have studied. Certain
results onerning other minimal models and saling properties already exist [65, 61℄; see
also [59℄. It is a further problem to lassify the possible behaviours of trunated spetra
at large h for various trunation shemes. Finally, the quantum eld theoreti desription
of the model (1.2) ould be developed further and extended to the massive ase.
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Chapter 4
A nonperturbative study of phase
transitions in the multi-frequeny
sine-Gordon model
4.1 The multi-frequeny sine-Gordon model
In this setion the denition and basi properties of the multi-frequeny sine-Gordon
model (MSG) are desribed.
The ation of the model is
AMSG =
∫
dt
∫
dx
(
1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ− V (Φ)
)
,
where
V (Φ) =
n∑
i
µi cos(βiΦ+ δi)
is the potential, whih ontains n osine terms. Φ is a real salar eld dened on the
two-dimensional Minkowski spae R1+1, βi ∈ R are the frequenies, βi 6= βj if i 6= j, µi
are the oupling onstants (of dimension mass
2
at the lassial level) and δi ∈ R are the
phases in the terms of the potential.
Two ases an be distinguished aording to the periodiity properties of the potential.
The rst one is the rational ase, when V (Φ) is a trigonometri polynomial: the ratios
of the frequenies βi are rational and the potential is periodi. Let the period of the
potential be 2πr in this ase. The target spae of the eld Φ an be ompatied:
Φ ≡ Φ + 2krπ,
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where k ∈ N an be hosen arbitrarily. The model obtained in this way is alled the
k-folded MSG. The well-known lassial sine-Gordon model orresponds to n = 1, k = 1.
The other ase is the irrational one, when the potential is not periodi and no suh
folding an be made. The irrational ase is muh more ompliated than the rational
one, so we restrit our attention to the rational ase. We remark here only that although
V (Φ) always has a nite inmum, it does not neessarily admit an absolute minimum.
The potential V (Φ) an always be written uniquely as a sum V (Φ) = V1(Φ) + V2(Φ) +
· · · + Vk(Φ), where the terms V1, . . . , Vk are periodi but any sum of any of these terms
is not periodi. V (Φ) has an absolute minimum if and only if V1(Φ), . . . , Vk(Φ) have a
ommon absolute minimum. This ours for speial hoie of the δi, if the values of βi
are given. In partiular, if βi/βj are irrational for all i 6= j and µi < 0 for all i, then V (Φ)
has a absolute minimum if and only if
δi
βi
− δj
βj
= 2pibi
βi
− 2pibj
βj
is satised with some numbers
bi ∈ Z, whih is equivalent to the ase δi = 0 for all i. See and [75℄ and [52℄ for further
remarks on the irrational ase.
At the quantum level the theory an be regarded as a perturbed onformal eld theory:
AMSG = ACFT +Apert ,
where
ACFT =
∫
dt
∫
dx
1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ ,
whih is the ation of the free salar partile of zero mass, and
Apert =
∫
dt
∫
dx (−V (Φ)) = −1
2
∫
dt
∫
dx
n∑
i=1
(µie
iδiVβi + µie
−iδiV−βi) ,
where Vω denotes the vertex operator
Vω =: e
iωΦ : ,
whih is a primary eld with onformal dimensions
∆±ω = ∆ω =
ω2
8π
in the unperturbed (onformal) eld theory. The upper index ± orresponds to the
left/right onformal algebra and : : denotes the onformal normal ordering. The dimen-
sions of the oupling onstants at the quantum level are
[µi] = (mass)
2−2∆i , ∆i ≡ ∆βi .
The perturbing operators are relevant only if
β2i < 8π , (4.1)
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we restrit ourselves to this ase. We also assume that
β2i < 4π ,
whih is a neessary and suient ondition for the model to be free from ultraviolet
divergenies in the perturbed onformal eld theory framework [114, 75, 52℄.
The model has a massgap in general, and it is lear that phase transitions our in the
lassial version of the model as the oupling onstants are tuned (assuming that n > 1).
It is also expeted that there are topologially harged solutions/states in the model [75℄.
We shall investigate the setor with zero topologial harge, whih is suient for our
purposes. We also restrit ourselves to 1-folded models (k = 1), as it is natural to expet
that in innite volume a folding number k 6= 1 results simply in a k-fold multipliation of
the spetrum orresponding to k = 1.
4.2 The Trunated Conformal Spae Approah for the
multi-frequeny sine-Gordon model
The following elds are primary elds in the folded free boson as a onformal eld theory:
Vp,p¯(z, z¯) =: exp[ipφCFT (z) + ip¯φ¯CFT (z¯)] : .
Vp,p¯(z, z¯) has onformal dimensions ∆
+ = p
2
8pi
, ∆− = p¯
2
8pi
, where p = n
r
+ 2πrm, p¯ =
n
r
− 2πrm, n,m ∈ Z, and the free boson eld ΦCFT is
ΦCFT (x, t) = φCFT (x− t) + φ¯CFT (x+ t) .
HCFT is spanned by the states |p, p¯〉 = limz,z¯→0 Vp,p¯(z, z¯)|0〉 (|0, 0〉 ≡ |0〉) and
an1 . . . a¯m1 . . . |p, p¯〉, where ani and a¯mi are reating operators of Fourier modes of ΦCFT .
The mode reating operators inrease the onformal weight by 1. The onformal genera-
tors L0 and L¯0 are diagonal in this basis. We refer the reader to [73℄ for more details on
the quantization of the folded free boson in nite volume.
The basis of the TCSA Hilbert spae is obtained by taking those elements |v〉 of the
basis above whih satisfy the trunation ondition
〈v| L
2pi
HCFT |v〉
〈v|v〉 < ecut .
ecut is the dimensionless upper onformal energy uto and L is the volume of spae. We
restrit ourselves to the setor with zero topologial harge (p = p¯), this being the setor
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ontaining the ground state(s) and the relevant information for the problem treated in
this hapter. We an also restrit to zero momentum states i.e. to states satisfying the
ondition (L0− L¯0)|v〉 = 0. (The operator L0− L¯0 ommutes with H and HCFT as well).
We remark that ecut also serves as an ultraviolet uto.
The matrix elements of H between two elements |a〉 and |b〉 of the basis ofHCFT above
are given by(
H
M
)
ab
=
2π
l
(
L0 + L¯0 − c
12
)
ab
+
2π
l
n∑
j=1
sgn(µj)κj
(
Mj
M
)xj lxj
2(2π)xj−1
eiδj (Vβj ,βj(1, 1))abδ∆a−∆¯a,∆b−∆¯b
+
2π
l
n∑
j=1
sgn(µj)κj
(
Mj
M
)xj lxj
2(2π)xj−1
e−iδj (V−βj ,−βj(1, 1))abδ∆a−∆¯a,∆b−∆¯b , (4.2)
where M is a mass sale of the theory given below, l = LM is the dimensionless volume,
xj = 2 − 2∆j, ∆j ≡ ∆βj ; ∆a, ∆¯a, ∆b, ∆¯b are the onformal weights of the states |a〉 and
|b〉, c is the entral harge of the onformal theory (c = 1 in the present ase), and we
have made a replaement orresponding to
|µj| = κjMxjj .
The `interpolating' mass sale M is
M =
∑
j
ηjMj ,
where
ηj =
|µj|1/xj∑
i |µi|1/xi
(4.3)
are the dimensionless oupling onstants (of whih only n − 1 are independent). (4.3)
implies that ηj ∈ [0, 1],
∑
j ηj = 1. M depends smoothly on the ηj-s. The preise
expression for κ is not essential for our problem, we need only that κ depends on ∆ only
and that it is dimensionless. Following [52℄ we used the formula of [116℄:
κj =
2Γ(∆j)
πΓ(1−∆j)
(√
πΓ( 1
xj
)
2Γ(
∆j
xj
)
)xj
.
In the lassial limit ∆j = 0 and xj = 2.
The formula (4.2) is written in terms of dimensionless quantities, and the volume (l)
dependene of H/M is also expliit. We refer the reader to [105℄ and [50, 52, 110, 89℄ for
further explanation of (4.2). It should also be noted that the above basis for the Hilbert
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spae is not the one generated by the standard LN elements of the Virasoro algebra, whih
is used in general for TCSA, but the one generated by the mode reating operators. In this
(orthogonal) basis the matrix elements (Vβj ,βj(1, 1))ab and (V−βj ,−βj(1, 1))ab are relatively
easy to alulate.
It is lear from (4.2) that TCSA gives an exat result if l → 0 (assuming (4.1)) and
this limit of the theory is the onformal theory (the massless free boson), and the auray
of the TCSA spetrum dereases at xed ecut as l → ∞. For very large values of l the
l-dependene of the spetrum of the TCSA Hamiltonian operator is power-like and it is
determined by the lxj−1 oeients in (4.2). The TCSA Hamiltonian operator annot be
onsidered as good approximation for these values of l.
We denote the (dimensionless) energy levels ofH/M in volume l by ei(l), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
and e0 ≤ e1 ≤ e2 ≤ . . . is assumed if not stated otherwise. We shall draw onlusions
about the spetrum at l = ∞ from the behaviour of the funtions ei(l) for low values of
i and moderately large values of l.
4.3 Phase struture in the lassial limit
4.3.1 Phase struture of the two-frequeny model in the lassial
limit
The Lagrangian density takes the following form in the two-frequeny ase:
L = 1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ− µ cos(βΦ)− λ cos(αΦ+ δ) ,
where
β
α
=
n
m
6= 1 ,
n and m are oprimes (and the folding number equals to one).
The following proposition about the properties of V (Φ) an be used to determine the
phase struture:
Assume that µ, λ 6= 0. Then the following three ases an be distinguished:
a.) If the funtion V (Φ) is symmetri with respet to the reetion Φ 7→ 2Φ0 − Φ,
where Φ0 is a suitable onstant, and n,m > 1, then V has two absolute minima, whih
are mapped into eah other by the reetion. We remark that it depends on the value of
δ whether V has this symmetry or not, and it is easy to give a riterion for the existene
of this symmetry in terms of n,m and δ.
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b.) If V is symmetri with respet to a reetion as in ase a., but n = 1 or m = 1,
then V has one or two absolute minima depending on the values of µ and λ. In this ase,
assuming that n = 1, V an be brought to the form
V (Φ) = −|µ| cos(βΦ) + |λ| cos(mβΦ)
by an appropriate shift of Φ. V has two absolute minima if |λ/µ| > 1/m2, and one absolute
minimum if |λ/µ| ≤ 1/m2. The two absolute minima are mapped into eah other by the
reetion. The seond derivative of V is nonzero at the minima if |λ/µ| 6= 1/m2, but it
is zero if |λ/µ| = 1/m2. In the latter ase, the fourth derivative of V at the minimum is
nonzero. The two minima of V merge and the value of the seond derivatives of V at the
two minima tends to zero as |λ/µ| approahes 1/m2 from above.
.) If V does not satisfy the requirements of a) and b), then V has a single absolute
minimum.
We omit the proof of this proposition, whih is elementary, although long and not
ompletely trivial beause of the arbitrariness of n and m.
If µ or λ equals to zero, then V is periodi and has m or n absolute minima, respe-
tively. See [110℄ for a detailed investigation of these (integrable) limiting ases.
The phases of the lassial model are determined by the behaviour of the absolute
minima of V (Φ) as the value of the oupling onstants vary. In partiular, the proposition
above implies that the phase struture of the two-frequeny model is the following:
The model exhibits an Ising-type seond order phase transition at the ritial value
ηc =
m
1 +m
of the dimensionless oupling onstant η =
√
|µ|/(
√
|µ|+
√
|λ|) if n = 1 and V has the
Z2-symmetry introdued above. This ritial point separates two massive phases with
unbroken and spontaneously broken Z2-symmetry. Equivalent statement an be made if
m = 1. If V is not symmetri, then there is only one massive phase with nondegenerate
ground state. If m,n 6= 1 and V is symmetri, then there is one massive phase with
doubly degenerate ground state (i.e. the reetion symmetry is spontaneously broken).
In the limiting ases η = 0 and η = 1 the model is massive and has spontaneously (and
ompletely) broken Zn or Zm symmetry.
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4.3.2 Phase struture of the three-frequeny model in the lassi-
al limit
A omplete desription of the behaviour of the absolute minima of V for all values of the
parameters beomes exessively diult in the three- and higher-frequeny ases, so we
restrit our attention to partiular values. The potential in the three-frequeny ase is
V (Φ) = µ1 cos(β1Φ) + µ2 cos(β2Φ + δ2) + µ3 cos(β3Φ + δ3) . (4.4)
We hoose the frequeny ratios 3 : 2 : 1, i.e.
β1 = β , β2 =
2
3
β , β3 =
1
3
β .
This three-frequeny model has a triritial point if and only if δ2 = δ3 = 0 (and also in a
few equivalent ases), in this ase V is symmetri with respet to the reetion Φ 7→ −Φ.
In the triritial point the absolute minimum of V an be loated only at 0 or π. The two
ases are equivalent, we onsider the ase when the loation of the absolute minimum is
0. The triritial point in this ase is loated at
µ1
µ2
= −1
6
,
µ1
µ3
=
1
15
.
In this point V (6)(0) 6= 0. (The upper index (6) denotes the sixth derivative with respet
to Φ.) V (6)(0) > 0 requires µ1, µ3 < 0 and µ2 > 0. We restrit ourselves to this domain
and to the values δ2 = δ3 = 0.
The phase diagram is shown in Figure 4.1. The points of the diagram orrespond to
the values of the pair (η1, η2) of dimensionless parameters. The allowed values onstitute
the left lower triangle, the straight line joining (0, 1) and (1, 0) orresponds to η3 = 0.
The triritial point is denoted by t, it is loated at(
1
1 +
√
6 +
√
15
,
√
6
1 +
√
6 +
√
15
)
≈ (0.1365, 0.3345) .
At t V has one single and absolute minimum (at Φ = 0). Phase transition ours when
the lines 5 and 3 shown in the phase diagram are rossed. Seond order Ising-type phase
transition ours on 5 and rst order phase transition ours on 3. The domain A ∪
B ∪ F orresponds to a massive Z2-symmetri phase (with unique ground state). The
domain E ∪ C orresponds to a massive phase with spontaneously broken Z2-symmetry.
Charateristi shapes of the potential in the various domains and on the various lines of
the phase diagram an be seen in Figure 4.2. Data applying to the quantum ase are also
shown in Figure 4.1, they will be explained in subsequent setions.
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Figure 4.1: Phase diagram of the lassial three-frequeny sine-Gordon model at
β1/β2/β3 = 3/2/1, δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = 0, µ1, µ3 < 0 and µ2 > 0. The rosses and the
square orrespond to ertain quantum theory values desribed in Setion 4.6.
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Figure 4.2: Charateristi shapes of the potential
4.3.3 n-frequeny model in the lassial limit
Let us take the n-frequeny model with βi = iβ, i = 1 . . . n, and δi = 0. In this ase there
exist unique values of µi/µ1, i = 2 . . . n so that V (x) has a single global minimum at x = 0
and has no other loal minima, and V ′′(0) = 0, V ′′′′(0) = 0, ... ,V (2n)(0) = 0 also hold. The
values of µi/µ1 are determined by the latter equations. The point orresponding to these
values of µi/µ1 is an n-fold multi-ritial point in the phase spae. The neighbourhood of
this multi-ritial point ontains m-fold multi-ritial points for any integer 0 < m < n.
These statements an be proved using well known properties of analyti funtions and
the fat that V is a trigonometri polynomial. We omit the details of the proof.
4.4 Signatures of 1st and 2nd order phase transitions
in nite volume
The onsiderations in this setion apply to the quantum ase.
The behaviour of the spetrum is governed by the l → 0 limiting onformal eld
theory for small values of l, so en(l)− e0(l) ∼ 1/l. Massive phases in innite volume are
haraterized by the existene of a massgap and the behaviour liml→∞(en(l)−e0(l)) = Cn,
where Cn ≥ 0 are onstants. Cn = 0 if 0 ≤ n ≤ d and Cn > 0 if n > d, if the ground
state has d-fold degeneray in innite volume. In a phase with spontaneously broken
symmetry the spetrum is degenerate in the l →∞ limit, in nite volume the degeneray
is lifted (at least partially) due to tunneling eets. The resulting energy split between
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the degenerate vaua vanishes exponentially as l →∞.
In the ritial points (in innite volume) the massgap vanishes and the Hilbert spae
ontains a setor that orresponds to the onformal eld theory speifying the universality
lass of the ritial point. We onsider this setor in the following disussion. In nite
but large volume near the ritial point this setor of the theory an be regarded as the
l → ∞ limiting onformal theory perturbed by some irrelevant and relevant operators.
The orresponding TCSA Hamiltonian operator takes the (generi) form
H =
2π
L
(
(L0)IR + (L¯0)IR − cIR
12
+
∑
ψ
gψL
2−2∆ψ
(2π)1−2∆ψ
ψ(1, 1)
)
, (4.5)
where the ψ are the perturbing elds of weight (∆ψ,∆ψ), gψ are onstants. This piture
(proposed in [52℄) gives the following volume dependene of energy levels (in the rst
order of onformal perturbation theory):
eΨ(l)− e0(l) = 2π
l
(∆+IR,Ψ +∆
−
IR,Ψ) +
∑
ψ
AψΨl
1−2∆ψ , (4.6)
where ∆+IR,Ψ and ∆
−
IR,Ψ are the onformal weights of the state Ψ in the l → ∞ limiting
CFT, AψΨ are onstants that also depend on the partiular energy eigenstate Ψ. The
presene of irrelevant perturbations (1−2∆ψ < −1) is due to the niteness of the volume,
whereas the presene of the relevant perturbations (1 − 2∆ψ > −1) is aused by the
deviation of the parameters from the ritial value. The eet of the trunation is not
taken into onsideration in (4.5).
The loation of the ritial points an be determined using the riterion of vanishing
massgap. A more preise method that also allows the determination of the universality
lass of the ritial point (i.e. the l → ∞ limiting CFT) is the following: we make an
assumption that the ritial point is in a ertain universality lass. This assumption
predits the set of ψ-s, the values of ∆+IR,Ψ and ∆
−
IR,Ψ, and the values of the ∆ψ-s in
(4.6). We take leading terms of the series on the r.h.s. of (4.6) and determine the value
of the (∆+IR,Ψ+∆
−
IR,Ψ)-s and of the A
ψ
Ψ-s by tting to the TCSA energy data obtained at
several values of l. The magnitude of the AψΨ-s orresponding to the relevant perturbations
measures the deviation from the ritial point, so if the assumption on the universality
lass is right, then by tuning the oupling onstants one should be able to nd a (ritial)
value at whih these AψΨ-s are small, the TCSA data are desribed well by (4.6) (terms
from higher orders of perturbation theory an also be inluded if neessary) in a reasonably
large interval of the values of l, and the values of the (∆+IR,Ψ + ∆
−
IR,Ψ)-s obtained from
the TCSA data agree with the assumption with good preision. The interval where (4.6)
desribes the TCSA data well is alled the saling region. This region may be (and in
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Figure 4.3: Typial shape of V (Φ) in the broken and in the unbroken symmetry phase
fat is) dierent for dierent energy levels. We remark that it is also possible to make a
theoretial predition for e0(l), whih allows to extrat cIR from the TCSA data for e0(l)
in priniple [52℄. However, experiene ([52℄) shows that the auray of the TCSA data
is not suient to determine cIR preisely in this way, so we did not attempt to extrat
cIR diretly from the TCSA data.
In the lassial ase a rst order phase transition ours when the absolute minimum
of the potential beomes a relative minimum and a previously relative minimum beomes
absolute. In the quantum ase this phase transition is haraterized by the presene of
`runaway energy levels' with asymptoti behaviour e(l) ∼ cl for large l in the neighbour-
hood of the transition point, where c is a onstant that tends to zero as the transition
point is approahed. The multipliity of the ground state also hanges as the transition
point is passed if the two phases have dierent symmetry properties. We remark that
runaway energy levels are present in general whenever a model has unstable vaua.
4.5 The phase diagram of the two-frequeny model in
the ase
α
β
=
1
3
, δ = π
3
We assume that λ, µ > 0, and use the parameter
η˜ =
λxβ
µxα + λxβ
instead of η in this ase to onform with [52℄.
The lassial model with α/β = 1
3
, δ = pi
3
exhibits an Ising type phase transition at
η˜ = 34/(1 + 34).
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Considering the quantum ase we proeed along the lines of [52℄ in this setion. The
numerial nature of the TCSA makes it neessary to hoose a nite number of values
for β and l at whih alulations are done. One should hoose as large values for l as
possible, the l →∞ limit being of interest. However, the auray of TCSA dereases as
l grows. The auray an be improved by taking higher ecut, but this inreases the size
of the TCSA Hamiltonian matrix and the time needed for diagonalization. Experiene
shows that auray dereases for values of β near to
√
4π (this is the value where UV
divergenes appear in onformal perturbation theory) although the speed of onvergene
of the spetrum to the l →∞ asymptoti values inreases, and the speed of onvergene
beomes very low for values of β near to 0. Taking these properties of the TCSA into
onsideration and following [52℄ we performed alulations at the values β = 8
√
π/7,
4
√
π/3, 8
√
π/5. We also note that the auray of the TCSA spetra is severely dereased
if V has several (loal) minima.
Figure 4.3.a and 4.3.b show the shape of the lassial potential in the phases with
broken and unbroken Z2-symmetry, respetively. Figures 4.4.a-4.4.g show TCSA spetra
obtained at β = 4
√
π/3 at various values of η˜. The TCSA Hilbert spae had dimension
3700, the rst 12 energy levels are shown in the gures. The highest values of l are hosen
so that the trunation error still be small (the massgap remain onstant). However, the
eet of trunation is pereptible in Figure 4.4.b for instane. It an be seen that in the
domain η˜ < 0.92 the ground states and the rst massive states are doubly degenerate.
(They are triply degenerate at η˜ = 0.) `Runaway' energy levels (of onstant slope)
orresponding to the single loal minimum of the potential an also be seen (espeially
learly in Figure 4.4.b). In the domain η˜ > 0.98 the spetra are massive, but the ground
state and the rst massive state are nondegenerate. In the intermediate domain (espeially
for η˜ ∼ 0.95) the struture of the spetrum hanges, no massgap and degeneray an
learly be seen. We obtained similar spetra at β = 8
√
π/5 and β = 8
√
π/7 as well. As
we did not see `runaway' energy levels that would have signaled rst order phase transition
in the transitional domain of η˜ we analyzed the data by looking for a seond order Ising
type phase transition at some ritial values η˜c(β).
The Ising model ontains three primary elds: the identity with weights (0, 0), the ǫ
with weights (1/2, 1/2), and σ with weights (1/16, 1/16). Sine the DSG model exhibits
the Z2-symmetry for all values of η˜, the Z2-odd σ and its desendants annot appear
as perturbations in the Hamiltonian operator (4.5). The only relevant eld ompatible
with the Z2-symmetry is ǫ (the ontribution of the identity anels in the relative energy
levels). The presene of a relevant perturbation ǫ in the Hamiltonian operator leads
to a orretion BΨ or BΨ + CΨl to eΨ(l) − e0(l). The term CΨl is of seond order in
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onformal perturbation theory. The leading irrelevant perturbation (ompatible with the
Z2-symmetry) is the rst desendant of ǫ, this gives a orretion AΨl
−2
to eΨ(l) − e0(l)
(in rst order). Thus we expet that in a large but nite volume range, near η˜c(β), the
volume dependene of the energy levels is desribed well by the formula
ei(l)− e0(l) = 2π
l
Di + Ail
−2 +Bi + Cil . (4.7)
We tted this funtion to the lowest energy levels obtained by TCSA and determined the
`best' η˜c(β) value by tuning η˜ in the transition region and looking for whether e2(l)−e0(l)
ontinues to derease along the omplete l range (liml→∞(e2(l)−e0(l)) = 0 only at η˜c(β)),
and Bi and Ci are as small as possible. The result is shown in Table 4.1. The tting
was done in the volume ranges l = 10 − 105, l = 55 − 105; l = 10 − 140, l = 100 − 190;
l = 20 − 200, l = 150 − 390. The errors presented ome from the tting proess and do
not ontain the trunation errors whih are generally larger.
The rst two energy levels above the ground state orrespond to the operators σ and
ǫ in the Ising model. These operators have onformal weights ∆± = 1/16 and ∆± = 1/2,
so the exat values for D1 and D2 are
D1 = 0.125 , D2 = 1 .
The results of the ts agree quite well with this predition.
The TCSA data obtained at the estimated values of η˜c using a trunated spae with
dimension 4800, 5300 and 5100 are shown in Figure 4.5. These gures show energy levels
multiplied by l/(2π) as funtions of l. The onstant lines orresponding to the Ising model
values of Di are also shown in these gures.
To summarize, evaluating the TCSA data we found that the phase transition is seond
order and Ising type at the values of β hosen. We remark that it is not possible to
distinguish a seond order transition from a (very) weakly rst order transition by TCSA.
For values of β near 0 seond order phase transition an be expeted, beause the
model is semi-lassial in this region and so the orretion to the lassial potential in the
eetive potential is expeted to be small.
A orretion to the lassial potential in the eetive potential of frequeny 2β/3 is
possible in priniple. A orretion with this frequeny is unlike in the ase of α/β =
1/2 relevant for any values of β, and it an be veried by elementary alulation that
it may hange the order of the transition outside the semilassial region if its oeient
is suiently large (see also [117, 52℄). However, the auray of TCSA did not allow
us to perform alulations at values about β2 > 8π/3 and to hek the nature of phase
transition in this domain.
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Figure 4.4: Change of the spetrum as η˜ varies from 0 to 1 at β = 4
√
π/3. The rst
12 energy levels (inluding the ground level) relative to the ground level are shown as
funtions of l.
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Table 4.1: The results of tting (4.7) to the rst two exited levels for various values of β
at the estimated ritial value of η˜
β = 8
√
π/5, η˜ = 0.944
State Di Ai Bi Ci
i = 1 0.138± 0.0005 −2.0± 0.02 −0.0046± 0.0001 2.98 · 10−5 ± 9 · 10−7
i = 2 1.00± 0.01 −74 ± 2 0.004± 0.001 9 · 10−6 ± 4 · 10−6
β = 4
√
π/3, η˜ = 0.955
State Di Ai Bi Ci
i = 1 0.125± 0.001 −2.63± 0.025 −0.0002± 0.0001 3 · 10−7 ± 1 · 10−6
i = 2 1.04± 0.02 −152± 6 0.0014± 0.0009 −1.5 · 10−5 ± 2 · 10−6
β = 8
√
π/7, η˜ = 0.961
State Di Ai Bi Ci
i = 1 0.125± 0.001 −4.4± 0.1 −0.0009± 0.0001 4 · 10−7 ± 5 · 10−7
i = 2 1.00± 0.02 −252± 9 0.0002± 0.0004 4.3 · 10−6 ± 6 · 10−7
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Figure 4.5: TCSA spetra as funtions of l at the estimated ritial values of η˜
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Figure 4.6: The phase diagram of the two-frequeny model at α/β = 1/2 and α/β = 1/3
The phase diagram in the (β, η˜) plane based on the data obtained by TCSA an be
seen in Figure 4.6. We took into onsideration that η˜c(0) = 3
4/(1+34) ≈ 0.988 is exatly
known β = 0 being the lassial limit, and at β =
√
8π the term with frequeny β in the
potential beomes irrelevant and thus for β →√8π the other term and so the symmetri
phase is expeted to dominate, so limβ→√8pi η˜c(β) = 0. The gure shows the three values
of η˜c obtained from the TCSA data and the two values at β = 0 and β =
√
8π. The
ontinuous line is obtained by tting an even polynomial (note that η˜c(β) = η˜c(−β)) to
these values and is shown in order to get an idea of the phase transition line. The model
is in the symmetri phase above the line and in the phase with broken symmetry below
the line. The data obtained by [52℄ for the α/β = 1/2 ase are also shown, the dashed
line is tted to these data.
4.6 Phase diagram of the three-frequeny model
We take the same values of the parameters of (4.4) as in setion 4.3.2, namely β1 = β, β2 =
2
3
β, β3 =
1
3
β, δ2 = δ3 = 0, µ1, µ3 < 0, µ2 > 0, and investigate the quantum model in this
ase.
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4.6.1 The triritial point
The triritial Ising model ontains 6 primary elds with the following onformal weights:
(0, 0),
(
1
10
,
1
10
)
,
(
3
5
,
3
5
)
,
(
3
2
,
3
2
)
, (4.8)
and (
3
80
,
3
80
)
,
(
7
16
,
7
16
)
. (4.9)
The elds orresponding to (4.8) are even and those orresponding to (4.9) are odd with
respet to parity, so only the elds orresponding to (4.8) and their desendants an
ontribute to the Hamiltonian operator (4.5). Thus the volume dependene of the energy
levels near the triritial point should be desribed well for large l by
eΨ(l)− e0(l) = 2π
l
(∆+IR,Ψ +∆IR,Ψ) + AΨl
−0.2 +BΨl0.8 + . . . ,
where only the leading terms are kept. Searhing for the triritial point we tted the
funtion
2π
l
Di + Ail
−0.2 +Bil0.8 (4.10)
of l to the data obtained by TCSA for ei(l) − e0(l) near the estimated loation of the
triritial point. Best ts are shown in Table 4.2. (The errors presented ome from the
tting proess and do not ontain the trunation errors whih are generally larger.) The
tting was done in the volume ranges l = 50 − 230, l = 110 − 230, the dimension of the
trunated Hilbert spae was 13600. The results of the tting support the existene of a
triritial point loated (approximately) at η1 = 0.163, η2 = 0.3518. The exat values of
D1 and D2 in the triritial Ising model are
D1 = 0.075 , D2 = 0.2 .
The numerial results agree quite well with this predition. The TCSA spetrum obtained
at the triritial point is shown in Figure 4.7. The values of Di predited by the triritial
Ising model are also shown in the gure. The dashed lines and + signs are used for odd
parity states, the ontinuous lines and × signs are used for even parity states.
We used a modied version of the TCSA program exploiting the Z2-symmetry of the
model by taking even and odd basis vetors and taking the Hamiltonian operator on the
even and odd subspaes separately, whih redues the total time needed for diagonalization
and thus allows to take higher ecut values.
The TCSA data for the rst two exited states t quite well to the predition of
the triritial Ising model, the energy levels of the next two exited states also show
orrespondene with the predition. Clear orrespondene annot be seen for higher
levels.
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Table 4.2: The results of tting (4.10) to the rst two exited levels in the estimated
triritial point
State Di Ai Bi
i = 1 0.074± 0.004 −0.0060± 0.001 2.8 · 10−5 ± 5 · 10−6
i = 2 0.196± 0.01 −0.006± 0.002 2.4 · 10−5 ± 6 · 10−6
β = 8
√
π/7, η1 = 0.163, η2 = 0.3518
0
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Figure 4.7: [ei(l) − e0(l)] · l/2π as funtions of l obtained by TCSA at β = 8
√
π/7,
η1 = 0.163, η2 = 0.3518
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Table 4.3: Points of the ritial line found by TCSA
η1 η2 η1 η2 η1 η2 η1 η2
0.01 0.354 0.06 0.355 0.11 0.359 0.16 0.357
0.02 0.354 0.07 0.3555 0.12 0.36 0.163 0.3565
0.03 0.354 0.08 0.356 0.13 0.36
0.04 0.354 0.09 0.3575 0.14 0.3595
0.05 0.354 0.1 0.3585 0.15 0.359
4.6.2 The ritial line
The points of the ritial line we found using TCSA are listed in Table 4.3. The value of η1
was hosen and xed in advane, and then η2 was estimated in the same way as desribed
in Setion 4.5. These points are also marked in Figure 4.1 by rosses. The dimension of the
trunated Hilbert spae was 10269 in these alulations, whih orresponded to ecut = 17.
The value of β was 8
√
π/5. Figures 4.8.a-l show the TCSA spetra (espeially the lowest
lying energy levels) obtained in these points as well as the values of Di orresponding to
both the ritial and the triritial Ising model. Crosses are used for odd parity states,
squares are used for even parity states. It an be seen that moving on the ritial line
in the phase spae towards the triritial endpoint the nite volume spetrum hanges
ontinuously. In the η1 < 0.11 domain the spetra (espeially the rst two levels) orre-
spond learly to phase transitions in the Ising universality lass. At η1 = 0.11 the rst
exited level already appears to orrespond to the predition of the triritial Ising model,
whereas the seond exited level still has the behaviour predited by the Ising model. It
would be very interesting to know the large volume behaviour (and innite volume limit)
of the rst exited level, but the preision of TCSA does not allow to determine it. What
we an see is that there is no sign in the TCSA data that the rst exited level follows the
preditions of the Ising model in the large volume limit. In the domain 0.11 ≤ η1 ≤ 0.16
there is a spetaular rearrangement of the higher energy levels (already observable in the
η1 < 0.11 domain), and at η1 = 0.16 the seond exited level also appears to orrespond
to the predition of the triritial Ising model. We regard therefore the point η1 = 0.16,
η2 = 0.357 to be the triritial endpoint of the ritial line, this point is marked by a
square in Figure 4.1. (We did not aspire to determine the value of η1 more preisely for
this value of β.) Eah gure shows the spetrum in the volume interval l = 0 . . . 200, and
for the large values l ≈ 200 the trunation error is always onspiuous.
The value of l where the trunation errors beome large gets smaller and smaller as
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the triritial point is approahed, whih orresponds to the fat that a triritial point as
renormalization group xed point is more repelling than an Ising type one. Inreasing η1
further the behaviour orresponding to the triritial point would rapidly disappear from
the nite volume spetrum.
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Figure 4.8: [ei(l)− e0(l)] · l/2π as funtions of l obtained by TCSA at β = 8
√
π/5 and at
various points (η1, η2) lying on the ritial line, the preditions of the ritial Ising model
(ontinuous horizontal lines) for Di, the preditions of the triritial Ising model (dashed
horizontal lines) for Di
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Figure 4.8 ontinued
4.6.3 The line of rst order transition
Figures 4.9.a-j show TCSA spetra obtained at η1 = 0.6 and at various values of η2 between
0.17 and 0.30. The energy levels are shown as ompared to the lowest level. The dimension
of the trunated Hilbert spae was 6597 in these alulations, whih orresponded to
ecut = 16. The value of β was 8
√
π/5. Dashed lines are used for odd parity levels and
ontinuous lines for even parity levels.
At η2 = 0.17 (and also for η2 < 0.17) the ground state is unique for all values of l,
whereas doubly degenerate runaway levels an also be seen. At η2 = 0.19, however, the
ground level is doubly degenerate for small values of the volume but beomes nondegen-
erate in large volume, i.e. there is a value of l where the doubly degenerate runaway level
and the single level ross eah other. The slope of the runaway levels beome smaller and
smaller as η2 is inreased, and the rossing point also moves towards larger and larger
values. At η2 = 0.3 the ground state is already doubly degenerate for all values of l and
nondegenerate runaway levels are present. These features indiate that a rst order phase
transition ours at an intermediate value of η2. The behaviour of the nite volume spe-
tra around the transition point seen in the gures implies that a preise determination
of the transition point from the TCSA data in a diret way would require preise data
for large values of l. For this reason we did not aspire to nd many points of the line
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of rst order phase transition, we did TCSA alulations only at η1 = 0.4 and η1 = 0.6,
and we roughly estimated the loation of the rst order phase transition at these values.
Our estimation based on the TCSA data are η2 = 0.30 and η2 = 0.21. These points are
also marked in Figure 4.1 by rosses. The Figures 4.9.a-j show the rst 20 levels in the
domain l = 0 . . . 200. Unfortunately the trunation eet is large in most of this domain
of l, however we expet that those qualitative features of the spetra whih we allude to
are orret.
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Figure 4.9: [ei(l)− e0(l)], i = 0 . . . 19 as funtions of l obtained by TCSA at β = 8
√
π/5,
η1 = 0.6 and at various values of η2
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4.7 Disussion
We have investigated seleted speial ases of the multi-frequeny sine-Gordon theory,
espeially the struture of their phase spae, ontinuing the work begun in [52℄. Conern-
ing the lassial limit we found that the only possible phase transition in the (rational)
two-frequeny ase is a seond order Ising-type transition. The three-frequeny model has
some new qualitative features ompared to the two-frequeny model: a triritial point
whih is at the end of a ritial line an also be found, and rst order transition is pos-
sible as well. The phase spae of the n-frequeny model ontains n-fold ritial points,
otherwise we do not expet new qualitative features ompared to the three-frequeny
model.
The numerial (TCSA) alulations in the quantum ase yielded the following results:
we found the same type of phase transitions as in the lassial ase, in partiular we were
able to determine the seond order Ising nature and the loation of the phase transition in
the two-frequeny model with good preision. The auray of the TCSA also allowed us
to nd the triritial point in the three-frequeny ase, whih we regard the main result
of this hapter. It demands more numerial work than the two-frequeny model for the
following reasons: the two-frequeny model has only one-dimensional phase spae, whereas
the phase spae is two-dimensional in the three-frequeny model; and the triritial point
as a renormalization group xed point is more repelling than the Ising-type ritial point,
so one has to take larger trunated spae to ahieve good preision. Furthermore, in the
three-frequeny ase we found several points of the ritial line and observed how the
TCSA spetrum hanges as the triritial endpoint is approahed. It would be interesting
to investigate this at onsiderably better preision. Although the fous was mainly on
the triritial point, we also investigated the rst order phase transition in the three-
frequeny model and we found that the rst order nature an be established by TCSA,
but the loation of the transition an be determined muh less aurately than that of the
seond-order transition. We expet that multi-ritial points in the universality lasses
of further elements of the disrete unitary series ould be found in the higher-frequeny
models, but inreasing numerial auray would be needed, beause these multi-ritial
points are more and more repelling. Finally, we remark that the quantum orretions did
not alter the nature of the phase transitions in any of the ases we investigated, and the
loation of transition points is almost the same in the lassial and quantum theory. The
investigation of the multi-frequeny model with irrational frequeny ratios is still an open
problem. We also remark that the partile ontent of the multi-frequeny sine-Gordon
model ould also be investigated by the method of semilassial quantization [118℄.
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Summary of the main results
In my thesis I study problems in three areas of 1 + 1-dimensional quantum eld theory.
These investigations are desribed in three largely independent hapters.
In Chapter 2 I deal with the boundary bootstrap for the sattering theory of su-
persymmetri massive integrable quantum eld theories with a boundary in a speial
framework in whih the bloks of the full S-matrix and reetion matrix are assumed
to take the form of a produt of a supersymmetri and a non-supersymmetri fator. I
give a desription of supersymmetry in the presene of a boundary, i.e. when the spae is
the half-line. I present rules for the determination of the representations in whih higher
level boundary bound states transform, and for the determination of the supersymmetri
one-partile reetion matrix fators for the higher level boundary bound states. These
rules apply under the assumption that the bulk partiles transform in the kink or in the
boson-fermion representation. I also present examples for the appliation of these rules
to spei models.
In Chapter 3 I investigate the eet of the Hilbert spae trunation applied in the
numerial method alled trunated onformal spae approah (TCSA) on boundary ows
in the ase of the ritial Ising model on a strip with magneti perturbation on one of
the boundaries. The main goal is to show that the eet of trunation on the spetrum
an be taken into onsideration approximately by a hange of the oeients of the terms
in the Hamiltonian operator. I present the results of numerial and perturbative alu-
lations, whih support this idea. I also present a omparison with another trunation
method whih preserves the solvability of the model. The hanging of the oeients
appears to work for this trunation method as well. The omparison reveals that ertain
qualitative properties of the ows of the trunated spetra depend on the partiular trun-
ation method applied. The hapter inludes an exat quantum eld theoreti solution
of the model under onsideration, in partiular the alulation of the spetrum and the
matrix elements of the elds. I also propose a desription of the model as a perturbation
of its innite oupling onstant limit. I present the desription of the spetrum by the
Bethe-Yang equations, whih gives the exat result in this ase.
In Chapter 4 I investigate the phase diagrams of the two- and three-frequeny sine-
Gordon models by the TCSA method. The fous is mainly on the nding of a triritial
point in the ase of the three-frequeny model. I give substantial evidene that this point
exists. I also nd several points of the ritial line in the phase diagram and present
TCSA data showing the hange of the nite volume spetrum along the ritial line as
the triritial endpoint is approahed. I nd a few points of the line of rst order transition
as well.
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A f® eredmények összefoglalása
Doktori értekezésemben az 1 + 1-dimenziós kvantumtérelmélet három részterületéhez
tartozó problémákkal foglalkozom. Ennek megfelel®en az értekezés három lényegében
független részre oszlik.
A 2. fejezetben a szuperszimmetrikus peremes integrálható kvantumtérelméletek szórás-
elméletét tanulmányozom egy speiális konstrukió keretei között, amelyben a teljes S-
mátrix és reexiós mátrix blokkjai egy szuperszimmetrikus és egy nem szuperszimmetrikus
rész szorzataként állnak el®. Tárgyalom a szuperszimmetria deníióját perem jelenléte
esetén, továbbá megadok olyan szabályokat, amelyek segítségével meghatározhatók az
egyes magasabb energiájú határkötött állapotokon megvalósuló ábrázolások, és az ezen
állpotokról történ® részeskevisszaver®dés mátrixának szuperszimmetrikus részei. Ezek
a szabályok abban az esetben alkalmazhatóak, amikor az elmélet részeskéi a kink vagy
a bozon-fermion ábrázolás szerint transzformálódnak. A szabályok alkalmazását konkrét
példákon is bemutatom.
A 3. fejezetben a levágott konform tér közelítés (TCSA) nev¶ numerikus módszer al-
kalmazásakor végzett levágásnak a peremes renormálási soport folyamokra való hatását
tanulmányozom egy konkrét modell, a határon mágnesesen perturbált, szakaszon értelme-
zett kritikus Ising modell esetén. A kit¶zött él annak az elképzelésnek az igazolása, hogy
a levágás hatása a spektrumra gyelembe vehet® a Hamilton operátorban szerepl® tagok
együtthatóinak megváltoztatásával. Ismertetem az általam végzett numerikus és per-
turbatív számolások eredményeit, amelyek alátámasztják ezt az elképzelést. Elvégeztem
az említett számolásokat egy olyan levágási eljárás esetén is, amelyik az eredeti modell
egzakt megoldhatóságát nem szünteti meg. Az együtthatók megváltoztatása ebben az
esetben is alkalmasnak látszik a levágás hatásának gyelembe vételére, továbbá kiderül,
hogy (levágás alkalmazása után) a folyamok kvalitatív viselkedése függ az alkalmazott le-
vágási eljárástól. Megadom a vizsgált modell egy egzakt kvantumtérelméleti megoldását,
amely magába foglalja többek között a spektrum és a terek mátrixelemeinek kiszámítását.
Javaslom a modellnek egy a végtelen satolású határeset perturbáiójaként való leírását.
Elvégzem a spektrum kiszámítását a Bethe-Yang egyenletekkel is.
A 4. fejezetben a két- és háromfrekveniás sine-Gordon modell fázisszerkezetének a
TCSA módszerrel való feltérképezésével foglalkozom. A f® eredmény ebben a fejezetben
egy trikritikus pont megtalálása. Emellett megkeresem annak a kritikus vonalnak számos
pontját, amelyiknek a végén a trikritikus pont található, és bemutatom a véges térfogatbeli
spektrum változását a kritikus vonal mentén a trikritikus pont felé haladva. Megkeresem
a fázisdiagramban található els®rend¶ fázishatár néhány pontját is.
